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CELOTEX 12” BUILDING BOARD 

This is the famous Celotex Standard 
building board—a 1/2” cane fibre prod- 
uct. Use it wherever a strong, rigid, 
lightweight board with heat resisting 
and sound insulating properties is re- 
quired. It is smooth ivory-coated on 
one side—back is natural. And it is 
Ferox-Processed against dry rot and 
termites. Made in sizes 4 feet wide by 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12 feet long, 

CELOTEX ROCK-WOOL BATTS 

FOR HOME INSULATION 

It’s never too late to in- 
sulate homes — both for 
fuel savings now and for 
greater summer comfort 
later. Celotex Rock Wool 
Batts provide insulation 
of proved efficiency at 
moderate cost — but with 
fine profits to you. They 

- are fireproof and come 
in full stud thickness. Can be applied between 
attic floor joists or between the rafters. Celotex 
Rock Wool is also available for “blow-in’ ap- 
plication. And easier FHA financing is available 
to your prospects. 
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THE MULTIPLE-FUNCTION 

MATERIAL THAT DOES 3 JOBS 

Siding...Sheathing...Insulation CELO-ROK WALLBOARD AND WEATHER-PROOF SIDING 

eT WS Celo-Rok gypsum 
"See 2 SY Ideal for farm buildings, " wallboards meet the Celo-Rok Weather 
Fie factories, machine shops, | { rigid Celotex tests Proof Siding is a fire- 

. 4 warehouses and general { for quality. They are resistant gypsum board 
at ommant buildings. Combines sid- i fire-resistant — won't —a single structural ma: a— oe ; 

as | ing, sheathing and in u- 
| lation in one weather- 

resistant, easily applied 
material. Applied direct 

warp, expand or con- 
tract. Their light 
weight makes them 
easy to handle, easy 

terial which will serve 
in place of both sheath- 
ing and siding. Both 
surfaces and all edges 

to studding. Celo-Siding 
’ saves critical lumber, 

time and labor. Available in bufftone or green colors and in 
two thicknesses — 5” and 7%”. Sizes: 5g” in 4’ x 8’ and 7,” 

to work with, yet 
they are durable and 
strong. They take any 

standard type of decoration. Available in 
in 4’ x 8’ and 4’ x 10’ with square edges; 74” in 2’ x 8’ with square, recessed or beveled edges—+g” or 
T&G joints on long edges. Recommend 7,” for greater 1,” thick. Square edge also available in 
strength an! insulation value; 53” for lighter, lower cost 1,” thickness. All are 4 feet wide, made 
construct.on, in 4,5,6,7,8,9, 10, 11 and 12 ft. lengths. 

CELOTEX Hoo /hailab Gl Celotex Asphalted Building Board R60. UB. PAT. OFF 
Celotex Insulating Sheathing 

, BMRA PRODUGIS Celotex Insulating Interior Finishes 

are treated with a 
weather-proofing com- 
pound, Exterior side is 
finished in green and 

requires no painting. Available in 1” thick- 
ness with ship-lapped long edges and 
thickness with T&G long edges—24 inches 
wide, in 6, 8, 9, and 10 foot lengths. 

Celotex Insulating Lath 

Celotex Roof Insulation 
Celo-Rok Plasters 

Flexcell Expansion Joint 

Cemesto 
Celotex Triple Sealed Shingles 
Celo-Rok Anchor Lath 

Celotex Triple Sealed Roll Roofing 
Celo-Rok Sheathing 
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Better, Faster with these NEW 

enest7a BUILDING PANELS jag 

These new panels will enable you to 

construct your buildings with speed 

and economy as soon as restrictions TYPE A consists of two channels with 
top and bottom plate which, with service 
cover, form a two cell box beam shape 
when interlocked with adjacent section. 
Service cover gives access to cell for in- 
stalling service facilities, 16” width, 3” to 
9” depth, elements @f sections in combi- 
nations of 18 to 10 gauge. 

are lifted. They’re designed for great 

strength, yet are light in weight. They 

lock together—fast—with great savings 

in field labor. 

The interlocking panels provide at- TYPE B has one flat surface and two 
channel-type ribs. Can be used with flat 
side up or down, inside or outside. 16” 
width, depth 3” to 9”, elements of sections 
in combinations of 18 to 10 gauge. As with 
Type A, this versatile panel permits easy 
application of wood, concrete or other sur- 
facing materials. 

tractive flat or ribbed surfaces, ready 

for the application of any finishes you 

desire. They are vapor-sealed, non- 

combustible, can be insulated. Fenestra 

TYPE C—used horizontally or vertically 
for walls. Normally filled with insulation 
at the factory. Corrosion-resistant metal can 
be used for outside sheet. Walls can be 
covered, inside or outside. 2” and 3” depth, 
16” width. Gauges vary according to appli- 
cation requirements. 

Building Panels can be used to form 

an entire enclosure of steel—or as 

floors, walls or roofs along with other 

structural materials. 
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R '@) '@) F Ss DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, 
Building Panels Division (formerly Holorib Div.) 
Dept. AB-2, 2260 E. Grand Boulevard, 
Detroit 11, Michigan 

Please send me, without obligation, information on 
Fenestra Building Panels. 
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~ | Company _ 
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. that Ends with Buying Action 
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\ the universal satisfaction of Upson customers 

t everywhere is proof of the quality and beauty you 

want in products for postwat jobs. 

In a recent nation-wide survey is proof that you can 

depend upon the installation of Upson Ceilings for 

an important part of your postwar income. This survey 

reveals that: 

Two out of every three homes today have cracked walls 

and ceilings. 

And that one home owner in every four is planning cracked 

plaster repall work just as soon as it can be started. 

What other type of job will you have a chance to sell 

to one out of every four homes? Application is extremely 

simple and_ profitable. The time to investigate and 

prepare yourself is now! Consult your lumber dealer 

or write us for details on how you can begin. The Upson 

Company, Lockport, New York. 

Upson Quality Products Are Easily identified 

By The Famous Blue-Center 
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Marvels appreciated 
To the Editor: I marvel at the amount of material 

that goes into your issue each month and appreciate the 
fact that it must take a tremendous amount of effort to 
produce such an issue. 

I had a copy at our last meeting and made it a point 
that the entire membership had an opportunity to scruti- 
nize the articles and photographs, and I intend to see 
that those who missed it at the last meeting get a chance 
to view it at the next meeting —J. RAYMOND TOBIN, 
Rochester Home Builders’ Assn., Rochester, N.Y. 

In hospital, plans cabins 
To the Editor: Please send me any literature you 

lave on construction of log cabins of all types. I ama 
patient in the hospital and would kl’ to plan on building 
one of these later on —LT. LEWIS LEADER, A.A.F. 
Regional Hospital, Maxwell Field, Ala. 

20 long years! 
To the Editor: Here across our desk this morning 

came a little piece of interesting evidence of the power 
of American Builder. We have before us an inquiry 
from our advertisement on Page 9 of the December, 
1924, issue. Believe it or not, the reader lives in Missouri. 

So it’s exactly twenty years ago since that ad was 
published, and indicates that there is a long, long life to 
American Builder, and it shows my predecessor was an 
excellent copywriter—WILLIAM W. PETERSON, 
National Brass Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Deferred by war 
To the Editor: Ina recent issue of your magazine, 

an article appeared concerning the possibility of con- 
structing a model house for the stimulation of post-war 
‘onstruction, 

For several months, we were planning just such a 
program, and upon reading your article, made immediate 
contact with the N.H.A. and W.P.B., but were coldly 
advised that there was no possibility of help from them. 

Would you kindly advise us as to whom we should 
contact relative to this matter—ARTHUR E. WIL- 
SON, Henry C. Cox Const. Co.. Long Beach, Calif 

Veterans live subject ; 
To the Editor: I am very much interested in your 

articles and plans for ex-service men. I wish to be 
advised if a veteran’s family whose husband or father 
is in active service would be eligible for priorities to 
purchase or build a new house. I also wish to know if 
a retired soldier, or discharged, would be eligible —G. P. 
BROWNLOW, Columbia, Tenn. 

A trade secret 
To the Editor: Let me compliment you on Structor’s 

column, “On and Off the Record” especially for last 
month’s issue. Who is Structor? These little para 
graphs really hit the nail on the head. 
We are really having a time building houses under 

H-1 for $6000. Apparently, there is no price control 
on materials and sub-contractors. The cost of these 
buildings right now are way in excess of $6000. 

[I wonder just what is in store for us the next few 
months? This public housing thing seems to be getting 
really out of hand—HENNY MOLLGAARD, The 
Mollgaard Co., Milwaukee, Wisc 
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DINING ROOM SETTING FROM THE JOHN SHILLITO COMPANY, CINCINNATI 

AN ADEQUATE CHIMNEY gives you freedom 

to heat with any fuel—including the least ex 

pensive and most plentiful of them all, Bitumi- 

nous Coal. And remember, today’s expensive 

fuels may be even more so in the vears ahead! 
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A HOME THAT costs too much to heat becomes not 

only a “headache” to own—but also a “drug on the 

market” when you try to sell it! 

One way to make sure your home won’t cost too 

much to heat is to m: ike sure it has an ade >quate 

chimney —one big e nough to handle all heating fuels 

equally well. Big e ‘nough, for instance, to prov ide the 

natural draft needed to burn Bituminous Coal—the 

fuel that gives the most uniform heat—the least ex- 

pensive of all fuels—and the one fuel that will al- 

ways be low in cost because America has a 3,000- 

year supply! 

The extra cost of building such a chimney is small 

only about $16 for the average 7-room house! 4 out 

of every 7 homes in this country depend on Bitu- 

minous Coal for steady, even heat. And any home 

owner who has one of the modern coal-stokers knows 

how “automatic,” how clean and odorless Bitumi- 

nous Coal is, when properly burned. 

Your architect or builder will tell you that a chim- 

ney adequate for burning Bituminous Coal is also 

efficient for any other fuel you ever might choose. 

Falk it over with him—it will pay you to do so! 

BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE, 60 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK I17, 

(This is one of a series of advertisements now appearing in home-makers’ magazines) 

N. Y. 
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LARGE HOME: Jonitro! Gas-Fired Winter Air Conditioner 
provides grecter spoce for basement recreation room. 
Cleonliness of gas heat permits it to be placed with laundry 
ond water heoter in one section of partitioned basement. 

BUNGALOW: Basement may be eliminated to keep 
down costs. Janitrol equipment requires no fuel storage, 
can be installed in a small utility room. For basement 
installation, o Jonitrol Gravity Furnace is recommended 

APARTMENT: Jonitro! heating unit built into living 
room wall of each cpartment allows each tenant to choose 
his own temperature, poy for his own heating. This mate- 

rially lowers opartment house operating costs 

TWO-FAMILY DUPLEX: Bosement divided to give each 
tenant privacy and separate loundry facilities. Separate 
Janitrol Winter Air Conditioners provide automatic gas heat, 

adjustable to each family's needs, 

# 

A 

i
.
  —— 

Heating systems that 

fit all plans 

@ Whatever types of homes you may have planned, 

there’s a Janitrol Gas-Fired Heating System to fit 

each type. Thousands of successful installations— 

big community projects, private homes and apart- 

ments . .. in basements, attics, closets, kitchens, 

utility rooms, or walled up out of sight in living 

rooms—have shown that Janitrol’s unexcelled flex- 

ibility makes it adaptable to practically every type 

of heating requirement. 

But in all these installations, Janitrol is doing 

far more than merely meeting Btu specifications. 

Compactness, cleanliness, automatic operation— 

all add up to the kind of performance and solid 

heating comfort we like to call Jong lasting liveability. 

There’s economy, too. Quickly responsive temper- 

ature control wastes no fuel in overheating. Highly 

efficient burners squeeze maximum heat from a fuel 

which in itself is relatively cheap in most areas. 

Building costs can often be lowered—or more liv- 

ing area provided—because Janitrol requires no 

basement or fuel storage space. 

So specify Janitrol Gas-Fired Heating Equipment 

to fit every housing plan, and to assure your clients 

of the Jong lasting liveability that brings customer 

satisfaction. For further data, write Surface Com- 

bustion, Toledo 1, Ohio. 

/ 4 GAS-FIRED 

HEATING EQUIPMENT 

= 
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NOW BEING BUILT 

WILL FEATURE 

Hutomatte 

HEATING 

GENERAL@ ELECTRIC 

eee SPE ae see. 

TODAY IS NOT TOO SOON TO PLAN 

N planning postwar homes, consider these 

| five facts: The new G-E Automatic Heating 

Units will cost less to install than did the prewar 

models; they will be more compact and more 

completely packaged; they will continue to be 

the quality units of the heating industry; they 

will be “competitively’’ priced—will cost less 

than prewar; and they will be available as soon 

as the demands of our fighting forces for war 

materials have been satisfied. 

So, before you begin to plan your first 194X 

residence, be sure to investigate the new G-E 

Automatic Heating Units. Put in a call for your 

G-E Distributor, who will be glad to supply you 

with postwar heating answers. And remember, 

TODAY is not too soon. 

General Electric Company, Heating and Air Con- 

ditioning Divisions, Section 5112, Bloomfield, N. J. 

ti i ti it i tt 
<Z BUY... and hold... WAR BONDS <Z 

tl il i le i te 

GENERAL @ ELECTRIC 

“THE WORLD TODAY"’ News, Monday through Friday, 6:45 P.M.,EWT,CBS 

—_—__—____,- 

Tune in: The ‘‘G-E HOUSE PARTY” every afternoon Monday through Friday, 4p. m., EWT,CBS...The “G-E ALL-GIRL ORCHESTRA,” Sundays, 10P.M..E WT, NBC... 
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More speed Zs uniform good 

it because Wheeler-Osgood 

ij Dik. 

Tru-Sized Doors are designed to save valuable 

time and to help builders and carpenters do a 

better job than ever before. Because Tru-Sized 

Doors are precision machined to exact book 

opening, they fit perfectly any jamb that is 

plumb and square. Tru-Sized Doors, when or- 

dered machined for locks and hinges, can save 

as much as 70 minutes on every door you install. 

~+» ARE COMPLETELY 

MANUFACTURED 

READY TO INSTALL! 

fOur id ac fener.) 

Tru-Sized Doors offer the best in modern de- 

signing, uniform quality, and master crafts- 

manship. Made of select Douglas Fir, they are 

super-strong, naturally rot-proof and highly 

mar-resistant. 

Jhadings 

The Wheeler, Osgood Company, Dept. 7-25 
Tacoma 1, Washington. 

Please send me free literature and detailed guide 
sheet for ordering Tru-Sized Doors. 

Name 

Firm 

Address 

City 
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I[Good Buildings Deserve Good Hardware] 

e While “business as usual” 

continues to be very un- 

usual in supplying builders’ 

hardware, norestrictions 

have been imposed on our 

THINKING about it! Think- 

ing in new designs, new ma- 

terials and new finishes to 

make builders’ hardware 

more attractive to your 

clients and more easily 

selected. 

Corbin hardware special- 

ists are abreast of every 

« 

Gili 

modern trend. As this war 

moves on into history, we 

suggest that periodic con- 

tact be maintained with 

your Corbin representative 

to the end that you may be 

fully advised of all product 

developments and supply 

possibilities. 

“Good Buildings Deserve 

Good Hardware” post-war, 

as always. And, as always, 

you may rely on Corbin to 

provide it. 

THE AMERICAN HARDWARE CORPORATION, SUCCESSOR 

NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT + SINCE 1849 
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forget aebbaz (el om ale lbicters 

what people really want 1s 

~ 

full ji Bereelhuc tla tte 

For years the use of electricity in the home has client satisfaction. A consulting service on 

been increasing steadily. Today, there are over home wiring and lighting is available to the 

40 servants in common use. Tomorrow, there profession. Contact your nearest Westinghouse 

will be more. distributor or district office. j. 

America wants the full convenience of mod- 

ern Electrical Living, which requires adequate Tune in: John Charles Thomas, Sunday 2:30 E.W.1 

wiring. This means enough electrical circuits N.B.C.—Hear Ted Malone, Mon. Tues. Wed. Evenings, 

to deliver power where it’s needed, and outlets Blue Network 

at arm’s length wherever they’re required... 

served with plenty of power. Electrical Living 

also means better use of lighting, for decora- CH 

tion as well as illumination. 

The cost of adequate wiring is a very small a ° 

part of the cost of a home. Yet it has an out- VU esti ndshe yuSC 

standing influence on the value of homes—on PLANTS IN 25 CITIES... (J OFFICES EVERY WHERE 

appeal to the owner, or to buyers. 

A careful study of your wiring plans will BETTER HOMES DEPARTMENT 

pay big dividends. And use of Westinghouse 
> 

; 

equipment will be your assurance of complete 
r 
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TOMORKOWS LIGHT 

AND ROSKS 

Q. Arm-Chair Editors have no place at House 
Beautiful. Digging out facts for their monthly “Home Planners Study 
Course” means first-hand contact with topflight authorities. Here 
Editor Elizabeth Gordon answers home-making questions at a meet- 
ing of The Home Planning Institute of Philadelphia, sponsored by 
the Quaker City Federal Savings and Loan Association. 

®, “Possibilities vs. Probabilities” of future light- 
ing are discussed by fact-ferreter Florence Paine with Dr. Matthew 
Luckiesh, G. E.’s Residential Lighting Director and nationally known 
master of lighting psychology. For a thorough analysis of the subject 
read “What Postwar Lighting Will Mean in Your Future Life,” 
the sound factual article in House Beautiful’s February issue. 

3. Getting to the root of plans for postwar roses set 
House Beautiful’s Garden Expert, Ralph Bailey, to checking on newly 
developed species in his trial garden before introducing them to the 
public. Here’s famous rose-hybridizer Eugene S. Boerner, Vice-Presi- 
dent and Research Chief of Jackson & Perkins Co., Newark, double- 
checking Bailey’s results. 

/ HOUSE BEAUTIFUL is ihe magosine that. interprets your market for youl It’s F 

a. Analyzing Value Received for home-makers 
takes Feature Editor Marion Gough to John Gerald, Director of 
B. Altman’s Decorating Department, for serious discussion. Her article 
“Do You Get More When You Pay More” in the February House 
Beautiful features four rooms designed by Mr. Gerald to show what 
$1000, $2000, $3000 and $4000 will buy in home furnishings. 

7 = me —— OK Kea AEA feo 

HOUSE BEAUTIFUL 
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Do your Heating Plans 

include 

Toridheet Equipment? 

That's a question which you may of course answer to yourself. 

But we have the privilege of saying this to you: If your plans do include Toridheet Equip- 

Ment you are moving on sure ground. If they do not include TORIDHEET it is not too 

soon to check with TORIDHEET. 

Toridheet is in the heating equipment business on the modern side. What do we mean by 

that? Just this—that the history of Toridheet is a record of continuous progress. We have 

not been hampered by old ideas but have continuously moved forward in our thinking, in 

our designs and in our policies, not simply wzti, but generally ahead of the industry. Torid- 

heet has always dared to be several steps in advance. 

The significance of that fact to you now is twofold: 

First, it definitely implies that Toridheet equipment is already in the modern swing. The 

minute conditions permit we can shift into production with products that definitely meet the 

demand of “‘tomorrow’’. 

Second, it signifies that in Toridheet products, immediately after the war you will get heat- 

ing equipment that has been proven and tested from the standpoint of all known measures 

of heating efficiencies. That is up-to-the-minute in accessories and conveniences. That it 

fits definitely into all modern plans for space conservation. That all Toridheet units are 

sweetly good looking in a business-like way—and this is important . . . backed by a nation- 

wide reputation for dependability, ease of maintenance and high efficiency. 

The TORIDHEET LINE includes: TORIDHEET OIL BURNERS, OIL BURNER 

BOILERS, AIR CONDITIONERS and WATER HEATERS. Also 

GAS HEATING UNITS and COAL HEATING UNITS. 

If you seek AUTOMATIC Heating at its highest development you 

will give careful consideration to TORIDHEET. Shall we send you our 

newest literature ? 

TORIDHEET DIVISION 

CLEVELAND STEEL PRODUCTS CORP. «+ CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 

Oil Burners + Air Conditioning Units + Oil-Burner Boilers 

Coal and Gas Furnaces + Water Heaters 
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INDUSTRIAL Washroom HOT WATER? 

You BET 

They'll Want It! 

Modern workers expect modern washrooms. . 

with imstant, piping-hot water to “get the day’s | 

work off their hands”. After a good wash-up they J 

feel better .. . and they work better. You can be 

sure they'll welcome morale-building hot water on 

the post-war job, too! 

Here’s the THRIFTY 

way to supply it! 

... To attract the best workers . . . to get the best 

out of them .. . to save the time wasted waiting 

for water to run hot. . . install the GENERAL 

Tankless Heater! 

With GENERAL Tankless Heaters there are no 

tanks to install and maintain . . . no complicated 

piping. You insure minimum radiation loss — and 

independent operation for each washroom. And 

these efficient money-saving heat- 

ers hook up directly to boiler 

water or steam at any pressure. 

That's the kind of cheap hot 

water GENERAL Tankless Heat- 

ers put on tap... instantly, con- 

tinuously! 

You can do the best for your 

workers .. . and for yourself... 

by planning to install GENERAL 

Tankless Heaters as soon as war 

conditions permit. Write for 

complete specifications in Cata- 

log 16. General Fittings Com- 

pany, Dept. F, 123 Georgia Ave., 

Providence 5, R. I. 

* 

UNTIL VICTORY —a major part of 
our production is precision war work 
... torpedo and bomb parts, fuse set- 
ters, special Navy water heaters. 

GENERAL 
TANKLESS WATER HEATERS 
Capacities 314 to 70 g. p. m. 
Long-lasting copper tube 
heating coils. 

GENeRAL 

WATER HEATERS AND HEATING SPECIALTIES 

* Tankless and Tank-Type Water Heaters 

for Wasnroom and Process Hot Water 

* Live-Steam Heaters * Water-Hammer Silencers * Thermostatic Mixing Valves * Coil-Heated Tanks 
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This hangar opening is neatly and adequately 
taken care of by four standard Crawford 
upward-acting doors, individually 10 ft. high 
by 12 ft. wide, and separated by three easily 
removable aluminum mullion strips which 
slip-lock into floor studs. Other glazing pat- 
terns may be used. Wire glass if desixed. 

-+- On 

hangar door 

economy... 

Nthe lines of the unfolding story of this war it isn’t 

difficult to read the story of aviation coming of age. The 

postwar world—with thousands trained to handle planes and 

new hundreds of thousands accustomed to travelling in planes 

—will indeed be an air world. 

Thousands of new hangars, public and private, will dot the 

land—and, though we have been up to our ears in the battle 

of production for war, we have been thinking of Crawford 

Door applications for hangars. 

It is not too early for you to be thinking about this same subject. 

We have some unusual slants on efficiency and economy- 

quite naturally, too, since we have worked so long with similar 

problems for residential garage and industrial applications. We 

understand hangar door requirements, but you won't find our 

minds closed to special considerations you may present. Can 

we be of help to you? Just drop us a line—there’s no obligation. 

Crawford Door Company, 401 St. Jean, Detroit 14, Mich. 

UPWARD-ACTING 

Residential Garage Doors 

Commercial & Industrial Doors 

Hand or Power Operated Doors 

* Craw-Fir Doors te 
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Build Long-Term Satisfaction into Your Homes 

FFICIENT, ECONO
MICAL) 

February 1945. 

Surveys in Six Typical Communities 

Prove the EFFICIENCY and ECONOMY 

of GAR WOOD TEMPERED-AIRE 

Prewor Fuel Consumption in Gallons 
Per Square Foot of Floor Area 

IN ROCHESTER 
Average for territory 
Average GAR WOOD equipped 

IN TOLEDO 
Average for territory 
Average GAR WOOD equipped 

IN DETROIT 
Average for territory 
Average GAR WOOD equipped 

IN HARTFORD 
Average for territory 
Average GAR WOOD equipped 

IN DREXEL HILL, PA. 
Average for territory 
Average GAR WOOD equipped 

IN RICHMOND 
Average for territory 
Average GAR WOOD equipped 

1.65 

1.54 
77 

71 

1.30 

1.18 

97 

Good homes, well planned and well built, offer the greatest 

possibilities for heating efficiency. Be doubly sure that your 

homes will give the utmost satisfaction by recommending 

1.54 either oil or gas-fired Gar Wood Tempered-Aire Units . . . 

famous for efficient, economical operation. Actual surveys 

have proven their outstanding performance. Ask the Gar 

Wood dealer in your community to notify you when the 

new post-war Tempered-Aire models are available. 

BUY U. S. WAR BONDS TO ASSURE VICTORY! 

GAR WOOD INDUSTRIES, inc., HEATING DIVISION 

7924 RIOPELLE STREET 

‘HOISTS and BODIES . . WINCHES and CRANES . . TANKS . . 

DETROIT 11, MICHIGAN 

. ROAD MACHINERY . . MOTOR BOATS 

Ain 
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RADIAL SAW 

MONARCH 

Years ahead in design and simplicity of con- 

struction, this radically different power saw 

commands attention because it enables one 

man, on most types of construction, to turn out 

20% more work in a given time. Savings of 

from 200% to 500% are possible on certain operations, such 

as notching six 4” rafters at one stroke, both angles being cut 

at same stroke. 

UNI-POINT achieves production miracles by the principle of 

one-point cutting, which does away with frequent resetting of 

work and adjustments of machines; by combining two or more 

operations in one; and by other short-cut methods which speed 

up production and reduce fatigue on the part of the operator. 
itest 

your “Say. that’s a s/ick machine,” has been the comment of more 

; than one builder on watching a demonstration. It's hard to 

ding believe that one machine will do so many things and do them 

faster and more accurately—but it’s true! A UNI-POINT in 

veys your shop will pay for itself in two or three contracts. It will 

enable you better to meet the ever increasing production loads 

Gar of war-time requirements. It will also put you out in front in 

- the the competitive race that lies ahead with the coming boom in 

home building, which will require pre-fabrication and volume 

production. 

This is the time for action! Send for Catalog 60. 

OATS 
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GOOD FOR BIG JOBS... 

PENNVERNON WINDOW GLASS 
has the high degree of clarity, 
good looks, and freedom from 

distortion necessary to assure 

quality glazing of important 

structures like this Bankers Life 

Insurance Building, Macon, 
Georgia. 

Elliot Dunwody, Jr. Architect: W. 

U
S
E
 
“
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not just “Wi
ndow Glass 

PENNVERNON WINDOW GLASS 
will also give complete satisfac- 

tion when sold for the windows 
of attractive residences like this. 

It has won wide spread accept- 
ance for both kinds of jobs. 

For big buildings or small, use 
Pennvernon ... the window glass 
that has made a name for itself! 

_PENNVERNON window glass 

| PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 
2037-5 GRANT BUILDING, PITTSBURGH 19 PA 

PITTSBURGH” sland for Zualiiy Glass and (Print G 

Amer 
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Typical installation of fan 
with plenum chamber. 
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ln the midst of confusing postwar dreams, here’s one thing you can 

definitely include in your plans and specifications for tomorrow’s 

homes. 

With an Emerson-Electric Home Cooler Fan installed in the attic, your 

clients will be able to do something about the weather, besides talk. 

. After sundown, on hot, muggy days, they’ll find welcome relief 

when this quiet, powerful fan forces out the accumulated hot air and 

Wall-mounted fan, equipped replaces it with cooler, outside air, drawn through open windows and 

with either fixed louvers or doors. ... Furnished in sizes from 36-in. to 48-in., with displacements 

from 9,000 to 21,100 cubic feet of air per minute. Install in attics— 

easily adaptable to plenum chamber or outside wall mounting. 

automatic metal shutter. 

Write for complete specifications and dimensional data on Home 

— =e Cooler Fans, also modern Emerson-Electric Kitchen Ventilating Fans. 

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS 3, MO. 

iSs \ Branches: New York * Chicago « Detroit * Los Angeles * Davenport ais 

) | EMERSON £25 ELECTRIC 

HOME COOLER FANS KITCHEN VENTILATORS 



100 MORE—The goal of the Nation- 
al Association of Home Builders for 
1945 is an additional 100 affiliated local 
builder associations. This would mean 
a builder group in every metropolitan 
area of 50,000 or more. 

To accomplish this a series of re- 
gional meetings will be held throughout 
the year with officers, directors and 
present local groups taking part in a 
vigorous attempt to expand N.A.H.B. 
to meet the problems ahead. 

DESPITE EVERYTHING — ‘The 
January Home Show and Convention 
was a remarkable achievement consid- 
ering the difficulties. The biggest com- 
plaint heard was that accommodations 
in war-swollen Chicago were not 
enough to accommodate the huge 
crowds of builders that turned out. 

TERMITE TWISTER—One of the 
bright young members of our editorial] 
staff recently submitted the following 
puzzle (1 suspect under the prompting 
of some maker of wood preservative ) 

‘A column of termites 4 feet long 
is marching at the rate of 4 feet per 
hour toward a new house. An officer 
at the rear of the column learns 
through Termite Intelligence Head- 
quarters that the structure has been 
proofed against termite invasion, and 
sends a messenger to the officer lead- 
ing the march. The messenger reaches 
the head of the column, delivers the 
message, and immediately starts back 
to the rear. Arriving, he finds the col 
umn has moved ahead its own length, 
that is, 4 feet. How far did the termit 
orderly travel, and what was his av 
erage rate of speed?” 

N.H.A.’s ESTIMATE—|\) its recent 
sulletin No. 1, “Housing Needs,” 
N.H.A. estimates that = 12,600,000 
dwelling units (non-farm) will be 
needed from 1946 to 1955. That's one 
of the biggest estimates yet and we 
hope isn’t as starry-eyed as 
N.H.A. calculations. 

N.H.A. declares that 36 per cent of 
these should be under $3,000. This is 
estimated on average family income, 
and is a most erroneous way to figure 
housing needs 

According to this same estimate, 
however, some 660,000 units ranging in 
price from $3,000 to $7,500 will be 
required annually during this period 
\lso an additional 150,000 a year in 
price brackets above $7500 

ans 

This ought 

News, Views 

and Comments 

by STRUCTOR 

to be enough of a market to keep pri- 
vate enterprise rolling. 

But, of course, in its Bulletin No. 2 
N.H.A. points out that the home build- 
ing industry is so “technologically 
backward” that it despairs of any of 
these houses being built. 

N.H.A. PUBLICITY —|t is a strange 
coincidence that several publications 
of N.H.A. and a rather extensive bar- 
rage of newspaper stories appeared 
just in advance of the Taft hearings 
on housing. 

Long ago top N.H.A. directors put 
the damper on F.H.A. publicity, dis- 
banded most of the staff along with 
the elimination of many other F.H.A. 
activities. Thus all emphasis that gets 
into print is to the effect that a “con 
solidated” housing agency carrying on 
the present N.H.A. is needed. 

VANISHED HOUSE— < perplexed 
lady in Brooklyn recently went down 
to see why she was no longer getting 
rent from her house located down near 
police headquarters. When she got 
there she found the house had van 
ished. Not a sign of it. 

Naturally she was disturbed, and 
even more so when she found the city 
had condemned it and torn it down. 

Later it developed she had bouglit 
the place from the H.O.L.C. only three 
months before for $2800. It looked as 
though that notorious real estate shark, 
Uncle Sam, had done her in. 

5,000 HOUSES FOR FRANCE— 
.P.H.A. has agreed to ship some 5,000 
temporary, demountable war housing 
units to France. This may be the start 
of a really big program to unload some 
of N.H.A.’s crackerbox war housing 
mistits on the unsuspecting people 
abroad. The first shipment of 500 de- 
mounted units is said to be 
underway. 

Well, I suppose this is about as good 
a way to get rid of this stuff 

already 

as any 

BYRNES ON HOUSING—OoOne oi 
the significant items in War Mobiliza 
tion Director Byrnes’ recent fight or- 
der was a recommendation for action 
on housing. He said that “Congress 
should consider the extension and lib 
eralization of the several measures in 
existence when war was declared to 
assist home builders in financing con 
truction.’ 

‘T he report points out the severe 

American Builder, January 1945 

housing shortage that will exist afte 
the war and apparently indicates that 
Judge Byrnes and his advisors do not 
believe that the present F.H.A. mort 
gage insurance program is adequate t 
meet all the post-war needs. 

IKE’S REQUEST—YThe request by 
Eisenhower, Marshall, and other wai 
leaders for more munitions production 
has had a far reaching effect on the 
conversion program. Most of the steps 
toward “creeping relaxation” have 
been halted. If the war continues 
through next spring the industry will 
have to get along on slim pickings. 

FED UP—Many building men and 
building workers became tired of the 
war construction jobs they had. When 
ever anything was done to encourage 
civilian construction, numbers of them 
quit their war jobs, went back to the 
work they really liked to do. 

The present labor crisis is so serious 
that W.P.B. is forced to take every 
step possible to keep war workers on 
their jobs and get others to take jobs 
where they are badly needed. This hits 
the building reconversion hard. 

GREEN PASTURES—| was talk 
ing with a prominent developer re 
cently about the problem of providing 
housing for negroes. This man _ has 
been extremely successful—has devel 
oped several fine residential commum 
ties for white families that are an 
outstanding contribution to the com 
munity. 

“What I’d like to do now as the 
crowning achievement of my career” 
he said, “is to build a whole new city 
for the negroes of this town. They 
need it. Set up a nonprofit corpora 
tion, buy a thousand acres, and build 
them a complete city of their own witl 
the latest in homes, schools, churches 
movies, and all. It can be done if | 
can get the right civic minded people 
to back me up.” All of which ind: 
cates that at least one builder is inte! 
ested in social progress. 

ATKINSON'S FARM — \\m. |’ 
“Bill” Atkinson of Oklahoma City is 
a remarkably interesting fellow wh« 
has interjected a host of new ideas 
into building activities in his area. He 
once was active in newspaper publish- 
ing, later became a professor of Jour 
nalism, then got into real estate an 
building in a big way. 

His latest hobby is his big farm ot 
the edge of town where he raises regis 
tered Heretords, hogs, turkeys, chick 
ens and horses. He goes in for a red 
color scheme throughout—barns, fenc 
es, horses, chickens, and hogs are all 
red. Even the turkeys are red 

As soon as possible Bill plans to put 
up a fine new red brick home on his 
ranch, commanding an inspiring view 
of Oklahoma country side. And inci 
dentally it won’t be too far away fron 
the post-war project Bill and his asso 
ciates are planning, described in last 
month’s 4mertcan Builder. Bill is als 
justly proud of the shopping center 
shown in this issue 
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NATION-WIDE 

@ Many builders are laying plans 

now for the homes they expect 

toconstruct after the war. Anim- 

portant phase in this planning is 

howthese homes areto be heated. 

Obviously no one system is 

best for all houses—every type 

of system—every kind of fuel has 

its advantages. Climate, price, 

style of house and personal pref- 

erence—all have important bear- 

ing on the heating system most 

suitable for the homes you are 

planning today. 

To aid the builders of tomor- 

row’s homes, Crane Co. will of- 

CoMOKVOW 5. , == _ 

HOW WILL THEY BE HEATED? 

fer a complete line of boilers for 

steam and hot water, furnaces 

for warm air, radiators, controls, 

valves, fittings, oil burners and 

stokers—in fact, everything 

necessary for every type of heat- 

ing system. 

Right now there are necessary 

limitations on heating equipment 

that is available. However, when 

it is possible for you to start con- 

struction, your Crane heating 

dealer will be able to offer the 

latest and the most advanced 

types of heating, from the com- 

plete Crane postwar line. 

SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, 

PLUMBING «© HEATING «+ VALVES 

RAN 

CRANE CO., 836S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 5, ILL. 

FITTINGS «+ PIPE 

i 

23 

— 

WHOLESALERS, AND HEATING DEALERS 
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Says the 

ARCHITECT 

“The superiority of cotton 
as an insulator is obvious. 
It is more efficient in every 
way, with lifetime durabil- 
ity. I specify Cotton Insu- 
lation because I know that 
it backs up every inch of 
my best judgment.” 

Says the 

BUILDER 

“The homes I build are 
modern, which means that 
they're insulated with the 
best material on the mar- 
ket—Cotton Insulation. 
The building dollars I in- 
vest in it are quickly re- 
turnable, for Cotton Insu- 
lation helps sell houses.” 

Tests of every kind—laboratory and in use— 
establish Cotton Insulation as definitely su- 
perior in every phase of efficiency. 

IT HANDLES BETTER 

Compressed in its container—no waste in trans- 
portation or storage. Uniform in density—no 
doubt about value received. Cotton Insulation 
is free from abrasive particles — cannot harm 
skin or clothing. 

INSTALLATION EASIER AND QUICKER 

Although available through competent appli- 
cators, Cotton Insulation is so simple to install 
that anyone can do it with ease. It unrolls like 
a rug. No special equipment is needed. 

REDUCES WEIGHT 

Cotton Insulation is snowy-light—weighs about 
220 pounds per thousand square feet — three 
inches thick. It decreases thickness too — pro- 
vides equal insulation value with 20% to 25% 
less bulk than some comparable insulating 
materials. 

NEVER SETTLES—NEVER PACKS 

The efficiency of Cotton Insulation increases 
with age. Heat and vibration, which may cause 
some insulations to settle and lose effectiveness, 
tends to fluff Cotton Insulation to a greater 
thickness and it becomes more efficient than 
before. The durability of Cotton Insulation is 
lifetime. 

EXCEEDS ALL TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

Cotton Insulation refuses to burn—only chars— 
when a 1600° F. flame from a blowtorch is ap- 
plied to it for a period of 20 minutes. It repels 
insects and vermin and sheds destructive mois- 
ture. No priorities are required. Included in 
standard specifications of FHA and FPHA, Cot- 
ton Insulation transmits less heat per inch of 
thickness than any other insulation material 
commercially available today. 

MADE TO U. S. GOVERNMENT STANDARDS 

Cotton Insulation is fabricated to conform to the 
specifications of the United States Department 
of Agriculture. All production, including the 
vapor barriers, is inspected, approved and 
certified by trained government inspectors. 

For more detailed information and a full account 
of:government tests of amazing product, write to 
-NATIONAL COTTON COUNCIL, Box 18, 

ps Memphis 1, Tenn., for the booklet “Cotton Insu- 
B > lation.” 

Oe eR GOODIE Bee OOO ee. at weer Or * SOME 8 OOO Ah OO mn mene emg ~ nt lly a Ae tin D es I ce an 

Says the 

CONTRACTOR 

“My installation problems 
are over! Cotton Insulation 
ts so easily and quickly in- 
stalled. In these days of - 
labor shortages, this really 
means something to me— 
lower labor costs and fewer 
man hours -- and «ut surely 
does the work.” 

Says the 

DEALER 
“The many advantages of- 
fered by Cotton Insulation 
make it easy to sell. Its 
blankets are packaged — 
rolled in clean sections — 
no waste, handled with 
ease, and profitable! It 
brings lasting comfort and 
its price fits into any fam- 
ily budget.” 

COTTON INSU 
FOR OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT TESTS WRITE NATIONAL COTTON COUNCIL, BOX 18, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 

AMERICA 

ATION ASSOCIATION 
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There’s real need for an ELJER service sink in many of your 
garage plans for tomorrow’s new homes. It is an important 
suggestion which should bring ready acceptance from your 
clients. 

Installing such a fixture provides handy access to water 
facilities for outdoor use. By establishing a convenient point 

of “cleaning up’ after home maintenance chores, the service 
sink also excludes much dirt and grime from the equipment 
and furnishings of the regular bathroom, kitchen or down- 

stairs washroom. 
Merchant builders, too, will benefit through accelerated 

sales by offering this convenience to home buyers. 

ELJER CO. rorocity, pa. 

« 
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To assure you CONVENIENT SUPPLY 

of TEXACO quality Asphalt Shingles and Roofing 

| 

C ONTRACTORS and builders are assured economical and «vt NAME THAT MILUUONs 

convenient supply sources for TrExAco quality Asphalt oe CO 

Shingles and Roofing, through Texaco Roofing DEALERS... T EXA 

who are in turn assured of their stock supply through these 

5 key roofing plants...and through a large network of 

Texaco warehouses East of the Rockies. 
ae Swtrad. 

For more than a quarter century TEXACO quality Roofing aaah 
"ie ay 

Products have been distributed through Texaco Roofing wy 

DraALerS, to builders and contractors, who know and trust 2 on int 
this famous name in roofing. 

Drop in, write or ’phone your nearest 

TEXACO Roofing DEALER, or write 

The Texas Company, Roofing Sales Divi- 

sion, 135 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N.Y. 

TEXACO 

ids 
SHINGLES 

and ROOFING 

ee a, rats ¢ ° 
yey: 

2°/ 
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men who know fine tools choose 

BLACK 
& DECKE

R @Qu/ck-S
aws 

The Service you get out of tools 

depends on what's built into them 

The 18 construction features detailed below are 18 

built-in reasons why Black & Decker Quick-Saws give 
you year after year of continuous service—why so many 
contractors and other men who know fine tools specify 
Quick-Saws, products of Black & Decker engineering and 
precision workmanship. 

These Black & Decker Quick-Saws ; 
hand sawing. Using a variety g 
they crosscut or rip; ma 
dadoes; and cut a wig 
ceramics, asbest 
vanized sheet 

(illustr@ 

” depth of ct 

Three Quick-Saw models are available: No. 75, cuts to 

234” depth; No. 85, cuts to 254” depth; No. 95, cuts to 344” 
depth. Each model has its own, individually designed 
motor engineered and built completely by Black & Decker 

to deliver maximum efficiency and performance in that 
particular tool. 

For additional information on Black & Decker Quick-Saws, 
ad for free copy of our fully illustrated Black & Decker 

ic Saw Handbook. For expert advice on 

pst suited to your needs, call your 
Mistributor. He'll gladly help you 

blem. The Black & Decker 
on 4, Md. (In Canada: 

pto 1, Ontario.) 

ent. 

t with 
nut for 

k angle 
justments 
p to 45 

_ fs degrees. 
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new Opportunity in 

IN PLANNING your future, don’t overlook the 

store-front field—a field which promises rich 

rewards for contractors and builders, as well as 

architects, in the years ahead. 

Surveys among all types of retail merchants 

show that an overwhelming majority plan. to 

improve their stores and install new store-fronts 

just as soon as possible. 

Many progressive contractors will special- 

American Builder, February 1945. 

ontractors will find 

the store-front field! 

ize in the store field — others will use it to 

diversify their activities. In any event, Kawneer 

—with a powerful national promotion program 

already influencing merchants everywhere —will 

cooperate in many practical ways. New prod- 

ucts, new ideas, new services will help you cap- 

italize on store-front work. Write the Kawneer 

Company, 602 Front Street, Niles, Michigan, 

today for additional information. 

Kawneer 

STORE-FRONTS 

MACHINES FOR SELLING! 

Ame 
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Like other building materials 

IMPROVES TOO with 

CHEMICALS and GLUE 

” There’s nothing static about wood, even though it és 

1eer man’s oldest building material. While manufactured 

materials or substitutes are improved by science as the 

ram years go by, modern chemistry helps keep wood abreast, 

will and ahead, of the field! 

d Today, wood is given longer life through wood pre- 
rod- 

servatives, while it is given new strength, new span, and 

cap- new usefulness through modern glues, as strong and 

stronger than the wood itself. 
neer os :; 

With the natural advantages of friendly warmth and 

gan, beauty, and with versatility, easy fabrication, and econ- 

omy all on its side, wood continues a No. 1 favorite 

building material. 

To serve wood better, Monsanto Chemical Company, 

pioneer producer of modern chemicals for wood protec- 

tion, and I. F. Laucks, Inc., world’s largest manufacturer 

of industrial glues, today are combining their experience, 

their research and their talents. You can look here with 

confidence for the developments that will insure to wood 

its preferred position as a modern —-——-— —. ; 

building material. ’ 

AAT ‘ Try 
MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY ( ) \ S A \ | ( ) 1. F. LAUCKS, INC. 

Organic Chemicals Division ? : z As v of Monson Seattle 4, Wash. 
Lockport, N. Y. . Pegs ‘ ‘ Vj Los Angeles 1, Calif 

CHEMICALS | “==*« 
LAUCKS, LTD. 

1700 South Second Street, St. Louis 4, Mo. 

SERVING IMOUSTOY,.. WHICH SERVES MANKIND Vancouver, 8. C 
{ Stanbridge, Que 

® 4 - i 4 
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IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT — that's the good news about Dexter-Tubular (tone) Aon pare phate : graph of Dexter-Tubular Latch set 

Latches. Immediate shipment with trims of plastic Duralin in a choice of mee GREAT GUS <n SH by written Lifetime Warranty! 
ivory, walnut or black. Everlasting Duralin has no plated finish to wear 

off, It is the same solid, attractive material through and through. 

The real reason for preferring Dexter-Tubular is, of course, their reputation 

for proven quality —a quality that insures rugged, dependable service. 

Every Dexter-Tubular Latchset is sold with the famous Dexter Lifetime 

Warranty — a Certificate accompanies each one. 

Remember, too, this is only one from the complete line of original Dexter- 

Tubulars. There is a specifically designed, Lifetime Warranteed, Dexter- 

Tubular Lock and Latch for every door in the home. 

NATIONAL BRASS COMPANY, Mirs., Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Sales Representatives in NEW YORK « BOSTON e MILWAUKEE e¢ COLUMBUS, Ohio ¢@ 
TAMPA, Fila. . DETROIT ¢ PORTLAND, Ore. © ST. LOUIS ¢ BALTIMORE ¢ FORT 
WORTH e« CHICAGO . PHILADELPHIA . LOS ANGELES ° KNOXVILLE, Tenn, 

MAKERS OF BUILDERS, CABINET, SCREEN DOOR AND SHELF HARDWARE 
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Save time and money on 

the job - - with Douglas Fir 

FACTRI-FIT Doors! 

Ready today in limited numbers for essential wartime build- 

ing—ready for all jobs the moment war restrictions are lifted 

—Douglas Fir FACTRI-FIT Interior Doors will save up to 

55 minutes on every opening. When these durable, attractive, 

modern doors are specified ““FACTRI-FIT” all sawing, fitting, 

mortising and gaining or bor- 

ing is done at the mill by high- 

speed precision tools. That 

means time and labor savings 

on the job — savings which 

more than offset the slight 

additional cost of FACTRI-FIT 

features. 

Write today for a new catalog 

showing the complete line of 

Douglas Fir Interior Doors, 

Tru-Fit Entrance Doors and 

new specialty items. And plan 

to take full advantage of FAC- 

TRI-FIT features when civilian 

building is again resumed! 

FIR DOOR INSTITUTE 

Tacomas 2, Washington 

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIR DOOR MANUFACTURERS 

TALE 

FEATURES 

FACTRI-FIT doors are pre-fit 
at the mill, trimmed to exact 
size, ready to hang without 
sawing or fitting. 

FACTRI-FIT doors may be or- 
dered completely machined at 
your option—gained, bored or 
mortised by high-speed preci- 
sion tools. 

FACTRI-FIT doors (‘like all 
Douglas Fir Doors) are edge 
grade-marked for ease in or- 
dering, specifying and supply- 
ing. 

FACTRI-FIT doors are scuff. 
stripped to protect the preci- 
sion-cut corners during hand- 
ling and shipping. 

NOTICE: Douglas Fir Interior Doors 
are manufactured three ways: 
1—STANDARD—Purposely made 

oversize for fitting to inexact 
openings. 

2—PRE-FIT — Trimimed to sixe. 
ready to hang. 

3—FACTRI-FIT — Prefit, gained. 
and bored or mortised. 

(Se ineREA SR 
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Frigidaire 

Peacetime Products 

FOR HOMES AND APARTMENTS, 
OFFICES AND BUSINESS 

ESTABLISHMENTS 

Household Refrigerators 
- in all sizes and models 
-including the famous 

Frigidaire Cold-Wall. 

Electric Ranges — from 

Whether it’s a single home or 

a huge building project 

tothe r
r” 

small apartment models 
to full-size deluxe cabinet 
models. 

Fully-automatic Electric 
Water Heaters — in many 
capacities and models. 

Home Freezers for freez- 
ing foods and storing 
frozen foods in the home 

Portable self-contained 
Air Conditioners — for 
window installation 

aaeeNE Home Air Conditioners 
complete in a single 

package. 
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The WALDORF-ASTORIA -~New York City. In the thir- 
teen years since it was completed, more than six hundred 
individual Frigidaire installations—service refrigerators, air 
conditioners, water coolers and ice cream cabinets — have 
been made in this world-renowned hotel. Lucius Boomer, 
president, says, “Ll believe the fact that we have turned again 
and again to Frigidaire is indicative of the complete confi- 
dence we have in the dependability of Frigidaire equipment.” 

, Wu i 

A111) 

=" 

W ater Cooling equipment 
for all applications. 

Self-contained, large ca- 
pacity, Air Conditioners 

Refrigeration Cooling 
Units* and Compressors” 
for large refrigerators 

Certain Frigidaire compressors* and 
cooling units* are now in production 
in limited quantities for replacement 
of vital worn-out equipment or to 
provide additional capacity for essen- 
tial needs. As war production permits, 
other Frigidaire products will be made 
available. See your Frigidaire Dealer 
Find his name in Classified Section 
of telephone book under “REFRIG- 
ERATION”. Or write Frigidaire Di- 
vision, General Motors Corp., 404 
Amelia St., Dayton 1, Ohio. In Can- 
ada, 316 Commercial Rd., Leaside 
12, Ont 

it 

For Frcellence 

Made only by 

GENERAL MOTORS 

Peacetime products 

COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION - AIR CONDITIONERS 
BEVERAGE, MILK, AND WATER COOLERS 

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS + RANGES - WATER HEATERS 
HOME FREEZERS + ICE CREAM CABINETS 

in War Production 
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y YOU NAIL TO STRAN-STEEL 
fy 
, «OC : 

Safeguard design 

with the permanence of steel ; 

Stran-Steel, the light steel framing member with the patented nailing 

groove, has taken its place as a universal building material, bringing Think in terms of 

new efficiency and flexibility to building design. Small homes, apart- 

Dealer. 
Section 
FRIG- 
aire Di- 
p., 404 
n Can- 
Leaside 

ment buildings, factories and other commercial structures may be built 

economically and quickly with Stran-Steel—by builders who are 

accustomed to other types of construction. 

Stran-Steel, new and improved, is a precision construction material of 

unlimited adaptability. Joists, studs and plates are of steel—steel for 

strength, durability, uniformity and fire-safety—steel for speed of 

erection, rigidity, freedom from warp and sag—steel for permanence. SERVING TODAY IN THE 

Design in steel: build the world of tomorrow in steel. Explore the NAVY'S FAMOUS QUONSET HUT 

possibilities of standardized Stran-Steel. 

GREAT LAKES STEEL CORPORATION 

STRAN-STEEL DIVISION - 37™ FLOOR PENOBSCOT BUILDING 

DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN 

UNIT O F NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION 
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STANDARD OF 

COMPARISON IN 

Pre-fine 

THARDIMVOODARIOORS 

PRE-FINISHED We * 

STRAIGHT-LINE y 

At'no time within the life of our operations has our 

‘ 

determination 40 make a nee product been 

more sychesflly ‘accomplished than in Bradley 

ished Straight Line HardWeod Flooring. 
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NEW APARTMENT 
=
 

BUILDING 

JOBS 

> 

with STANLEY HARDWARE 

All over America, new apartment building with fine appearing, well-performing, long- 

plans await materials and labor. When builders enduring items from the Stanley line. That’s 

turn their skill to this peacetime construction, what makes the job a credit to your abilities, 

they know they can count on the fine quality gains owner satisfaction, and leads the way to 

and helpful variety of Stanley Hardware. further profitable jobs. The Stanley Works, 

This preference gives you the inside track New Britain, Connecticut. 
iis 

Typical Stanley Hardware ‘items for Apartment Buildings 

72 

neil, SF 

r aaees De . ) 
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OLD COUPLES —e. ent 

MORE THAN 2/3 OF THE COMING MARKET FOR HOMES WILL BE AMONG 

FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN—AMERICA’S BIGGEST HOME-BUILDING MARKET 

This fact was established by a recent 

nationwide survey made by the War Pro- 

duction Board, Office of Civilian Require- 

ments, and indicates that 2 out of 3 new 

postwar homes will be built or bought by 

families with children. 

That means that parents are America’s 

biggest, most actively interested market 

in the home building field of tomorrow, 

and that is why, month after month, 

PARENTS’ MAGAZINE devotes more space 

to teaching America’s parents how best to 

house their families than any other 

women’s, general, or weekly magazine. 

PARENTS’ MAGAZINE is helping to create 

a keenly interested audience for you—an 

audience of more than three-quarters of 

a million families preconditioned for your 

products and services. 

One hundred percent of PARENTS’ 

MAGAZINE’S constantly growing circula- 

tion is concentrated exclusively in Amer- 

ica’s biggest single consumer group—now 

proved to be America’s Biggest Home- 

Building Market as well. 

By using its pages, materials and equip- 

ment manufacturers will reach the heart 

of this promising postwar market! 

i PAR ENTS MAGAZINE 

52 VANDERBILT AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N. Y. 

CHICAGO « BOSTON «+ ATLANTA « SAN FRANCISCO 
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at veudy for store emodeling work’ 

Line up store jobs NOW... so you'll 

be set for fast action when building 

BEFORE 

RTY in Omaha, 

od example 0 

3 can 
how Pittsburgh 

On 

mean better- ooking § 
for mef- or business 

—. 
and profitable 

c ol ._8 10bs for you. 
ernizing Jo ; . 

modenect: Ed. Sessinghaus. At st > Gilmore 
Contractor: 

©. E. Gi 

Company: 

THIS PROPE 
Neb., is 4 Bf 

ONTRACTS today mean quick 

profits tomorrow. Talk to the 

store-remodeling prospects in your 

territory. Get them committed. And 

the minute building bans go off, 

you're ready to go to work! 

Right now, as you read this, we’re 

helping to prepare the way for you. 

We’re running powerful advertising 

in more than twenty of the most im- 

portant retail fields. We’re urging 

restrictions are lifted 

PITTSBURGH ° slanas for Zualiiy Glass 

PISEURCW CLuSs 

for Store Fronts and Interiors 

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 

your prospects to get store modern- 

ization plans approved now ... for 

better looking store interiors and 

store fronts. 

We're telling them that the quicker 

they make their plans, the quicker 

they'll get the work done when the 

use of Pittsburgh Glass and Store 

Front Metal in store construction 

returns to normal. 

Start covering your territory to- 

- ee eee 

and hint? 

ie seen 

Name 

AFTER 

day ... and line up store remodeling 

jobs. And whenever you build, re- 

member that Pittsburgh Glass Prod- 

ucts are known and preferred by your 

prospective clients, due to many 

years of consistent advertising. 

Meanwhile, send the coupon for 

our free books of facts, figures and 

photographs about many actual 

stores remodeled with Pittsburgh 

Glass. 

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company 

2074-5 Grant 
Please send 

illustrated boo 

ildi itts rh 19, Pa. Building, Pittsburgh . 

me, without obligation, your 

klets on store modernization. 

Address...---------------
-"""""" 2 
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BETTER CONCRETE AT NO EXTRA COST 

’ ATLAS DURAPLASTIC 

Aun Duraplastic, the air-entraining portland cement originated 

and developed by Universal Atlas, represents one of the most signifi- 

cant advances in cement and concrete in many years. It has long since 

passed the experimental stage. It has been used with gratifying success 

since 1939 for over 214 million sq. yds. of paving and a variety of other 

jobs including houses, sidewalks, tanks, buildings, retaining walls, 

block and pipe. Experience on these jobs shows that Atlas Duraplastic 

cement makes concrete more plastic and more workable, increases 

durability and produces concrete that spreads, screeds and finishes 

more easily. Its use requires no additional materials on the job. 

Send for free booklet describing development and uses of Duraplastic 

cement and concrete. Write to Technical Service Bureau, Universal 

Atlas Cement Company (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary) , 

Chrysler Building, New York 17, N. Y. 

OFFICES: New York, Chicago, Albany, Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Minneapolis, 
Duluth, Cleveland, St. Louis, Kansas City, Des Moines, Birmingham, Waco. 

AIR-ENTRAINING PORTLAND CEMENT 

MAKES CONCRETE MORE WORKABLE, 

MORE UNIFORM AND MORE DURABLE 

C 

QUICK FACTS 
About Atlas Duraplastic 

Air-Entraining Portland Cement 

1. Complies with ASTM specifications. 

2. Sells at same price as regular port- 
land cement, requires no additional 
materials, and makes better concrete 
at no extra cost. 
3. Provides the proper amount of en- 
trained air by intergrinding with the 
cement the precise amount of air- 
entraining material needed for satis- 
factory field performance. 
4. Requires less mixing water for a 
given slump. 

5. Makes concrete more workable, 
more plastic, more cohesive, more 
uniform and more durable through- 
out. 
6. Minimizessegregationand bleeding. 

7. Produces concrete that spreads, 
screeds and finishes more easily. 

8. Fortifies the concrete against the 
effects of freezing and thawing 
weather. 

9. Renders paving concrete highly 
resistant to scaling due to action of 
de-icing salts. 

10. Tends to reduce manipulation 
scale. 
11. Called DURAPLASTIC because it 
makes concrete more durable and 
more plastic. AB-D-1! 

ATLAS
 DUR

APLA
STIC

- 

The Air-Entraining Portland Cement That Makes Concrete More Durable and More Plastic 
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Prominent in designs for postwar houses is the wider 

use of glass. 

It points to the fact that a sure way to mark your 

postwar houses as up-to-date—and a good way to 

please home buyers—will be to use glass for better 

daylighting and to provide an attractive view of 

the outdoors. 

DAYLIGHT ENGINEERING has been given new 

impetus, new opportunity, through the introduction 

of Thermopane—the new L:O-F windowpane that 

insulates. This clear-vision, double-glass insulating 

unit enables you to provide large windows, without 

causing new heat loss problems. And it does away 

with the need for putting up or taking down extra 

glass for window insulation. 

Thermopane consists of two or more panes of 

glass, separated by an insulating air space. This 

space is hermetically sealed at the factory with a 

patented metal-to-glass bond—the Bondermetic Seal. 

This bonds the panes into a single unit to prevent 

dirt or moisture from entering the air space. 

Write for Free Book on Thermopane 

To help you plan Daylight Engineering into your 

postwar houses, we have prepared a book 

of facts and figures on Thermopane. 

How to use it, sizes, thicknesses and 

other data are all included in this 

new book. Write for your copy, 

and ask for our new Tech- 

nical Data Sheets by Don 

Graf. Libbey: Owens:Ford 

Glass Co., 1125 Nicholas 

Building, Toledo 3, Ohio. 
Thermopane—the window 

pane that insulates. 

tant 510" ‘s yar ok 
vi mene’ Diished Plate o*** 

vse ¥ Of 
LIBBEY: OWENS : FORD 

a Great Name in GLASS 
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ONLY WITH CONTROLLED PRODUCTION 

could Bird create this tornado-proof roofing 

Proslate roofing, with concealed nails and sealed laps, 

has been proved by tropical suns and northern storms. 

There's a ‘“reason-why” behind Bird Proslate 

Roll Roofing that everyone interested in better 

building materials should know. It’s a hard fact 

story that’s being written in wear-records on 

barns, sheds and industrial buildings all over 

the country. For only with Controlled Production 

could Bird produce this super-roofing. 

Every step from raw materials to the finished 

product is controlled . . . completely controlled. 

The dry felt base — which largely determines 

the inherent strength of the roofing—is made 

in the Bird plant under the most rigid laboratory 

specifications. The fibres are cross-felted for 

greater strength and increased absorbency of 

the asphalt saturant, while this asphalt too is 

controlled, refined to Bird's specifications, with 

final treatment in Bird’s own stills. 

When this extra-tough base has been super- 

saturated with Bird's special asphalt, the 

surface is covered with mineral granules of 

controlled size and quality . . . And every 

step is laboratory controlled, checked, tested 

Bird & Son, ine: ¢ 

ASPHALT SHINGLES * INSULATED SIDINGS 

INSULATION BOARDS * FLOOR COVERINGS 

WALLBOARDS * BUILDING PAPERS 

’ 

East Walpole, 

(— Y 
Other examples of 
Controlled Production: 

BIRD MASTER-BILT 
Shingle—tich in texture 
and color, thick butts 
for extra protection. 

BIRD TRI-TAB HEX 
Shingle—colorful, draft- 
free—wind-resistant, 

BIRD INSULATED SID- 
ING, in many attractive 
brick tones. 

hen who know 

the best hunow 

Mass. + New York 

BIRD 

and examined for the tiniest imperfections. 

But even such a superior product didn’t 

satisfy Bird. For the best roofing is only as good 

as its application. So Bird devised the double- 

lock method to apply Proslate to buildings... 

first, with concealed nails, that cannot tear the 

covering layer; then with Bird Quick-Set Ce- 

ment. This remarkable adhesive, developed in 

the Bird laboratory, literally bonds the laps 

of the roofing strips together so tightly that the 

joints become even stronger than the roofing 

itself. The roof is then one great wind-proof, 

leak-proof sheet. 

All that extra trouble, extra expense, extra 

care may seem wasted on a building material 

that sells for only a few pennies more than 

average roll roofings. But for 150 years Bird has 

always produced the highest quality of products 

for each particular need ... which may explain 

why Bird is one of the very few companies in 

the United States that can observe 150 years 

of continuous service to the American people. 

RUBBERLIKE FLOOR RUNNERS 
PRESSBOARDS «+ 

SHOE CARTONS ° 

BIRD-FIBRE WOOD FRAME CASES 

¢ Shreveport, La, * Chicago, Il 

— 

INDEX 
SHIPPING CONTAINERS 

BUILT-UP ROOFS 

Am 
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CLOSETS IN THE HALL— Two closets in the entrance 
ball are better than one—as this attractive arrange- 
ment demonstrates. Note how the stock doors of Ponderosa 
Pine enhance the effect of graciousness and serenity. 

When they want more storage space... 

8 Woodwork of Ponderosa Pine Makes Your Planning Easier! 

a’ 

a “Where to put it” is one of America’s biggest Ponderosa Pine doors, for example—includ- 

nle- housekeeping problems. And you'll find it ing louvered doors and sliding doors—help 
a easier to plan for more storage space if you _to provide utility and charm at low cost. Here 

the specify stock woodwork of Ponderosa Pine. are a few instances: 
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CLOSETS WITH EXTRA FUNCTIONS—Two roomy closets DOUBLE UTILITY CLOSETS — The two closets have mirrored 
form this restful alcove. Note the architectural grace of these Ponderosa Pine doors—giving the owner“‘front and back" views. 

, Ponderosa Pine doors. Note, too, the stock window. Stock sizesand _A great variety of stock sizes and designs of both windows and 
USTRY designs of Ponderosa Pine add charm and dignity. doors makes them economical to use. 

—— USE THIS HELPFUL BOOKLET 
INDEX “The New Open House,” 32-page Ponderosa * 

TAINERS — aan isa coreg } oe win- Wee 
ow ideas for every room. Send today for a copy 

= —yours without cost or obligation. ; ” Ww \e) oO D Ww oO R K 

Ponderosa Pine Woodwork, Dept. MAB-2, THE BEST IS YOURS... WITH PONDEROSA PINE 
111 West Washington Street, Chicago 2, IIL 



From coast to coast, 
at AE EA AMEE - bridge builders have been es 

quick to recognize and weet 

apply the advantages of the CECO welded reinforcing truss. 

Its use for concrete floors in the Lincoln Tunnel approach, 

the Golden Gate Bridge, and the San Francisco-Oakland 

Bay bridge all attest to the expert fabrication, and close 

engineering tolerances which insure accurate and economical 

placement of reinforcing materials. Ceco steel trusses are 

assembled in jigs and arc welded in a manner similar to 

that used so successfully in the manufacture of CECO steel 

joists, which are as invaluable to builders of apartments, 

hospitals, offices, schools, and residences, as the Ceco trusses 

are to builders of monumental bridges. 

The Ceco steel joist is of special interest today with the 

acute lumber shortage and provides these definite advan- 

tages to all builders of light occupancy buildings: 

1. Sturdy lightweight floor and roof construction. 

2. Eliminates warping, shrinkage and dead rot. 

3. Convenience and ease of installation—easy con- 

cealment of heating, plumbing and electrical wir- 

ing systems. 

4. Reduction of property loss through fire. 

Ceco manufactures a complete line of joists including stand- 

ard open web steel joists, the Ceco nailer joist, and the Ceco 

longspan joist. And maintains a staff of experienced con- 

struction engineers to assist with your construction prob- 

lems. These engineers will furnish estimates, check details 

and designs, make recommendations and suggestions for 

the improvement of your projects. Be sure to call on them 

and let CECO engineering skill aid you in present and post 

war construction. 

oe 

Ceco open web steel joists: (/eff) wide top chord 
provides greater lateral rigidity, gives greateq@HER 
bearing surface, increasing efficiency of floor 

and roof slabs. The bottom chord permits eas | types 
positive attachment of ceiling lath by standarifindows 

tie wires which stay attached. bral lat 

Ceco longspan joists: (far /e/t) clear openings up 

to 64 ft. One story stores or garages can 
erected without use of inside columns with Cec 
longspans. 

Ceco nailer joists: are similar to Ceco standar 
joists with the addition of a 2x3 wood nailef 
attached to top chord securing wood deck con 

struction. 

ENGINEERING MAKES THE BIG DIFFERENCE IN CEC ONS 
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MHER CECO ENGINEERED PRODUCTS: a 
. . . . co longspan joists increase floor efficiency b 

.ast types of industrial and residential steel Ce alt 4 floor efficiency by 
reducing number of columns. 

iindows, steel doors, metal frame screens, 

tal lath, metal weatherstrips, steel roof 

ck, Meyer flange and adjustable type 

elforms, adjustable shores and clamps, 

increte reinforcing bars, and welded fabric. 

HCO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION 

General Offices: Omaha, Nebraska 

turing Division: 5701 W. 26th St., Chicago, II 
eck cor 

J 
a” 

it ONSTRUCTION PRO DU CTS Ceco open web steel joists provide fire resistance 

and low maintenance cost. 
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Souppartant REASONS 

why builders are recommendi 
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g| Servel &@ Haat Gas Air Conditioning 

for their post-war homes! 

quality of living.” 

‘\ FN 

endorse it. 

“A 

Gas Companies 

support it. 

It is a proved success. 

American Builder, February 1945. 

it provides a “new ‘Through every season, homes with Servel All-Year Gas Air Condi- 

tioning provide a comfortable climate indoors. Even during the hottest 

summer months, the air is cool and fresh. Sticky humidity is completely 

banished. And in winter, the same simple Servel unit keeps homes delightfully 

warm with clean, humidified air. There are no drafts, no dirt. This is the type 

of all-year air conditioning that 72% of the people who plan to build or buy 

after the war have said they want. 

More than 400 Servel All-Year Gas Air Conditioners are in 

operation today in homes and commercial buildings from coast 

to coast. Everywhere users are enthusiastic about the “fiew. quality of living”’ 

they’re enjoying. 

Financing agents Says one, “A home with this type of equipment can be appraised at a 

higher figure.”” Another writes, ‘“We think so well of it that we are 

prepared to extend longer than usual terms on buildings so equipped.”’ 

Still another says, “It will greatly retard the obsolescence rate of the home 

structure.”’ Such statements are typical of the high regard that financing agents 

have for the Servel All- Year Gas Air Conditioner. 

Leading gas utility organizations all over the country are already actively 

promoting the Servel All-Year Gas Air Conditioner to their customers. 

Air conditioning engineers from your local Gas Company will be glad 

to assist you in planning Servel All- Year Gas Air Conditioning for your post- 

war homes. 

Taken together, these four big 

facts explain why so many prom- 

inent builders are recommending, 

and planning to install, Servel All- 

Year Gas Air Conditioning in their 

post-war homes. This modern 

equipment will mean faster sales, 

larger profits, easier financing —and 

Gas Air Conditioner 

SUMMER COOLING—WINTER HEATING—IN ONE SIMPLE UNIT 

MADE BY THE MAKER OF THE SERVEL GAS REFRIGERATOR 

better satisfied customers. But even 

the facts above do not tell the whole 

story about this revolutionary new 

development in all-year air condi- 

tioning. Get complete details today 

from your local Gas Company, or 

write direct to Servel, Inc., 1502 

Morton Avenue, Evansville 20, Ind. 
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WINDOWALLS OF ANDERSEN 

COMPLETE WOOD WINDOW UNITS 

When there’s work to be done at home... 
when the home is at the sea... use wide, 
view-framing Windowalls that can breathe 
in ocean breezes or stop them short against 
a weathertight barrier. Andersen Windo- 
walls are both windows and walls... with 
all the advantages of each. 

In this office-study, Architect E. Gunnar 
Peterson has used two large Andersen 

Horizontal Gliding Window Units, one on 
each side of a wide fixed “‘picture’’ window, 
thereby opening up a view ventilating the 
room, yet insulating it thoroughly. 

For details of these wood window units that 
combine so ingeniously to form Windowalls, 
consult Sweet’s Architectural Catalog, or 
write to Andersen. Distributed through 
lumber dealers everywhere east of Rockies. 
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130 Warships Since Pearl Harbor! 

’ 

Unique “roll-over” method of construction a 

produces stronger hulls at one-fourth the former cost d 

Y BUILDING warships upside down and then rolling them over in their cradles for completion, 

B Defoe made construction history in speeding delivery of 130 fighting craft—from PC Subchasers 

to 1700-ton Destroyer Escorts—to the Navy, after Pearl Harbor. % %* * Until the Axis is defeated, 

Defoe’s facilities will be devoted to all-out production for Victory. For only by the continued and 

united efforts of industry and labor in producing more war materials—and of the public in buying 

more War Bonds—can we bring this war to the quickest possible conclusion. * * * After Victory, 

the Defoe organization, in addition to building yachts and commercial vessels again, will launch 

an even more important program by the new Housing Division. This department will produce 

quality homes, scientifically designed and built for permanency. * * * In applying war-taught 

techniques to large-scale peacetime manufacture, Defoe will take its place with leaders of industry 

in helping provide higher standards of production, living and employment for the American people. 

DEFOE SHIPBUILDING COMPANY, BAY CITY, MICHIGAN 

Four White Star Renewal Citations now decorate ; 
the Navy *‘E”’ Award won by Defoe workers. 

BACK THE ATTACK SHIPS FOR VICTORY 
| —BUY WAR BONDS SERVANTS FOR PEACE 
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Imagine an attractive Cape Cod Home stand- 

ing out on a carefully selected site in your 

community with a sign bearing your name 

as builder! 

We asked Royal Barry Wills, noted Boston 

architect, to design just such a home. Here it is! 

But, of course, the real secret of owner 

satisfaction is not who designed it. 

The secret of winning over an owner and 

his acquaintances is to be found in what is 

included in the design. Heating is important. 

For heating equipment is the heart of every 

home. And Timken Silent Automatic Heating 

is the highest quality heating money can buy. 

Yet, because of its exceptional economy, it 

costs less in the long run than ordinary auto- 

matic heating. 

HOW YOU PROFIT! 

As the builder, you reap the rewards of owner 

good will. You save time and trouble, too, 

for factory-trained Timken Dealers will. help 

Put Yourself 

Right into This Picture — 

you select the right equipment, see that you 

get a first-class installation job, and provide 

dependable service with factory-trained 

mechanics after the sale. 

You can’t lose if you put yourself right into 

this picture. Timken Dealers are accepting 

Reservation Orders now to insure early deliv- 

ery of new, improved Timken Silent Auto- 

matic Oil Heating when wartime restrictions 

are relaxed. 

TIMREN 

Sclevit /ilomeaile 

Quality Home Appliances for Comfort, Convenience and 
Economy. 20 Years of Faithful Service to American Homes. 

Division of THE TIMKEN-DETROIT AXLE CO., Detroit 32, Michigan 
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“What's ahead for Me ?” 

ee ee ee ee a a a a ee ee 

Plenty, little feller. Plenty. For you’re a Beautiful, livable, economical homes—the kind Mummy 

young American . . .and America itself and Daddy dream of for you! There’s work to do— 

is young. Young in years! Young in young man! Millions of homes to be repaired, remodeled, 

vigor! Young and strong in determina- made new! Millions of wonderful new homes to be built! 

tions! It’s going places. And so are you! And why do we Americans believe so in building? 

That's why, in this land of yours, there’s a great future Because er ae en in our democracy i 

for young men like you. But we mustn’t waste time! eo — healthy environment of a nae of his 

Once we've won the war—and the peace—we've got to own! But that . not all! We hanen you—our eae 

start building! know the blessings of American progress and prosperity. 

And both depend so much upon the building of these 

Yes, sir . . . building! You know, that’s the way our homes. 

forefathers started this country. They built homes! That's All over our land building can be—will be—the spark- 

plug of our peacetime prosperity . . . the foundation of 

our country’s continued growth. 

the way they began to make America grow. And we've 

been building and growing ever since. But alongside 

what we're going to build in your day . . . why, we've 
4 Young America—that is what’s ahead for you! A 

hardly even begun! 
greater country, a greater future, a greater opportunity- 

In the years ahead we'll build millions of new homes! because yours is the land of ‘Home, Sweet Home!”’ 

(ERTAIN -TEED 

* . Pare S =. © a a. 
i ee <2 

BUILDING PRODUCTS 

FOR THE GOOD OF YOUR BUSINESS’! This striking national advertisement in full color will be seen this month 

by millions of home loving people! It is designed to sell one thing—the importance of home building to America’s future. During 
| 1945 other Certain-teed advertisements will continue to pre-sell the advantages of specific Certain-teed Building Products. 
CERTAIN-TEED PRODUCTS CORPORATION, 120 S. La Salle St., Chicago 3, Illinois. 



Simple Suggestions 

for More 

Attractive Wall 

Design Treatments 

with 

Douglas Fir Plywood 

No. 2 of a Series 

Illustrated below is another of 

many wall design treatments 

possible with Douglas fir ply- 

wood. In this instance, a two- 

panel treatment is used, with 

panels in horizontal arrange- 

ment. Vertical joints should be 

used at each side of top of 

doors and at top and bottom 

of windows as shown in dig- 

gram. In cases where the width 

of the wall is 10 feet or less, 

however, panels may be run 

horizontally with the openings 

cut out (Note B in diagram). 

In all cases, follow this basic 

rule: start at the openings 

with vertical joints and divide 

the plain wall spaces in an 

orderly pattern for the most 

pleasing effect. If special pat- 

terns, or patterns made up of 

small panels are desired, the 

most satisfactory method is to 

American Builder, February 1945. 

sheath with *s” of %” Plyscord 

placed horizontally and apply 

the finish panels (Plypanel or 

Plywall) as desired. For tech- 

nical data on these various 

grades, see Sweet’s File for 

Architects. 

DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD 
ASSOCIATION 

Tacoma 2, Washington 

CAN PLYWOOD BE SPECIFIED NOW 
FOR POSTWAR USES? 

The increased capacity of the industry will 
make MORE Douglas fir plywood available 
for civilian consumption THAN EVER BEFORE, 
as soon as the needs of the armed services 
lessen or war restrictions are lifted. There will 
be no reconversion delays; the same types and 
grades of Douglas fir plywood that are now 
being made can flow immediately into peace- 
time building and construction. 

Amer 

66 
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“From the word Go” 

ATURALLY, home buyers are going to stumble over 

N each other to buy new homes the moment they’re 

available. 

But from the word “‘go” the builder who plans homes 

designed for better living will have a decided sales ad- 

vantage. 

Farsighted construction men visualize a steady market 

for possibly a million new homes a year. And they're 

planning to get a greater share of these big-volume sales 

by planning homes that will give more satisfaction to 

the buyer. 

Such homes will be designed “from the inside out.” 

They will be well built, adequately wired and will in- 

clude automatic heating, proper lighting, as well as a 

well-planned electric kitchen and laundry. 

The best is easiest to sell 

Surveys by many organizations—FORTUNE, the U. S. 

Chamber of Commerce, and government agencies—show 

that electrical equipment will have close to first claim on 

the postwar buying dollar. 

Home buyers have been led to expect vast improve- 

ments in postwar construction. 

“All-electric” homes were merchandised successfully 

by hundreds of builders before the war. 

The mortgagee will like the “all-electric” home, too— 

a complete home, giving satisfaction to its owner, is one 

of the best possible payment assurances. 

General Electric is busily engaged in war work. G-E 

appliances and materials are not at present available. 

But after victory, you can count on G.E. for your needs, 

and on aggressive support of a complete building and 

merchandising program tailored to your operation. 

The service and counsel of G-E Home Bureau are 

available to you. Simply call on your nearest General 

Electric distributor, or write us direct. Home Bureau, 

General Electric Co., Appliance and Merchandise De- 

partment, Bridgeport, Conn. 

FOR VICTORY—General Electric is working 

night and day to back the attack. You can help, 

too, by buying and holding more War Bonds 

than before. 

TUNE IN: “The G-E House Party,” every afternoon, Monday 
thru Friday, 4 p. m., E.W.T., CBS. “The G-E All-Girl Or- 
chestra,” Sunday, 10 p. m., E.W.T., NBC. “The World To- 

day,” News, Monday thru Friday, 6:45 p. m., E.W.T., CBS. 

Everything Electrical for After-Victory Homes 

GENERAL @ ELECTRIC 

feo beter living 
bomen, Ol 

GENERAL @ rnc | EQUIPPED caaee REFRIGERATO cise GE DisPosaiy STEE RIC LAUNDRy A con sauats 
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e Here’s the kind of advertising that 

Ruberoid is using this coming season 

... actual materials in actual use... 

real life examples of Ruberoid’s 

“available now” products. 

Starting off with a bang during 

February and March, these advertise- 

ments will be followed by others 

straight through the year. 

Both the Farm and Home markets 

will be covered. Leading farm maga- 

zines will carry Ruberoid advertising 

The RUBEROID Co. 

Executive Offices: 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N. Y. 

ASPHALT AND ASBESTOS BUILDING MATERIALS...INSULATION AND INDUSTRIAL SPECIALTIES 

HURRICANES CANT BUDGE 

THTE-OW SHINGLES / 

© The bent 
formance ip the trey 

, easein tule, follow 
storm, You te. roofs 

these Unique thing 

jobs TODAY! 

to 4,500,000 farmers. Color advertise- 

ments in “Better Homes & Gardens” 

will reach an additional 3,000,000 

home owners... people who use these 

products, who actually have prop- 

erty to repair and re-model... your 

best market. 

Emphasis will be placed on: 

Stonewall Board. Builders have 

found that Stonewall is not just a 

substitute for lumber . . . that it sup- 

plies their need for a building board 

Proof of Tite-On's per 

mendoun in. 
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that’s fireproof, weatherproof, needs 

no painting .. . available today! 

Tite-On Shingles. The windproof, 

colorful, fire-resisting, durable shin- 

gles that can’t curl or come loose. 

Tite-Ons out-ride the hardest storms 

...even hurricanes can’t budge them! 

Contractors and Builders using 

these Ruberoid products today have 

no worries about priorities or short- 

ages. They can really complete the 

jobs on which they estimate. 
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Bay windows need not be luxuries— 
if built of Curtis Silentite stock units. 
Use Curtis bays to make small rooms 
look larger—to add charm and vari- 
ety to your plans. Curtis offers several 
styles from which you can choose. 

Vhere’s a wealth of architectural dis- 
tinction in this Curtis picture win- 
dow. Notice the narrow muntins—a 
feature of Curtis “streamlined” win- 
dow design. Your clients will be sure 
to like “window walls” like this. 

Even the smallest homes can have 
modern window arrangements when 
you specify Curtis Silentite Windows. 
These are Silentite casements. The 
wide variety of sash styles gives you 
greater scope in your planning. 

Silentite’s narrow mullions (no 
weights or pulleys) give a more 
beautiful effect when windows are 
grouped. More light is admitted, too. 
You'll find it easy to “‘sell’’ home 
owners on Silentite’s many features. 

"*MORE WINDOWS,’’ SAYS 

HOME-PLANNING AMERICA— 

“BUT MAKE THEM WEATHERTIGHT!”’ 

be 7 ' 

dalle. 

. \ 
ca 

Mr. and Mrs. America will be critical, discrimi- 

nating “window shoppers.” They want more 

windows, of course. BUT those windows must be 

weathertight . . . able to bar out chilly drafts... 

thrifty windows that keep fuel costs low. And they 

must be easy to operate, too. 

America will find true weathertightness in the 

famous Curtis Silentite line—so well known to 

millions. Here are windows made of wood—in 

itself an efficient insulating material. Here are 

windows factory pre-fit for easy installation—insu- 

lated windows with built-in weatherstripping. 

Curtis leadership in research—Curtis improve- 

ments in window and woodwork design—will 

meet the post-war demand for modern windows 

of all styles and sizes. Keep up to date on windows 

and stock architectural woodwork with Curtis— 

mail the coupon for complete information. 
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WOMEN WILL LOOK FOR THIS SEAL ve, MARK 

ON THEIR NEW GAS RANGES ‘ 

a | Ve 

| ONLY GAS RANGES BUILT TO 

e THE HIGHEST SPECIFICATIONS 

~bear a ‘CP’ Seal in addition to their own brand 
names. ‘CP’ is the trademark of Association of Gas 
Appliance & Equipment Manufacturers. 

Cas wt 
4?PPuiaNcE & cour 

THE NEW REVOLUTIONARY 

e ‘CP’ SPECIFICATIONS 

—combine the best ideas of range manufacturers, de- 
signers, housewives, engineers and home economists 
of the entire gas industry. 

— 

3 FOR THE PROTECTION 

e OF HOMEMAKERS 

— gas ranges built to ‘CP’ Specifications are pre-tested 
by world-famous laboratories to provide a certified 
buying guide for the homemaker. 

4 THE FINEST AND MOST 

e ADVANCED FEATURES 

—of all cooking appliances are combined in gas ranges 
bearing the ‘CP’ Seal. That’s why they give maximum 
saving in time, food, fuel and money. 

..- AND MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL 

HEN YOU specify and install the fully 

W automatic gas ranges bearing this famous 

‘CP’ Seal, you have the safeguards of two 

famous trademarks —the name of a leading 

manufacturer plus the 4-way protection of the 

‘CP’ Seal! 

The ‘CP’ Seal is every woman’s buying 

guide. That’s wh war-wise women, weary of 

s! Will Be Made By The Following Manufacturers: 

A. J. LINDEMANN & HOVERSON CO. 
O’KEEFE & MERRITT CO. 

ROBERTS & MANDER STOVE CO. 

CO. GEO. D. ROPER CORP. 
STANDARD GAS EQUIPMENT CORP. 

wartime makeshifts and obsolete, time and 

money wasting cooking equipment, will look for, 

and insist on, fully automatic gas ranges built 

to ‘CP’ specifications in the New Freedom Gas 

Kitchens of their new and remodelled homes. 

For information, write to Association of 

Gas Appliance & Equipment Manufacturers, 

60 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. 

« 
= $ 

& ry 
a 

THE TAPPAN STOVE CO. 

MOFFATS, LTD. 

WESTERN STOVE CO., INC. 
In Canada: CLARE BROS. & CO., LTD. 

GURNEY FOUNDRY CO., LTD. 

Am 
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PUT THIS BLADE 

IN YOUR 

SxiLSaw 

$ tt 

...and cut d 7 

grooves ~~ 

, in one 

= operation: 

: 
| : 

@ Here’showthe SKILSAW GROOVER BLADE 

does 3 jobs at once! When grooving wood, there’s 

no need to cut each edge of the groove, then chisel 

out the center . . . because this blade cuts both edges 

smoothly and chips out the center all in one quick 

trip through the material. 

Forged, hardened and drawn to the proper 

temper to hold the set longer .. . properly balanced 

at our factory to run smoother and prolong the life 

of your SKILSAW. Diameter 5% in., available in 

8 thicknesses for ¥% to 13¢ in. grooves. Call your 

distributor right now for a demonstration! Ceeth Saket gaterdienny 
power saws with round arbors. 

SKILSAW, INC. * Available in 7, 8, 9 and 10 inch 

5033-43 Elston Ave., Chicago 30, Ill. diameters, in 9 thicknesses 
Factory Branches in All Principal Cities for cutting grooves 3/16 in. te 

7/8 in. wide. Order 
through your distributor 
who will supply you from 

factory stock. 

MAKE AMERICAS HANDS MORE PRODUCTIVE 



How do you rate 

with your neighbors? 

You build their homes... their churches 

...their schools. You build their town. 

Your town. 

And, on these buildings, your reputation 

rests. You know this...and you build well. 

We, at Flintkote, know it, too. And we 

know that no structure is better than its 

materials. 

That’s why every Flintkote product is 

THE EXTRA YEARS OF SERVICE 

COST NO MORE! 

aaa 
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carefully pre-tested to insure extra years 

of peak service. 

That’s why materials, manufacture and 

inspection must meet rigid Flintkote 

standards...why, at Flintkote, skilled 

labor works under expert, experienced 

supervision. 

We’ve been making building materials for 

a long time at Flintkote...almost 50 

years. And all we’ve learned about mak- 

ing better shingles, better sidings, better 

insulations, is passed on to you in every 

Flintkote product... 

Passed on to you... to protect your repu- 

tation with your neighbors. 

THE FLINThHOTE COMPANY 

50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y. 

Atlanta + Boston Chicago Heights 
¢ Detroit « East Rutherford « 

Los Angeles « New Orleans 
e Waco + Washington 

Co 
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Country’s Builders Flock To 

First National Home Exhibit 

And N.A.H.B. Annual Meeting 

EARLY four 
builders from all parts of 

the country, from Canada and 
from Hawaii, packed Chicago’s 
Hotel Sherman the week of 
January 15th. to see the first 
annual Home Exhibit, spon- 
sored by the Chicago Metro- 
politan Home Builders Asso- 
ciation. The scene was also 
the occasion of the annual con- 
ference of the National Associ- 
ition of Home Builders. 
The exhibit, planned many 

months before the recent govern- 
ment ban on such gatherings, in- 
cluded more than one hundred 
lisplays of products and tech- 
iques by the country’s leading 

manufacturers of building prod- 
icts. Insofar as wartime restric- 
tions on material and manpower 
would permit, it was a preview 

the home of tomorrow. 

Model Homes Attraction 

The most popular attractions 
{ the show were the models of 

€ six prize-winning contest 
mes, built to scale by Diorama 

Corporation. These were set up 
a natural background, and 

ere were also wall displays of 
e plans of the houses which 
n honorable mention. 

thousand | A second point of constant ac- 
tivity was the literature room. 
Manufacturers’ representatives 
were kept busy refilling their 
racks, and builders with arm- 
fuls of descriptive material to 
be taken home for scrutiny and 
study were a common sight. 

Day and Night Sessions 
For three days and nights, 

the men who will build tomor- 
row’s homes crowded the meet- 
ing rooms and listened to speech- 
es by, or engaged in open forums 
with, leaders of government, 
finance, labor, home building, 
and building product manufac- 
ture. The annual home builders 
banquet was held on Wednesday 
night, at which the awards in the 
home design contest were pre- 
sented by F.H.A. Commissioner 
Abner H. Ferguson, and on 

| Thursday many of the visiting 
builders were conducted 
housing tour of Chicago. 

The Home Exhibit, as the 
first completely representative 
National Conference and Expo- 
sition of Building Materials in 
the country, received national 
coverage by important news- 

on a 

| papers and magazines. 

Iilinois Court Upholds 

Slum-rebuilding Act 

rhe Illinois Supreme Court 
is held constitutional an act 

empowering the assembly of 
nd tracts in blighted areas 
r resale to private builders 
r slum clearance. In its de- 
sion the court ruled that the 

legislature may delegate to 
neighborhood redevelopment 
‘orporations the power to take 
private property by eminent 
lomain for public purposes. 

Subject to Municipal 
Commissions 

Private corporations oper- 
ting under the act are sub- 

‘t to municipal commissions, 
» shall determine what i 

ims. There is a further pro- 
ion that such a corporation 
st first acquire at least sixty 

18 

per cent of its building site 
through private acquisition. 
It must be evident beyond 
doubt, the court said further, 
that the land so acquired will 
be used in the public interest 
by elimination of conditions 
conducive to ill health, crime, 
juvenile delinquency, etc. 

Will Have Wide Effects 

The court’s finding is ex 
pected to have far-reaching 
effects in that private build- 
ers will thus be materially 
aided in land acquisition and 
assembly. It is believed cor- 
porations operating under this 
act will be able to furnish low- 
cost housing to groups they 
could not serve without it, 
and a consequent diminution 
of the need for publicly 
financed housing for such 
groups will occur 

Haynes Named Director 

of W.P.B. Construction 

Bureau 

War Production Board has 
appointed John L. Haynes Di- 
rector of its Construction Bu- 
reau, to succeed Arthur J. Mc- 
Comb. Mr. Haynes, who has 
headed up W.P.B.’s_ Building 
Materials Division since April, 
1942, has long been associated 
with the construction industry; 
worked on the remodeling of the 
White House in 1927, and was 
resident engineer on the $1 mil- 
lion Federal Warehouse in 
Washington, D.C. In his new 
assignment he will deal directly 
with builders and all other fac- 
tors in the construction industry, 
with particular emphasis on the 
problem of getting the industry 
quickly into full swing when 
time for reconversion arrives. 

“Pre-fab” Advisory Com- 

thitteeAppointedby0.P.A. 

Twelve members whose com- 
panies produce prefabricated 
homes have been named to an 
advisory committee by O.P.A. 
They will consult with O.P.A. 
on pricing problems within the 
industry and discuss provisions 
of a proposed new price regula- 
tion for prefabricated homes. 

| Goodyear, 
| Macht, 

| Lake City; F. 

| 

N.A.H.B, Elects Merrion, 

14 Regional Vice- 

Presidents Chosen 

The National Association of 
Home Builders, at its annual 
meeting in Chicago on January 
16th, elected Joseph E. Merrion, 
well-known Chicago builder, 
president for the year 1945, to 
succeed Robert P. Gerholz. 
Other officers chosen were 
David D. Bohannon, San Fran- 
cisco, first vice-president; Mil- 
ton J. Brock, Los Angeles, sec- 
retary; and Joseph Meyerhoff, 
3altimore, treasurer. 

Regional vice-presidents 
Also chosen were fourteen 

regional vice-presidents and 
eighty directors. The vice-pres- 
idents include John Olson, 
Worcester, Mass.; Harold Gen- 
rich, Snyder, N. Y.; George 

Pittsburgh; Morris 
Saltimore; Wallace E. 

Johnson, Memphis, Tenn.; Jo- 
seph W. Davin,” ~Jacksonville, 
Fla.; Joseph Haverstick, Day- 
ton, Ohio; John C. Lindop, Chi- 
cago; Ralph S. Duke, St. Louis ; 
3en C. Wileman, Oklahoma 
City; F. Orin Woodbury, Salt 

FE. McCambridge, 
Denver; L. C. Simms, Portland, 
Ore.; and Fred W. Marlow, Los 
Angeles, Cal. 

CHICAGO’S MAYOR Edward J. Kelly (right) welcomed the build- 
ers to his city in January. He is seen here with Joseph E. Mer- 
rion, newly-elected president of N.A.H.B. 

| ~\ 



ALBERT BALCH. Seattle, O. 
builder, N.A.H.B. director, was 
caught as he confers with Paul 
Stark, Madison, Wis. 

Surplus War Housing to 

Serve French Workers 

Temporary shelter for 150,000 
workers in France, engaged in 
repairing dock areas for war 
use, will be provided under an 
agreement between the French 
Provisional Government and the 
U.S. Foreign Economic Admin- 
istration. The latter will use 
Federal Public Housing Author- 
ity as its agent to procure the 
housing. 

With the required units to be 
of the barracks type, F.P.H.A. 
points out that as much as pos- 
sible will be supplied from sur- 
plus war housing in this country, 
of the sort that can be sawed 
into panels, packed, shipped and 
re-erected abroad. The remain- 
der will be built in panels and 
packaged for shipment, under 
W.P.B. material limitations, 
with lumber substitutes to be 
used wherever possible. No 
war housing which could be 
utilized in this country will be 
shipped abroad, W.P.B. declares. 

W.P.B. Halts Project 

W.P.B. has halted completion 
of “Clearview,” Westmoreland 
County, Pa., residential project, 
for alleged violation of L-41. 
According to the agency’s com- 
pliance division, five single fam- 
ily residences were started be- 
tween August, 1942 and March, 
1943, without authorization and 
costing $5300 each. 

St. Louis Guild, Pro- 

ducers’ Council Sponsors 

Construction Forum 

The Builders Guild of St. 
Louis and the Producers’ Coun- 
cil Chapter of that city have 
announced joint sponsorship of 
a Construction Forum to be held 
on the evenings of the 5th, 6th, 
7th, 12th, 13th and 15th of Feb- | 
ruary in the David Rankin 
School of Mechanical Trades. 

building 
St. Louis 

Leaders in various 
fields will come to 
to discuss 
in the home-building industry 

latest developments | 

and endeavor to bring all inter- | 
ested elements of the industry 
“up to date.” Subjects to be cov- 
ered include prefabrication, 
plastics, air conditioning, heat- 
ing and _ ventilating, kitchen 
planning, waterproofing, and 
financing methods. 

The aim of the project, it is 
pointed out, is to have all those 
who will be responsible for a 
home-building program in the 

| ization 
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St. Louis area ready to act 
promptly when war-time restric- 
tions are eased. The subjects to 
be covered are those in which 
Guild members evidenced the 
highest interest in response to a 
recently submitted questionnaire. 

Advocates F.H.A. Approv- 

al Of All Veteran Loans 

Pointing out the threat of in- 
flation inherent in the G-I lend- 
ing program, L. E. Mahan, pres- 
ident of the Mortgage Bankers 
Association, recently advised vet- 
erans to wait rather than to pay 
excessive prices. He appealed 
to all members of his organ- 

and other lenders to 
make every effort to forestall 
the sale of properties to veter- 
ans at inflated prices. The best 
means, he suggested, to protect 
against inflated prices and ap- 
praisals would have been to 
have F.H.A. process and pass 
on all loans, in view of that 
agency’s success in combatting 
inflationary influences. 

FRED W. KELLER, South Bend, Indiana (left), and Walter S. John- 
son, Niagara Falls, N. Y., both large builders, swap experiences 
on conventional and “pre-fab” construction at Chicago Exhibit. 

| Houston Chapter Expands 

Houston, Texas, Chapter has 
asked N.A.H.B. for a revised 
charter to enable it to take in 
more area, to increase member- 
ship to 100. 

Earl C. Bradley has been 
| made 2nd vice president, J. 
| Francis Morrogh exec. vice 
| president and secretary. Latter 
will occupy new offices at 725 
Kress Bldg. 

FRANK W. CORTRIGHT, N.A.H. 
B. Executive vice-president, wel- 
comes Cyrus Crane Wilmore, past 
president of the National Associa- 
tion of Real Estate Boards, to the 
Chicago Home Exhibit. 

F.P.H.A. Aiming at Rural 

Slum Clearance; Solicits 

Applications for Post-War 

Commissioner Klutznick of 
F.P.H.A. has announced that 
rural housing authorities have 
been asked to submit applica- 

| tions for low-rent housing con- 
struction they are prepared to 

| undertake in the three immediate 
| post-war years if Congress 
makes funds available. He point- 
ed out that such action is neces- 
sary in order that any recom- 
mendations made by this agency 
to Congress shall reflect the 
desires and determinations of 
local communities. 

Rural authorities were asked 
to include in their estimates 
plans for small towns as well as 
farms. It was suggested that 
possible modifications of the 
U.S. Housing Act may be made 
to allow for the purchase of 

| houses by tenants. 

WINNERS REWARDED with 

sign Competition. 

and Todd Tibbals. 

the show. 

six 
$1,000 War Bonds for the first prize 
designs in the N.A.H.B. six class De- 

Abner H. Fergu- 
son, F.H.A. Commissioner, one of the 
five judges, made the awards to the 
winners who appear in the back- 
ground. They are Earl Carrothers, 
Charles A. Nixon, Hugh G. Selby, 
Charles Schreiber, E. C. Mahoney, 

Keen interest 
was shown in the large models made 
of the first prize house designs. It 
could be said to be the highlight of 

American Builder fur- 
nished a folder showing floor plans 
as a guide in viewing the models. 
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American Builder, February 1945. 

EARLY ARRIVALS in Chicago were Dave Bohannon of California 
(left), and Bob Gerholz, Flint, Michigan, retiring president. 

Blandford Says Non-war 

Housing Must Wait Till 

War Needs Satisfied 

In view of urgent new de- 
mands for arms and ammunition 
and a consequent increased need 
for war housing in certain areas, 
N.H.A. Administrator Bland- 
ford announced recently that all 
housing activities must continue 
to be for essential workers only. 
It may be, he pointed out, that 
any large program, even to al- 
leviate congested conditions in 
war-crowded communities, will 
be delayed “for some time.” 
N.H.A.’s_ planned transitional 
programs must go by the board 
for the present, along with other 
reconversion measures. 

GOOD NEIGHBORS from the 
north, Reg Dixon, builder (left), 
and W. H. Almond, building sup- 
plier, came from Toronto to see 
the NAHB home exhibit and at- 
tend convention. 

W.F.A. To Handle Lumber 

Needs For Farm Home 

Repairs 

Farmers who need lumber 
for emergency maintenance and 
repair of farm dwellings must 

w apply for preference ratings 
War Food Administration, 

instead of War Production 
Board field offices, as formerly. 
W.F.A. has been handling allo- 
cation of lumber to farmers for 
all other permitted uses. Trans- 
fer of 15,000,000 board feet to 
W.F.A. was made by W.P.B. 

to 

Lumber Production 

Below Last Winter’s 

Supply, Says W.P.B. 
The winter months from De- 

cember to March will see a sub- 
stantial decline in lumber pro- 
duction from that of last winter, 
according to a recent statement 
of W.P.B. The greatest expect- 
ed drop is in the Pacific North- 
west. 

Lack of manpower is the chief 
factor curtailing production, 
with men leaving the woods and 
mills for jobs in other war in- 
dustries. Another hampering 
factor has been unfavorable 
weather conditions, and a third 
is the heavy tire shortage, lack 
of which is keeping many trucks 
out of operation. 
New controls may have to be 

placed over distribution, accord- 
ing to the agency, to offset the 
expected production decline. 

Small Southern Pine 

Operators Appointed to 

0.P.A. Committee 
O.P.A. has appointed a sub- 

committee to the Southern Pine 
Industry Advisory Committee, 
to bring into the committee’s 
membership form the first time 
representatives of small south- 
ern mills, the agency recently 
announced. Membership up to 
this time has been limited to 
larger operators. Members from 
Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, 
Tennessee and Virginia have 
been appointed, with other south- 
ern states to be represented 
shortly. 

Smorgasbord Party 

Fred Reinholt, president of 
the Anchor Concrete Prod- 
ucts Corp., Buffalo, N.Y., in- 
vited all builders from both 
Rochester and Buffalo who 
attended the convention to be 
his guests at a famous smor- 
gasbord restaurant. 
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Cortright’s 

Column 

By Frank W. Cortright 

Executive Vice-President, Na- 
tional Association of Home 
Builders of the United States 

The following report made by Cortright at the N.A.H.B. 
National Convention in Chicago is carried instead of his 
usual coverage of Washington news. The column will re- 

vert to its usual form in the March American Builder. 

At this great conference of builders it seems 
appropriate to take a moment to consider the story 
of the first builder. You will recall that the Book of 
Genesis gives the plans and specifications for his first 
big job—‘“And God said unto Noah. . . . Make thee 
an ark of gopher wood: rooms shalt thou make in the 
ark, and shalt pitch it within and without with pitch. 
And this is the fashion which thou shalt make it of: 
The length of the ark shall be 300 cubits, the breadth 
of it 50 cubits, and the height of it 30 cubits.” 

Major General Fleming, Administrator of the Fed- 
eral Works Agency suggests that as Noah was laying 
the keel, the devil suddenly popped up out of the 
ground and said, “Morning, Noah. What are you 
doing ?” 

Noah said, “I’m building an ark.” 

The devil surveyed the job from various angles 
and said, “It’s sure going to be a big one.” 

“None too big,” said Noah, “for the purpose I have 
in mind.” 
“How are you going to float it?” the devil asked. 

“There’s no water around here.” 
“There soon will be,” Noah replied, reaching for 

another nail. “I have information that it’s going to 
rain like hell around here—forty days and forty nights 
of it.” 

“That’s crazy,” the devil scoffed. “It’s not going to 
rain. Even if it should, you could leave everything to 
the private rowboat building industry.” 

“I have nothing against rowboats,” Noah re- 
plied, “but if it rains as hard as I think it will, row- 
boats won’t be enough. Maybe it won’t rain, like you 
say, but I think I'll go ahead and build this ark anyway. 
Working on it keeps my mind off my troubles, of 
which I’ve got plenty, and furthermore I know the 
lumber dealers need the business. Moreover, I’ve 
noticed it kind of clouding up lately.” 

Although we heartily disagree with the moral the 
Administrator of the Federal Works Agency has 
drawn, we must agree with him that Noah was a really 
smart entrepreneur and much can be learned from 
this Biblical story. 

In the first place, Noah listened to the storm signals 
while others scoffed at the need for organized activity 
to meet the dangers ahead. You will note that as a 
good Assn. man he called in all his brethren, drew his 
plans and went to work. 

Secondly, he made no small plans. The struc- 
ture he set out to build had to be strong enough to ride 
the stormy seas, and large enough to carry safely all those 
dependent upon him. Adequate evaluation of his responsi- 

(Continued to page 96) 
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Wallboard: Lath: Plaster + Lime: 
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American Builder, February 1949. 

CAN YOU BUILD A 

FIREPROOF WALL AT 

LOW COST? 

HE answer to that one is—you can’t build 

it fireproof, but you can make it a lot more 

fire-safe—by using fireproof Gold Bond Gypsum 

Sheathing and fireproof Gold Bond Gypsum 

Lath. Home owners are entitled to this extra 

fire protection and this improved type of 

construction will be featured extensively in 

post war days. 

Gold Bond Gypsum Sheathing goes up fast 

without waste and builds a stronger, wind- 

tight wall, protected against fire from the out- 

side. Gold Bond Gypsum Lath, the perfect 

plaster base, protects the studs from fire 

within. The complete wall, including its fire 

protection costs no more. 

Gold Bond Gypsum Sheathing and Gold Bond 

Gypsum Lath are only two of over 150 differ- 

ent products of National Gypsum Research 

that help you build better with 

Gold Bond. For complete in- 

formation see 

your Gold Bond 

Dealer. 

Metal Products’ Wall Paint: Insulation» Sound Control 

a 
a we eee i eit on 

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY EXECUTIVE OFFICES e BUFFALO 2, N 



HAT the building industry needs to solve all 

of its problems is a good one-piece wall, 

according to National Housing Agency’s 
Bulletin No. 2 now receiving extensive publicity 

in the newspapers of the country. 

The building industry, it seems, is guilty of 

technological backwardness, handicraft methods, 
restraint of trade, “imbalance” and many other 

things. But worst of all, it is guilty of not having 

developed a one-piece, self-supporting wall panel 

“complete with interior and exterior surfaces” 

which can be used in all parts of the country 

under all conditions and for all types of houses. 

Stubborn and perverse? 

N.H.A.’s Technical Division learnedly points 
out in Bulletin No. 2 that if the cost of the shell 

of a house could be reduced 50 per cent the over- 

all cost of house and land would be reduced 

30 per cent. 

But, implies N.H.A., this stubborn, perverse, 

and technologically backward industry of ours 

refuses to invent a universal one-piece wall. So 

let’s have the U.S. Government do it. Appro- 

priate a few more millions or billions so that 
N.H.A. can set up a research department to in- 
vent a one-piece wall and then, if necessary, cram 

it down the throats of every builder or home 
owner in the country. 

That is N.H.A.’s present idea of how to solve 

the “high cost” problem of the building industry. 

Bulletin No. 2 reads like a college freshman 

theme, full of wonder at suddenly discovered 
Great Truths. It declares that land costs are too 

high, building materials too high, wages too high 

(a remarkable discovery), distribution costs too 
high, “handicraft methods” too high. 

Would ‘‘routinize’’ home owners 

In fact, N.H.A. concludes, the cost of a house 

is still too high for the average family to own 
or rent a home. And it finds everything else 

about the industry is wrong. 

Not only is the cost of a new home too high, 

say N.H.A.’s experts, but the “maintenance of 
homes is a very disorganized operation” and 

also expensive. Home owners, they say, fail 

miserably to “routinize” the care of their prop- 

erty and they suggest that special service com- 
panies be set up on a nation-wide basis to take 

care of their homes for them. (No this sugges- 
tion is not a joke—N.H.A. actually proposes 

N.H.A.’s one-piece wall 

this on Page 29 of Bulletin No. 2) 
Of all the things wrong with the building in- 

dustry perhaps the worst, according to N.H.A., 

is its horrifying practice of employing 14 indi- 

vidual layers—count them—14—in the exterior 

wall of a modern frame house. This item has 

been taken up especially by social-minded news- 

paper writers—strangely enough all located in 

Washington—as a glaring example of how back- 

wards the building industry is. 

N.H.A. publicizing faults 

A rash of newspaper stories has broken out 
since publication of Bulletin No. 2 which strong- 

ly suggests that N.H.A.’s publicity experts have 

been in close touch with Washington feature 
writers, who have apparently been led to feel 

that they are unveiling something of far reach- 

ing social significance. 
Thus we have the remarkable spectacle of a 

government agency, supposed to represent a huge 
industry, engaged instead in defaming, distort- 

ing, and spuriously debunking it. 

Fair minded men will admit that the building 

industry, because of its vast disorganized nature 
and the fact that its products are scattered over 

thousands of sites in many other thousands of 

communities, is far from perfect. But its faults 
and shortcomings will not be corrected by the 

kind of soft minded, arm-chair generalizations 

N.H.A. is handing out to the newspapers and 
anyone else who will swallow them. 

What N.H.A. lacks is a realistic knowledge of 
basic conditions and practices that create the 

industry’s problems. The building industry col 

lectively is made up of several millions of hard 

working individuals of average or better Ameri- 
can intelligence. They certainly are not opposed 

to technological improvements or to progress 
of any kind—even N.H.A.’s one-piece wall. They 

deeply feel the need for a constructive approach 
to present problems. But they also deeply resent 

the kind of blanket indictments N.H.A. has been 
passing out. 

The newspaper stories that have flared into 

headlines as a result of N.H.A.’s efforts have 

painted the building industry in the blackest terms. 

Does anyone at N.H.A. really believe that this 
kind of publicity is helpful to N.H.A.’s stated ob 
jective of more and better homes for this nation? 

It appears to the men of the building industry a 
very backhanded way to encourage home building 

and home ownership. 
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Their Minds Feasted at 

a ‘Smorgasbord’ of Ideas 

Homes for veterans and urgent need for more 

war housing vie for attention with post-war 

planning at historic congress of builders. 

By John E. McNamara 

Associate Editor 

ES, there was hand shaking and 

back slapping. Yes, old friends 

swapped good stories. No, no 

drinks went begging at business-pro- 
moting cocktail parties. But frivolity 

knew its place, retired to a far-back 

seat as alert minds, in dead serious- 
ness, avidly absorbed the knowledge 

they came seeking. 

Seriousness Astounding 

America’s home builders, who gath- 
ered in Chicago in mid-January from 

nearly every home-building commu- 
nity in 42 states, astounded the news- 

men of America, over a hundred of 
whom covered this largest annual 

convention-exposition of the National 
Association of Home Builders. 

They were astounded because they 
had expected to see a bunch of rough, 

boisterous men off on a holiday. 

Instead they found a group of clean- 
cut, business-like executives who came 

to gain new ideas on methods and 

techniques from others who knew 
how by doing. They found serious 
minded men who sought to learn from 

exhibitors new facts about the use of 

building products and equipment— 
facts which would enable them to im- 
prove the homes they build now for 

war workers and discharged veterans, 
and the homes they will build post- 
war to help America reach a higher 

CAPTURED by American Builder’s photographers at largest builders’ conclave: Names read left to right. 
Alper, John Weinhart, Edward Kuhlman and William J. Malloy, all from Detroit. which had largest delegation outside of Chica? 

Center group has Mrs. Duke, Milton Brock and Col. Wm. H. Evans, all from Los Angeles. Right hand quintet contains Edwin Sandb 

C. E. Asbahr, Samuel O. Dunn, publisher of American Builder, T. R. Asbahr, and H. A. Schmitt. 

plane of livability when war ends. 

LAND PLANNING Panel was 
the first general meeting. A capacity 

audience flabbergasted the speakers— 

amazed that this group of builders 
would spend the first evening eating 

up information instead of night club 
fare. Seward Mott, director of Urban 
Land Institute, acted as moderator for 

Hugh Potter, delayed by transporta- 
tion trouble. He keynoted the panel 
with the statement that there is “in- 

creasing emphasis on the creation of 
complete residential neighborhoods as 

contrasted with the scattered devel- 
opment of small groups of isolated 
houses; further, builders must come 

to realize that good planning is good 
business.” 

Creates Sound Investment 

Gabriel C. Harman, Chief of 

F.H.A. Land Planning, told how his 
section had inspected and reviewed 
plans for more than 11,000 residences 

in the first 10 years of F.H.A. Its 
purpose is to create building sites in 
such a manner as to gain the best 

urban environment and to create 
sound investments. Success or failure 
of a new neighborhood development 

is many times determined by its de- 
sign. Protective covenants should 

(1) cover uses of land for homes, 
stores, parks, etc., (2) establish set- 

OVERFLOW from the ballroom of 

wn. | 
back lines, (3) prohibit redivision int 

smaller lots, (4) keep out temporary 

structures as residences, (5) outla 

nuisances, (6) set minimum floor are 

costs of homes, (7) create easements 
(8) set up committees to control archi 

tectural designs. During the questio 

period Harman stated “750 to 1,00 

families are minimum for a success 

ful shopping center.” 
Everett G. Kincaid, executive direc 

tor, Chicago Planning Commissioq 

pointed out that larger cities are 4 
composite of smaller communities 
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this picture of N.A.H.B.’s cnnual banquet to over seventeen hundred home builders. 

cell is to allocate areas for particular 

uses—parks, shops, parking, etc. 
Streets are arteries designed to serve 

specific purposes. The widths can 
vary from 24 feet to 110 feet, accord- 

ing to use, rather than all the same 

widths as in the past. If city or county 
will not accept dedication and mainte- 

nance of park areas, a homes’ associ- 

ation can be formed to collect such 

costs on an annual basis per home 
owner—$2 or more a year. Houses 

should determine the widths of lots 

according to size and cost. Good plan- 
ning can (1) create desirable living 
communities and reduce sales cost, 

(2) attract better types of buyers 
who will maintain character of com- 

munity. Little custom building is ex- 

pected on the West Coast after the 
war; developments using a variety of 
houses will meet anticipated market 

in all price brackets, Campbell said. 

Ben C. Wileman, Oklahoma City, 

reviewed the co-operative planning 

and building job done by 16 builders 

at Midwest City, and told of post-war 
plans for another similar venture. 
Important comment: “best use of land 

planning. cannot be had on tracts of 
less than 30 to 40 acres.” 

(Continued to page 100) 

LOW TORCH (left) in the hand of Chairman George F. Nixon cuts wire, opens exposition. Others in front row are Joseph E. Merrion, 
‘phn Cummings Lindop, Holman D. Pettibone, Patrick J. Sullivan, president, Chicago Building Trades Council (A.F. of L.): and Robert P. 

tholz. In next picture to right is Kenneth Schuham, nicknamed the “convention’s helping hand.” Next right showg Mr. and Mrs. 
eorge F. Nixon. At far right Peter D. Kreist, exec. sec. of Builders’ Association of Greater Cleveland and Hugh Selby, a prize winner. 
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CONVECTION HEATING « TOMORROWS “OMFS 

In brief 

A WORD PICTURE 

of the convention 

Douglas Whitlock, president oj 
Producers’ Council, called for a rej 
shuffing of housing functions of th 
government to older governmen 
agencies where they formerly were 
Advocated elimination of Nationa 
Housing Agency—no public housing 
—local welfare relief for those wh 
can’t pay economic rent. 

R. J. Thomas, C.1.0., said hom 
building industry must provide 6 mil 
lion jobs by building 134 millio 
homes a year. Called for public hous 
ing and building of mutually owne 
projects among C.1.O. members. 

Boris Shiskin, American Federa 
tion of Labor, urged that local hous 
ing authorities with assistance ¢ 
federal government clear slum area 
and rebuild with subsidized publi 
housing. For private homes, A.F. « 
L. advocates 32-year amortization, re 
duced interest rate, better construction 

Arthur Motley publisher of Amer 
ican Magazine, championed a “sellin 
war” to increase purchase of home 
and consumption of all the equipmen 
and gadgets which go into them t 
prevent future unemployment. 

Walter S. Johnson, Niagara Fall 
N. Y., registered disgust with Bland 
ford’s contention that home builder 
are giving a “lousy” value. 

Morris Macht, of Baltimore, sa 
the way to reduce monthly shelte 
cost is to extend amortization wit 
interest rates as low as possible. 

Fritz B. Burns, of Los Angele 
pointed out need for improved sellin 
tools for home builders in forum 0 
modern sales methods. 

Fred Keller, of South Bend, In¢ 
said veterans won't get best value 
in homes until present one-house-at 
a-time method is changed to perm 
building 25 homes at a time for vets 

Robert P. Gerholz, past-preside: 
of N.A.H.B., reported he _ travele 
27,000 miles, held 130 meetings in § 
war centers. Predicted huge popula 
tion shakedown when war ends. 

Howard Myers, Architectural F 
rum, said building boom post-war | 
not automatic because of governmet 
regulation and controls, restraints | 
labor and obsolete building code 
Sees only 400,000 homes first pos 
war year. 

PICTURES show several of the exhibits 
equipment, shown at the N.A.H.B.’s first e 
sition, to be available for first post-war hom 
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— 4 AOVS: Model of the Suburban Home prize-winning design. Sub- BELOW: This attractive model of the prize Farm Home by Charles 

— mitted by Charles and Arthur Schreiber of Chicago, this was one H. Nixon and Architect Carl A. Kastrup interested many at the show 

‘ty of the outstanding planning jobs, packed with forward-looking ideas. because of its flexibility in basic design: it can be built in units. 
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nd, Ind BELOW: Looking ahead to the days of motor travel to Summer Resort Homes, the model from 

t value prize plans of Earl Carrothers and Architects Martin Braun and A. J. Del Bianco was care- 
10use-a! fully inspected; good value in this type of design estimated to be built for $2,000 or less. 

) pern 
for vel Center of Interest 

preside! at Builder’s Show 
travele 

igs in 6 : ; 
» populs NE OF the feature attractions of 
ade. the N.A.H.B. Meeting was the 

croup of six excellent models of the 

tural Fq Prize contest winners. These were ex- 

st-war ict reproductions of the designs and 
vernme it was natural that builders were anx- 
raints § ious to get a bird’s-eye view of what 

g cod§ the judges picked as the homes of the 

rst po'@ tuture in the various classes. They 

were dramatically displayed on a 

mpletely landscaped setting in the 

s Conference Gardens. All of the win 
exhibits ing designs, including the three 
s first ex? iin = 
warhom™ cre, were shown with complete 

» plans in the January issue 
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SEVEN 

SELECTED 

HOMES FROM 

N.A.H.B. PRIZE 

CONTEST 

MENTION 

AWARDS / 

BED ROOM 
44-O° xX 10-2’ 

BED Room 
41 @"X 8-9" 

= 

For Areas with High-Cost Land 

A Worker’s Home Must Be Narrow 

BED Room 
40-O"X 410-2" 

SECOND FLOOR PLAN 

28-6" 

Clos 
First Porcu 

FLOOR PLAN 

KITCHEN 
10. 0°x 11-0" 

H gg 

25 

a ee enw 

This honorable mention award winner in the. 

industrial worker’s home class, is an entry of Car- 

rothers and Braun, Oak Park, IIl., in N.A.H.B.’s 

$6,000 design competition. Six other award win- 
ners appear this month. Last month American 

Builder published the six first prize winners. It 
was especially planned to be built in densely popu- 

lated sections where land costs are notoriously 

high. Since the lot is very definitely a part of 

the cost of a worker’s home, the house must be 

planned to take as little land as possible. Braun 

and Del Bianco are the architects. 

ALTERNATE 2"° FLOOR PLAN 
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For Spacious Homesite 

Anderson and Schuh of Chicago submitted this 

one-floor plan which suggests living with a mini- 

mum of drudgery because of its step-saving utility 

room. Automatic central heat and air conditioning 
provide correct indoor climate without attention. 

Upholstered dining area is a part of the perfect 

kitchen plan, which saves many more steps. 

The alternate plan will please those who desire 

a basement for storage space and recreation room. 

The architects were Braun and Del Bianco. 
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All Year Summer Home 

While it was entered in the summer resort home 

class by Harris Homes of Chicago, IIl., this home 

was conceived as the type of dwelling which could 
also serve as an all year home. 

‘This home was designed as a lake shore residence 

where the normal conditions provide for a rather 
steep slope to the lake front. Advantage was taken 

of this condition to allow for a heater room and bath 
house facilities, including a porch which may be used 

as a game room on the ground floor so that bathers 

will not be required to come through the first story 

section of the home.” Quoted from the statement 

made by Harris Homes. Harris Homes estimated 
the cost of this home at $6,750 in Northern Illinois, 
subject to the type of equipment to be included. 



For the Suburbs 

Rudolph A. Matern of Matern, Graff 

and Paul, New York City, captured 

honorable mention with this two-bath, 
four-bedroom design intended for a lot 

80 by 125 feet. 

It is intended for the middle-class 
suburban development, catering to the 

“junior executives” group, according 
to Matern. The second floor could be 

finished in later years to accommodate 
the family’s growth. When children 
reach maturity and leave home, the 

parents have complete living facilities 

on the ground floor without the hazard 
of using stairs in their old age. 
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Home for Two— Others Later 

While it won an award in the home for two class, with in- 

expensive alterations it can accommodate others who might be 

hoped for later. So say Carrothers and Braun, of Oak Park, III 

who entered this compact design along with others which wo: 
first prizes and honorable mentions. Architects are Braun an 

Del Bianco of Oak Park. 

The spacious living room for entertaining makes it ideal for the 

young couple starting out. This is not commonly planned int 

the smaller, lower-cost homes, Earl Carrothers said. 
The house provides space for expansion on the second floor 

The builders estimate the cost at $5,000. The large bedroom, 

they say, can be added for $400 and the smaller one for $300 

The cost of the second bath is given as $400, the garage as $350 
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Livability In Town 

Hugh G. Selby, Lakewood, Ohio, who won 

the first prize for the city home class, also placed 

in the honorable mentions with the design pre- 

sented here. The living room is generous in 
size and well planned for furniture placement. 

A spinet piano and desk fit in with a five-piece, 
modern davenport. The kitchen makes serving 

into dining room or paved terrace an easy task 

of few steps. Kiddies with dirty shoes reach the 
lavatory without traipsing through the house. 
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MENTION 

AWARDS 

= Beo Room | 
DINING Ro. 10-0" x10°9 
10-0"x 13-0" - 

Cl. Cl. 

LIVING ROOM 

aia Bev Room 
10.9""44'- 9" Beo Room 

{4-0"x 11-3" 
N.A.H.B. 

PRIZE 

CONTEST 

SECOND FLOOR 

This Farm Home 

rg & Te | Lifts Livability 

THIS charming, rambling home, entered 

in the National Association of Home 
suilders’ $6,000 design competition by 

The Richard B. Pollman Company, of 
Detroit, Mich., received an honorable 

mention award in the farm home class. 

Six others which received the same 
award appear this month. Last month 
American Builder showed the first prize 

winners in the six class competition. 

The plan merits careful study for its 
= excellent planning of broad window- 

walls and the kitchen-dining area with 

its step-saving character. 

— c 

LivinG Rm 
13-0°%22-0" 

DininG Ru 
KIT. | | J t2-0°x11:0" 

LAUNDRY 

56-6" | oD x 
oc 

mi z 4 F ] < 
| Ben Room 

13°x14° 

GARAGE 
22°%20 

GLASS WALL surrounds the 
workbench wing of the ga- 
rage, assuring an excellent 
flood of light. Lavatory is con- 
venient to kitchen, modern 
laundry and entry without 
passing through other rooms. 



ad- 

government 

sponsor research 

Costs,’ the second in a series of 

National Housing Agency bulle- 
tins, is the “high cost of building 

houses.” The solution offered is a 
government agency, presumably 

N.H.A., whose job will be intensive 
research in collaboration with pri- 

vate industry to develop new and 

cheaper products and methods of 

distribution. 
It is, according to the bulletin, the 

products that go into the “shell” of 

a house which comprise 60 per cent 

Tc E problem tackled by “Housing 

of its cost. If the cost of producing 

and distributing these items could 
be chopped in half, a substantial 

saving would be achieved in monthly 

carrying charges over the lifetime 
of the house. In other words, if the 

public could buy a $5,000 house for 

$4,000, it would save money, N.H.A. 

discovers. 
Since building is such a localized 

activity, the value of a nationally 

average chart, such as the one 
quoted on this page from the N.H.A. 
bulletin, is questionable. Contrast 
it, for example, with an actual set of 

figures for a $5,000 house built in a 

small town just outside New York 

City. The difference in labor costs 

alone—29%4 per cent according to 
N.H.A., 34 per cent in the other in- 
stance—is substantial, and post-war 
the 34 per cent figure will doubtless 
be closer to reality. 

The figures given on the specific 

case cover only the physical items 

that make up a structure, no matter 
upon what local site it may be built, 

and do not include such variables as 
land and cost of land improvements, 

as in the N.H.A. chart. This latter 
item, incidentally, usually calls for 
considerable labor costs, which are 

not shown as such. 

Statements May Be Questioned 

There are a number of statements 

in the bulletin which may be ques- 

tioned. For example, all conclusions 

American Builder, February 1945. 

are based on the theory that a family 

can only afford a house whose value 
is not more than two times its annual 
income. Most standard mortgage 

practice, and certainly F.H.A. insur- 
ance practice, has been to allow two 

and a half, and in many cases three 

times annual income as a _ proper 
figure. The incredibly low percent- 

age of F.H.A. losses seems to bear out 

the soundness of this ratio. 
Again, in attempting to show that 

comparatively little home building 
is done for the low income bracket, 

the following statement is made: 

“For example, although 25 per 

cent of all non-farm families earned 

less than $1,000 in 1941 (a high in- 

come year) and could afford a house 

costing not more than $2,000, only 
1 per cent of the houses insured by 
F.H.A. under Title II during 1940.and 

1941 was valued at less than $2,000.” 

For a proper comparison on $1,000 
incomes, houses up to a $2,500 valu- 
ation at least should have been in- 
cluded; and, though 1 per cent is 

admittedly low, the statement seems 
to assume that all who had $1,000 
incomes and bought homes in 194] 

necessarily must have bought them 

in that or the previous year. A good 
number, in proportion at least, might 

well have been bought in the years 

preceding or to follow. Finally, no 

mention is made of F.H.A. Title 1, 
Class 3, where a good part of that 

(Continued to page 106) 

N.H.A. COST ESTIMATE ACTUAL COST FIGURES 
(Items as percent of total cost of $5,000 house and land) House and Lot Valued at $5,000—Built in New York Area 

38 aes 48 2%. ¥ % of To- 
: ge 23 55 E sa wes Material Labor talCost Total 

1, Cost of Materials 55 AZ £5 Cae aD Excavation $136 031 $136 
at Site: a Masonry $440 296 -163 736 
Lumber 4.19 4.64 1.42 1.60 11.85 Rough Lumber 500 196 .156 696 
Masonry 2.17 0.73 0.30 0.25 3.45 Exterior Mill Work 231 78 068 309 
Concrete and Asbestos Shingles 87 40 .029 127 

mortar 1.70 0.86 0.33 0.44 3.33 Asphalt Shingles 65 35 .023 100 
Plaster, lath and Interior Trim 183 61 .054 244 

wallboard 1.31 1.54 0.46 0.96 4.27 Stairs 47 14 014 61 
Insulation 0.11 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.24 Oak Flooring 77 37 029 114 
Roofing 0.62 0.32 0.10 0.21 1.25 N.C. Pine Sub Floor 10 9 19 

Flooring 1.35 102 0.24 0.34 2.95 Rough & Finish Hardware 44 .009 44 
Millwork 2.88 3.10 0.38 1,00 7.36 Sheet Metal Work 8 S .002 13 
Paint 0.88 0.34 0.04 0.15 1.41 Lath & Plaster 136 135 .060 271 
Finish hardware 0.29 0.29 0.03 0.10 0.71 Tile Work 20 5 .005 25 
Plumbing 3.63 0.90 0.35 0.60 5.48 Plumbing 336 127 .103 463 
Heating 0.89 0.30 0.09 0.14 1.42 Heating 238 40 .062 278 
Electrical 0.39 0.40 0.05 0.14 0.98 Electric Work 50 15 015 65 
Miscellaneous 0.49 0.30 0.08 0.13 1.00 Painting 42 87 029 129 

— — a ——— eras Insulation 29 6 .007 35 
All materials 20.90 14.80 3.90 6.10 45.70 Miscellaneous 53 4l .021 94 

2. Cost of Site Construction Labor 29.50 anes 
5, Ganteestes’s and Gubesnteestess’ Net Total $2,596 $1,363 88 $3,959 

Overhead and Profit 12.30 Overhead & Profit 12 476 

4. Total Cost of House 87.50 ae 
5. Value of Unimproved Land Total 1.00 $4,435 

(including profit on land) 7.00 Material 66% 
6. Cost of Land Improvements Labor = 34% 

(including profit on improvements) 5.50 
7. CAPITAL COST 100.00 Total 100% 

UTILI1 
supply 

ment— 



UTILITY room has efficient conditioner with 

supply trunk over ceiling joists: other equip- 
ment—heater, storage cabinets and washer. 

Brings in Year 

RING in the outdoors with plenty 
of light, fresh air and view. That’s 

a good theme for future living and 
just what Builder Carlton A. Smith 
did in his own home completed short- 
ly after the war started. The lot he 
selected in his Prospect Heights de- 
velopment near Chicago is wide and 

deep with curved frontage; it called 
for a ranch house styling with large 
windows and rambling plan to fit the 

site. However, as many builders have 
found, this type in northern areas pre- 

sents some tough problems of heating. 

The design as shown on these three 
pages has worked out entirely satis- 
factorily. After three winters of liv- 
ing in it Mr. Smith says that the 

heating plant handles the load easily 
even when it’s 20 below or colder. 

The larger bedroom is exposed on 
three sides and is farthest from the 
conditioner in the utility room. Ade- 

quate sizes of all heating equipment 
and thorough insulation is the an- 

73 

‘Round Summer 

swer. The result is year ‘round com 

fort. 
The gas-fired system has a rated ca 

pacity of 120,000 B.T.U.’s. With reg 
isters for both supply and return 

properly located as shown on the floor 
plan, the system can do a complete 
heating job even under extreme con 

ditions. Overhead supply duct runs 

through space under the roof ; except 
for a small area under the utility room 

reached by a trap door and used for 
extra storage, there is only craw! 

space under the floor. So in this job 
all the problems were encountered 
no basement, spread out plan with 
maximum exposure, first floor utility 

room and large glass areas. 

ERE MeN mm 

See next two pages for front view, 

plan, and details of this house. 
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: S +} : I hom into Home with a Future 
.~ ' i 
5 |} No. 2 of New Blueprint Series— 

lw a This home of Builder Carlton A. 
IL . t Smith, Prospect Heights, Lllinois, is 

rounded Wooa j} designed for comfortable country liv 
gaat? ; me a : ing—story and other views on page 73. 
DENNER i= = i Heating a rambling, basementless 

; house is a major problem; as detailed 
<*s . ae - . here, 100 per cent satisfaction resulted. 

i {| Phone Niche cle o Othe - _ he Smith } » oS , t er features ot the Smith home 
- / Ye 2s ; — include a large living room with pic- 

: | ' J t ture window overlooking garden and 
Wy y we 1 | ‘ =—J = built-in telephone window seat on 

| . J on " + N c > ) cee , ’ ' ie Fy ~e Bb ite side . porsoee ( 1 pent ). 
4 ed sreaklast room am creened terrace 

e — 1 = = Piywood # replace the usual dining room. Stor- 
———— f jp Lined Log : age space throughout including kitchen 

— =—+ = = A rioor } if bin ih s well planned 
—— — ie a = i | 
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SURROUNDED WITH 
UTILITY—Good-looking 

shelves and cupboards 
completely fill the wall 

space around bedroom 
double windows. Note 
pattern of doors carried 
up as back of cases. 

With an 

Outlook 

for the 

Future 

THREE-IN-ONE—Picture window. cor- 

ner window and ventilating sash com- 
bined for beauty and utility. As well 

as allowing an extraordinary view, 
plenty of daylight and air, this com- 
bination saves space along other walls. 



PLENTY OF LIGHT—As well! as the 
usual window over the sink, glass block 

gives additional daylight to this im- 
portant work area. Attractive fixture 

overhead floods sink with light at 
night. Section indicates construction of 
windows, head and sill; corner shelves 
repeat curve of soffit. Equally useful for 
modernizing or planning new home. 

CHEERFUL SPOT—This 

bay would be equally 
attractive off a living or 

dining room. Two case- 

ment and two fixed 
sash make this nook 
light and airy: built. 

in seat and shelves 
complete inviting spot. 



San Lorenzo 

Village we were not satisfied 

to supply merely shelter, but 

were resolved, in spite of war-time 

obstacles, to provide quality houses 
that would be real and enduring 

homes. Thus, our two-fold objec- 
tive was to help speed Victory by 

meeting urgent war-housing needs, 
and at the same time to create an 
attractive and permanent modern 

community. It is highly gratifying 

to be able to say that our objective 

has been attained.” 

So stated David D. Bohannon, 
modern Master Builder and Commu- 
nity Developer of California, who 

again has demonstrated that private 
enterprise, if it be intelligent, coura- 
yeous, progressive and devoted to the 

public interest, can overcome all ob- 

stacles—even those imposed by the 
cumulative exigencies of global war. 

With Bohannon’s early notable 

achievements in the housing field, 
readers of American Builder are al- 
ready familiar. In the April, 1943, 

issue, a story told how the Bohannon 
Organization had built hundreds of 

homes—not just houses: 

N PLANNING S 66 

but durable, 

Some 

conducted 

livable, attractive homes—tor San 

Francisco Bay shipyard workers ; and, 

through modern methods of highest 
skill and efficiency, had built them 
faster than government projects—all 

without government subsidy or aid. 

In his latest accomplishment, Bo- 
hannon has even excelled his previous 

fine record. For here he has not only 
filled urgent immediate war-housing 
needs, but has also created a fully- 

integrated, permanent community 

providing—besides enduring homes— 
facilities for schools, churches, mar- 

kets, stores, parks, playgrounds; ev- 
erything that to make for a 
healthy, happy, harmonious commu- 

nity life today and in the years ahead. 

goes 

How the Job Was Done 

To do this, Bohannon had to over- 

come obstacles far more formidable 
than those generally imposed by war- 

time material and labor shortages and 
restrictions. These he was faced with, 

of course, for the problems of man- 
power and supply have been extreme- 
ly acute in the whole San Francisco 
Bay Area all through the war period. 

/ & 

Big Builder Bohannon 

of the 
| am important discussion session 07 

Builders Can Compete: 

facts of this story were brought out in 
ou Cost Housing” 

B. Convention. by Bohannon at the \.4.H 

The need for precutting and max 

mum mechanical operation was great- 
er than ever, to overcome not on! 

the meager labor supply but its inex- 

perience as well. 

To achieve quality homes at low 
cost and in quick building time, Bo; 

hannon again has demonstrated thd 
superiority of intelligent private en; 

terprise. First, the community was 

completely planned and laid out by 
Ronald Campbell, a leading planning 

engineer and consultant. Then, uty 

lizing the most efficient of tested mod 
ern mass production equipment, meth 
ods and technique, Bohannon an 

Chamberlin, the construction firm 6 
the Bohannon organization create 

expressly for war-time building—wit} 
Ross H. Chamberlin in charge ; Hart 
Arnold, Superintendent, and Sat 

Chartock, head of the Drafting De 

partment, proved the ability of privat 
industry to do the job in the best, th 
quickest and the most economical wa! 

Concrete was mixed at the rate « 
5 sacks of portland cement to the ¢ 

bic yard of aggregate for all found 
tions, walks, driveways, etc. Fort 
eight hours after pouring, walls wet 
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“The small builder will 

continue to be the most 

the 

post-war home building 

important factor 

program,’’ Bohannon says. 

LEFT: View of San Lorenzo Vil- 

lage nearing completion. The 

nearest house shows rear view 
of typical house (front view and 

plan below). Note slab for fu- 
ture garage, bedroom that can 

be rented for extra income. 

ton Tells How Small 

in the Post-War 
ete 

mut in 
q ' 

ising” 
: o: ! 

ntion. The first of two important American Builder arti- KITCHEN aad vied 

cles on the planning and construction methods ie 

behind the nation’s Number One war housing job. a 

Living Room | 
H 175 2°X13-0" ae 

Pas 
d pac ripped and sprayed with a paraffine with roll formed curbing and side- e % 

a al seal cure. Other surfaces were sprayed walks of concrete. Street paving is a Be 2 Room “ x 

ts inexd es finished. . 2-inch plant mix over a hard rolled “gus: 1. Vest 

Outside house finishes are redwood 4-inch rock base course. 

o ton" istic and stucco in a variety of ar- Construction was organized in 

me, Bog @ngements and colors. Inside walls terms of crews, each with a definite | fT a 
ated the ind ceilings are plaster over perfo- task to perform. These, as far as pos- 

vate et; 
lity wag 

out by 
planning 

hen, uty 

ted mod} 
nt, meth 

non afl 
1 firm 0 

create 
mre tH 

» Hart 
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ting De 
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best, th 
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o the cv 
| found: 

Fort 

ralls wet 

rated gypsum lath. Baths have tile 

floors, bases and dressing table basin 
combinations while kitchen and break- 

fast nook floors are linoleum over felt. 
Electric wiring was planned for the 
inticipated heavy post-war use with a 

’-circuit system to carry added load. 
Streets are 30 feet between curbs 

sible, worked in tandem, framing 

houses in pairs simultaneously as they 

went along. Multiples of the crews 

raised entire blocks of houses at a 

time, each crew had to maintain a 
definite schedule to avoid blocking or 

retarding the operations behind them. 

(Continued to next page) 

fo lentel Room” 

BELOW: Street view of San Lorenzo houses 

with different front treatments ready for fin- 
ish materials. Quality construction of framing 

includes complete bracing, ample members. 
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1 
position of foundation walls and piers are quickly and accurately located, then template is lifted to next site and so on down the stree 

CONCRETE LOADED AT CENTRAL MIXER 

Mixermobile buggy for pouring into foundation forms; 
hours later forms are stripped, walls sprayed with a seal cure. 

(Continued from preceding page 

ile and curbing were poured 
at the rate of a thousand teet a day, 
using some 4,000 feet of metal forms 

lhe toundation walls and piuers wer 
laid out with metal templates at point 
et by the surveyors. loundation wall 

form ere used and re-used, being 

nade of 2-inch lumber in units that 

could easily be detached and reassem 
bled. bitty sets permitted pouring 25 

foundations a day holes at the 
rate of 450 for each 8-hour day were 

dug by Olle Thlall USINPL lord | ert 

son system tractor with a boring at 
tachment Concrete to fill them was 
carried in high speed, three wheel 

hug ev s from 2 Mixermobiles located 
it points central to the day’s work 

lhe house framers started work 
only when all concrete was in plac 

is carried in a 

48 

and set. Power tor each framing crew 

was turnished by a_ portable 3,000 
watt generator driven by a = single 
cylinder gasoline motor. This power 

was utilized for boring, and 
sanding. 
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A TIME-SAVER AT START OF JOB—In his San Lorenzo Village project Builder Dave Bohannon used as many time- and labo 

saving methods as could be devised. Here, above, workmen are setting metal template in position at points marked by surveyors 

POST AND GIRDER FRAMING ready for floor joists; notic 

plumbing stack in place, and redwood blocks on piers. Form 
piled in background are of 2-inch lumber to stand constant re-usd 
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PRECUTTING AN IMPORTANT STEP as shown above. In insert. two workmen near stock pile are multiple marking studs for win 
dow, door openings, partitions, etc. From there framing is passed along to the cutting line where two cuts can be made without 

lifting off roller table as shown in larger view of cutting yard. Seven men cut 700 rafters in an hour with a setup such as this. 
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more ALL FRAMING FOR ONE HOUSE-—this is the last load deliv MILL YARD IS BUSY keeping up with frames needed by erect 
ration % erec to its site on San Lorenzo Project. “Bob Smiley, cutting , ing crews; here door and window frames are being assem 

arc superintendent, looks happy about this big job well done. bled. View on page 79 shows houses ready for completion 
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How To Fasten and 

Finish Wall Boards 

|| 4 
| 
Dutty 

= 

Touch-up 

= ‘ — 

| 
| 

SUCCESSFUL installation of 
wall boards depends upon know- 
ng just how, and this goes for all 
finished wallboard as well as that , " 

explained here by the installatior 
P ores 

lylac Co. The toy experts of The 
wainscots must be level: 1 
special wallboard is sawed, dc 

so with a fine-toothed saw and al- 
ways have the finish side up when 
Sawing. Cement the back side, nail 

the scorelines, then putty, clear 
nd touch up as showr 

How To Build a Corner 

4 
SECTION A-A 

the chimney. The 

Fireplace 

ATTRACTIVE and unique effects 
can be achieved with corner fire- 
places but a fair warning is that 
they may have ills not common with 
the modern type of side or end wall 
fireplace. However, the Donley 
Brothers Co., have gone into the 
subject thoroughly and their layout 
at the left gives practical features 
well worth considering. 

In the old Scandinavian corner 
fireplaces the firewood was usually 
stood on end at the rear of the fire- 

place and, of course, much of the heat went directly up 
throat and damper shown in the sketch 

will eliminate much of this, although the fact is that the 
side walls may cause currents of air to now and then 
disrupt perfect operation. Short firewood laid horizontal 
on andirons may give much better results 

PESTS HTS SHESEESEEHSTHR TCHS TESTES CRESS Eee Tee eee eee eee eee eeeee 

How To Use Portable Sander Efficiently 

FINISHING operations in building 
construction and maintenance work 
can be done at a saving in time and 
money by the use of a portable hand 
sander in comparison with hand 
work. Tests made by engineers of the 
Sterling Tool Products Co. prove the 
point, especially so as is shown on the 
rehabilitation job being done on the 
Continental Hotel. The difference in 
color is proof of the efficiency of this 
sander which is a one-hand tool. 
Changes from coarse to fine abrasives 
are readily made by changing the de- 
tachable, flexible pad. The pads are 
loaded with any type abrasive de- 
sired, and the operator can quickly 
change from dry to wet sanding work. 

How To Apply Cement to Acoustical Tiles 

ACOUSTICAL tiles are becoming more and more a part of all kinds of ceil- 
ings 
terial is light in weight and ea 

This is true in commercial buildings as well as homes 
to handle, 

Because the ma- 
it is usually applied with a special 

cement, such as the Armstrong instal- 
lation specialists have devised for their 
own Cushiontone acoustical tile. The 
illustration shows how the four cor- 
ners of each tile are daubed with 
cement before being applied to prac- 
+ «911 “~? ] ? ICdlly ally fl 
weigh only 

even surface. Such tiles 
10 to 1 3/10 

pounds per square foot depending upon 
between & 

the thickness, which varies from % t 
4% inches 

Application can also be made to fur 
ring strips on the ceiling by nailing 
lhe tiles are bevelled on the edges and 
re-decoration by painting can be done 
by any method, brush or spray 

HOW TO DOIT * HOW TO DOIT * HOW TO DOTIT * HOW TO DO|IT ° HOW TO DO IT 



How To Build a Vise for Fitting Doors 

HOLDING a door rigid on the floor so the side rails may be planed can 
easily be done by nailing two 2 inch by 4 inch blocks about 6 inches long 
on a piece of stock % inch by 2 inches by 18 inches. Keep the blocks as far 
apart as the thickness of 
the door. Nail this piece 
to the floor and place the 
door in an upright posi- 
tion in the slot between 
the blocks. The weight 
of the door will make the 
blocks squeeze the side 
of the door rail and hold 
the door upright. Another 
method is to nail two 
cleats to the end of a 
sawhorse into which the 
end of the door will fit. The legs ot 
the sawhorse will need to be toe- 
nailed to the floor, or otherwise 
held firmly. 

Door Thick ness 

How To Fit a Mortise Deor Lock 

PLACE the lock on the side of the door at proper height. Keep the face of 
the lock flush with the edge of the door and mark the door through knob 

spindle hole and keyhole (A & B) 
Mark top and bottom of case on 
edge of door (C & D). Also mark 
vertical center line between C & D. 
Measure thickness of lock case and 
bore % inch larger hole into the 
door stile the depth of the lock. 
Allow top and bottom holes to over- 
lap marks C & D % inch. Chisel 
stile to form mortice into which 
lock case will fit. Place the lock in 
the mortice so that the face plate 
fits flat and straight against the 
edge of the door. Mark the outline 
of the face plate on the edge of the 
door with a knife and chisel to a 
depth to just fit. 

Edge of Door 

y beor / 

How To Repair and Caulk Steel Windows 

MAINTENANCE work is becoming more and more important as the ex- 
isting buildings are used beyond their normal life. This is especially true 
in the case of steel sash that are subject to rust and corrosion. Once steel 
sash rust, covering them with paint does not stop deterioration. Con- 
siderable study has been put on this subject by maintenance engineers of the 
Truscon Laboratories, and their five steps in prolonging the life of steel sash 
are valuable. No. 1, clean out and remove rust and shattered mortar. 2, coat 
steel rails, mullions, etc., with 
special penetrating rust inhibitor. 
3, caulk with Truscon caulking 
compound of the U.S. Gov 
type. 4, replace broken glass 
and use a rust inhibitive glaz- 
ing compound, And 5, paint the 
sash with a special inhibitive 
steel coating. Ordinary paint, 
such as house paint, isn’t prac- 
tical for steel. The coating 
should be of a special protec- 
tive type. 

Half Timberwork a 

gies A 

Maother OB 

Stucco Constructic 

Will Always Have 

Use in Home Buildi 

MIRACLE HOME or any 
home, the future building op- 
erations will be made up of 
as many different types of con- 
struction as we have always 
had. New prefabricated wall 
sections and regular tried and 
true walls built up on the job 
will give the same protection 
they always have. 

Stucco and half timberwork 
will continue to appeal to as 
many home building or buying 
families as always. For this 
reason, American Builder is 
glad to reproduce in a Better 
Detail Plate the work of R. J. 
Alexander who has practical 
knowledge along these lines. 

These plates which have 
been reproduced from time to 
time are not intended to be cut 
and dried guides of building 
practices from a country-wide 
standpoint because we all know 
that methods vary between 
sections both because of cli- 
mate and old practices handed 
down from expert to appren- 
tice. They are, rather, intended 
as an exchange of ideas as to 
good construction. 

PREPARED FOR 

AMERICAN BUILDER 

BY 

R. J. ALEXANDER 

Plate No. D-3 gives details of 
roof and lift dormers, porch or 
vestibule construction, over- 
hang and cornice returns. 
Moldings and half timbers are 
dimensioned and detailed in 
place so that correct effects 
will result. 

A typical half-timber porch 
detail with a harmonious type 
of baluster sawn from 2 x 4s 
and the right kind of brick 
nogging is a valuable drawing 
because in many instances such 
entrances have been badly done 
from an architectural stand- 
point. 

The several plans and sec 
tions are important to study 
in this type of construction, as 
well as the dimensions of tim- 
bers in relation to the over-all 
size of the vestibule, dormer of 
gable louver. When stucco and 
wood are used together, such 
as this half timberwork, the 
value of flashings must be ap- 
preciated. 

HOW TO DOIT * HOW TO DOIT * HOW TODOIT * HOW TODOIT * HOW TO DOITT 
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Bep Room 
BeDp Room 10.9"X 14'-O' 
13-3" X 14-0" 

needed these days to compete with _— 

Beo Room the ‘““Miracle House’’ about which so ff, Phi 

many future home owners are in- ff °C™ 
: trigued. Architect T. Worth Jamison, aund. 

Jr., has added up the various parts of gas he 
SECTION ponies, pes einer CT Pot 

SECOND FLOOR PLAN the problem and has put the answer J 
down on a blueprint, part of which is ists 

reproduced at the left. 
The Roland Park Co., Baltimore, 

through Major “Jock” Mowbray and 
B. Franklin Hearn, Jr., appreciate this 
architect’s solution and have built his § 

practical house, as the photograph 

above illustrates. 
A study of the floor plans will show, 

first of all, an entrance hall which, 
very cleverly, has what it takes to§ ; ; 
make a 3-bedroom, 2-bathroom house § 
sell. If, as and when the right to go J 

ahead with private building is broad- 

casted, this type of house will ring 

the bell in practically any part of the 
country. : 

Bay windows add to the inside liv- 

First FLOOR PLAN ability as well as to the architecture. J 

Cellar Door 
ae ary ROS: 

DINING ROOM 
14. 3°X 11-6" ‘ 

LE KITCHEN |- 
9°10"*% 11-6" LJ Books 

GARAGE 
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Living ROOM. 
12'-11"X 227 
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Battle of the Building Front 

Mass Production 

Will Broaden Home 

HE shelter industry is in for a 
revolutionary change in both the 

production and merchandising of 
homes, Foster Gunnison, president 

of Gunnison Homes Corporation, 
New Albany, Indiana, believes. This 

is the prefabricated homes company 
in which U. S. Steel Corporation 
bought a controlling interest some 

months ago. 
Gunnison, who remains at the 

head of the company, does not ex- 
pect this revolution to take place in 

a day, a month or a year, but over 
the period of a decade in the post- 
war years. 

What Mass Production Means 

Gunnison sees a constantly increas- 
ing number of homes of the future 

produced by mass production. It 
would be well at this point to have 

some definitions. 

“Mass production, like prefabri- 
cation, is a word that is often 

abused,” Gunnison says. “Strictly 
speaking, it should be distinguished 
from quantity production. 

“An item isn’t mass produced 
simply because it is made in large 

Cuts Costs, 

quantities. Compare for a moment 

a furniture factory with an automo- 
bile plant. The average furniture 

factory is a quantity production op- 

eration with a multitude of more or 
less independent cutting, assembling 

and finishing operations segregated 
in various departments. Assembly 
line operation is mostly non-existent, 

so production rates vary from man 

to man, department to department, 
and production is never balanced. 
There are plenty of machines, of 
course, but poorly integrated, and 

final assembly is chiefly manual. 

“Take an automobile plant, on the 
other hand. The final assembly op- 

eration, completely mechanized, with 
a step-by-step building up of the 
automobile as it moves at constant 
speed down the assembly line, dic- 
tates the speed of every other job 
in the entire plant, including that of 

the engine assembly line, and all oth- 
er departments and sub-assemblies. 

“The same distinction can be ap- 
plied to prefabrication. Practically 
all prefab operations today are of 
the quantity production type (chief- 
ly because the industry is small). 

; 3 Ownership : 

FOSTER GUNNISON, president of Gun- 
nison Housing Corporation, New Al- 
bany, Indiana, pioneer of prefabricated 
homes, who says old-line building men 
will not fit temperamentally into mass 
merchandising methods demanded by 
the line-production homes industry. 

A House Every 18 Minutes 

“Mass production in our plant is 
based on time and motion study and| 

complete mechanization. A chain or 
belt conveyor moving so many feet! 

per minute, defines a specific amount] 

of work for every man to accom-| 
plish, whether he works on the mair 
line or at a sub-assembly that feeds 
into the main line. No one can work 

faster or slower than the conveyor- 
established rate. During our war 

production, a complete house comes 
off the conveyors every 25 minutes 

we are now designing a post-war 

(Continued to page 108) 
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Individu 

Be Met in C 

— there is no real battle 
between prefabricated and con- 

ventional home building,” Fred W. 
Keller, veteran builder of South 

Bend, Indiana, says, “there are cer- 

tain very definite limitations facing 

the future of the prefabricated home 
producing industry.” 

Keller may be described as an im- 

a < partial authority on the subject for 
he is one of the few large developers 
and builders of residential areas who 

1 O86 

y and] 
ain or] 
y feet 4 
mount 

ccom 
- main 
feeds 
work 

veyor- 

r war 
comes 
inutes 

Sst-war 

has both built conventional homes 
for many years and used prefabri- 

} cated homes in the last several years. 

ant is} It should be added that he has had 
a satisfactory and successful experi- 
nce with both. 

In his comments made here, Keller 
vishes it understood that he is not 

HE National Homes Foundation is demonstrating 

al Preference
s ‘Must 

ompetitive 
Market 

confining his remarks on prefabri- 

cated homes to the product of any 

particular prefabricator. 

Getting the public to accept the 
standardization which is a necessary 
quality of prefab homes is, in his 

opinion, one of the first difficulties 
which will hinder the speedy accept- 

ance of the product by the public. 

Pretabs slow at first 
While this is one of the main ob- 

stacles to prefabs, it is, in Keller’s 

opinion, quickly overcome after a 
number of the houses have been 

erected in a community and then 

the owners of the homes become 
great boosters and quickly influence 
others to accept prefabs who for- 
merly thought they wanted only con- 
ventionally produced houses 

How To Continue Home Building 

National Homes Foundation series will give details on conserv- 

ing critical materials for H-2 program and veterans’ homes. 

Paves way for greater employment in war-to-peace period. 

Identical house plans were taken by each of the 

g9 

Prefabricated vs. Conventional 

FRED W. KELLER, president of Whitcomb 
and Keller, builders and realtors, South 
Bend, Indiana, who in the past half 
a century have built over 2500 homes. 

In late years they have built both pre- 
fabricated and conventional homes. 
Keller sees both sides of the picture. 

Keller cites his own experience in 
the following words: “In our first 

year’s experience with prefabs, we 
erected eighteen homes. They moved 
rather slowly. In the second year 
we built half conventional and half 

(Continued to page 114) 

to the government that present restrictions on cus 
tomary lumber sizes for house building do not justi- 

ty the continuation of rigid controls on home building. 
To prove its point the foundation appointed a tech- 

nical committee, headed by Miles L. Colean, which 
conducted research into the newer developments and 
applications of techniques for use of tried materials 
rather than the introduction of new and perhaps un- 
heard-of materials in the home building field. 

National Homes Foundation is an informal, non- 
profit organization of trade associations and compa- 
nies interested in home building. Among those par- 
ticipating on the technical committee for this research 
are the American Iron and Steel Institute, Gypsum 
Association, National Lumber Manufacturers Associ 
ation, Portland Cement Association, and Structural 
Clay Products Institute. In addition the committee in 
cluded representatives of the N.A.H.B. and The 
Producers’ Council 

IMSEE NEXT PAGE FOR FIRST OF SERIES<€<; 

industry groups. Working drawings have now been 
completed showing the latest techniques for building 
with any of the following products: Concrete, clay 
tile and brick, gypsum, steel or lumber. The lumber 
industry has shown methods of using the most avail 
able sizes, those least in demand for the war effort 

The foundation believes that home building car 
logically be expanded to a reasonably large volume 
even before the war is over in areas where man powe1 
is available, if the non-critical materials featured in 
this study are widely adopted 

American Builder on the following two pages pre 
sents the first of these studies. This month the Port 
land Cement Association’s recommended method for 
building houses of concrete is shown. 

In the next four months there will be presented the 
methods recommended by the other four industries 
participating in this project of the National Homes 
Foundation so beneficial to home builders 



Building with Concrete 

In this co-operative effort of the National Homes 

Foundation to assist the home builders of America 

to provide necessary small homes of high quality the 

Portland Cement Association was not thinking of any 
particular styles or layouts of houses. It recognized that 

home builders all over the country were well acquainted 

with styles and types of houses best suited to their locali- 
ties. Whether or not the plans proved to be popular 

was not considered of first importance so long as they 
were suitable for illustrating the use of concrete and 
concrete masonry in low-cost construction to provide a 

saving of critical materials. 

The first step in Portland Cement Association’s pro- 

gram was the preparation of complete plans and working 
drawings showing concrete construction and use of a 

minimum amount of critical materials. The second step 
was the preparation of quantity surveys. An analysis 

of the surveys shows a savings in lumber require- 

ments of 72 per cent for the one-story house shown. 

No trick methods of construction were used in the 

concrete adaptation and only standard materials, widely 
available, were included. The house is designed with 
rigid firesafe concrete floors and walls built of concrete 

masonry, adequately insulated. The roof is covered with 

cement asbestos shingles. A house of this construction 

is economical to build, and has very low annual cost 

whether built for rental or for owner occupancy. 

Construction is according to standard building code 
requirements and is adaptable to war as well as post-war 
building. Construction details shown in this article for 
walls, floors and 

foundations, while 
worked out for a 

low-cost house, are 
equally adaptable 
to all price ranges 

and architectural 
styles. 
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Designed by Bruce Barry, 

A.LA., Oklahoma architect, 

and built for Atkinson broth- 

ers, this building for tomor- 

row’s cars is the last word in 

smart commercial planning. 

sledge ho is the basis of Ameri 

can future development. Opti- 

mism, however, must be intelligent, 
well-thought-out and definitely prac- 
tical. 

Such is the thinking of “Bill” 

Atkinson, as demonstrated by his 
automotive sales and service garage 
illustrated and described on _ these 

pages 
This building is a unit of an 

original master plan for the Midwest 
City development. The building is 

designed in accordance with the 

latest information supplied by lead 
ing automobile manufacturers 

The building is so designed that 

it can function in three different 

ways. The filling station is designed 

to operate as a unit apart from the 
other service; likewise the 

and sales department can operate 

separately from the other units, and 
the service area in the same fashion 

The service and repair area is laid 
out for most convenient entrance 

and exit of automobiles. The service 

department is to be equipped with 
(Continued to page 104) 

office 

NOW UNDER construction, this sales, service and gas station hits a high spot in Amer 

can optimism by being the first rather than the last word in meeting future busine 
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Final Taft Committee Hearings Held 

Blandford, Klutznick urge permanent N.H.A.; Ferguson, 

Fahey, testify without making a positive endorsement. 

T the final hearings of the Taft Committee on post- 

war housing, which opened in January, John B. 

Blandford, Jr., N.H.A. Administrator, in a 71-page 

statement and plea, supported by 36 pages of charts and 
exhibits, reviewed the war housing chore performed by 

his agency. He entered a strong recommendation that 

N.H.A. be continued post-war as a permanent govern- 

ment setup, to consolidate, as under the terms of the 
war-time emergency order, all present government 

authorities dealing with non-farm housing. 

Such an agency, according to his recommendation, 
would devote its efforts to co-ordinating every segment 
of the housing industry for an all-out attack on rehous- 
ing America, and to the encouragement of research, by 

government and private industry, aimed at lowering 

housing costs in order that better and cheaper housing 
might be available to all. He contended that one agency 
would be more economical and efficient, and would bet- 

ter enable the housing policies of the government to be 
executed with “consistency of purpose, minimum fric- 

tion, and without duplication or cross-purposes.”’ 

Reviews War Housing Program 

The N.H.A. Administrator pointed out that his 

agency’s total war housing program embraced almost 

four million units, of which two million were provided 

by use of existing structures without change. He said 

that 836,000 units were provided by privately financed 
new construction, and 207,000 by privately financed 
conversions, while the much-heralded publicly-financed 

conversion program accounted for only 48,000 living 

accommodations. Publicly-financed temporary new con- 
struction created 583,000 new units, and 197,000 units 
were brought about by publicly-financed permanent new 

construction. 

The N.H.A. Administrator referred to his agency’s 
survey which, he declared, showed a need of 12,600,000 

new units in the ten immediate post-war years to care 

for newly created and undoubled families, as well as to 
replace units now substandard or to become so within 

that period. The survey showed, he stated, that 46 per 
cent of these units must be provided at a rental of not 

more than $30 per month, or its equivalent ; 38 per cent 
in the price range of $30 to $50 per month; and the re- 

maining 16 per cent at a rental above $50 per month or a 
sales price in excess of $5000. Provision of housing on 

this scale, he declared, would employ 3,500,000 workers 

on and off site, as contrasted with 1,476,000 so em- 
ployed in 1939. 

Makes Recommendations For Post-war 

Blandford recommended several “main lines of ac- 
tion” in post-war, including the following: 

1. Communities and enterprises within them should 
obtain better facts about the housing market. 

2. More emphasis should be placed on a program of 

technical research to reduce housing costs, this to be 

aided by the federal government through the recom- 
mended permanent N.H.A. 

3. Improvement of “fiscal tools” to enable private 
enterprise to reach lower in the income scale. 

4. Improvement of tools for urban land acquisition, 

assembly and redevelopment of blighted areas. 
5. Realization that the job of providing decent hous- 

ing for all citizens is a matter of broad public interest. 

Within this framework, Blandford pointed out that 

public housing had a necessary role in a well-rounded 
post-war housing program and that, while housing was 

essentially a community “phenomenon” and communities 

and their enterprises should be stimulated to solve the 

problem insofar as possible, the federal government had 

an important role, in the matter of research and financial 

assistance, to care for what the communities wanted 
and could not achieve alone. He suggested also that 
permanent legislation to set up all housing agencies 
under one roof should give the administrator authority 
to regroup and redistribute certain sub-functions. 

F.H.A. Commissioner Testifies 

F.H.A. Commissioner Ferguson told the committee 
that F.H.A. operations during the ten years of its exist- 

ence had totalled nearly $8 billion of which $6 billion was 

on Title II mortgages. Of this amount, he declared, al- 

most $3,500,000,000 has been paid off. War-time opera- 

tions of the agency resulted in insurance of over 400,000 
units under Title VI. This, taken in conjunction with 

Administrator Blandford’s statement that 800,000 units 
of new construction were provided by private capital, 

would indicate that almost 400,000 of these units were 

provided under “peace-time” Title II of the act, or 
without government insurance. 

The Commissioner referred to F.H.A. objectives, as 
delineated in the original Housing Act, as the realiza- 

tion of a greater degree of stability in residential con- 
struction, facilitation of the flow of mortgage funds, im- 
provement of mortgage lending practices and pro- 

cedures, improvement of housing standards and condi- 
tions, and the development of more adequate information 

concerning housing conditions, practices, and customs. 

Ferguson’s statement was devoted primarily to an 
explanation of F.H.A. practices and procedures and did 

not include any recommendations for post-war changes 
in the housing setup. 

Fahey Speaks For F.H.L.B.A. 

Commissioner Fahey, of the F.H.L.B.A., told the 

committee that large volume building post-war would 
be impossible without a substantial supply of mortgage 

money at reasonable interest rates and a more general 
use of the long-term, monthly payment loan. Concerned 
as it is with augmenting the credit available for home 
ownership and rental housing. F.H.L.B.A.’s war-time 

function, he declared, was to encourage thrift and pro- 

tect the savings of American citizens. He warned also 

of the menace to the expansion of the home-building 

industry inherent in the price rise of residential proper- 

ties and said that, if a disastrous “boom” and resultant 

collapse are to be averted, we must not only have ade- 
quate mortgage credit, but must employ it cautiously. 

Philip M. Klutznick, F.P.H.A. Commissioner, strong: 
ly urged the continuation of a National Housing Agency 

and underlined the need for an F.P.H.A. or its equiva- 
lent to meet the housing needs of citizens unable to pay 

(Continued to page 115) 
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HERE LIES...what's left 

of the BLURMITE* bunch, 

Plastic-Finished MARLITE 

beat ’em all to the punch! 

*Blurmites — destructive agents, barmful to. the 
finish of many wall, ceiling and counter surfaces. 

Bury BLURMITE* Troubles for Good 

... install Plastic-Finished MARLITE 

Interior Wall and Ceiling Panels! 

Why take a chance on ordinary wall panels that soon may become 

dingy, drab and displeasirg to customers? Why risk your repu- 

tation—and future business—on interior surfacing materials that 

may “fold up” under the first severe attack of Blurmites (grease, 

oil, acids and alkalis, chemical fumes, dirt, water and strong 

cleansing agents)? Yes, WHY — when attractive, sanitary, dur- 

able Marlite assures installations that will serve as a testimonial 

to your selection of materials; that immediately become the pride 

of their owners! 

HIGH-HEAT-BAKE FINISH—that’s what counts! 

Marlite’s pioneer high-heat-bake finish guards the surface against 

penetration of harmful dirt and moisture; reduces maintenance 

time; assures original beauty for many years; makes repainting 

and refinishing unnecessary! Marlite is moderately priced and 

manufactured in large wall-size panels that are easy to cut, fit and 

install (mew construction or remodeling) with carpenter tools. 

Marlite is ideal for installation in all types of rooms, in all types of buildings . . . 

$s, € cial and industrial buildings, institutions, theaters and hotels. 

MARSH WALL PRODUCTS, Inc. 
23 MAIN ST., DOVER, OHIO 

4 ALG US PAT OFF aady - 
PLASTIC-FINISHED WALL PANELS + FOR CREATING BEAOTIFUL INTERIORS 

. 
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Cortright 
(Continued from page 61) 

| bilities and skilled construction tech- 
| niques assured his preservation. 
| Next, it is interesting to note that 
this great builder was able to complete 
his job before the storm broke. This 

| indicates not only that he knew where 
to get his lumber, his roofing and his 
plumbing fixtures, but more impor- 
tant that his reputation and credit 
with the local mortgage brokers and 
savings banks was in good shape. 

Finally, it appears that Noah was a 
free enterprise operator. No National 
Ark Building Agency had _pro- 
grammed the project through a deter- 
mination of need by a local or national 
Weather Forecasting Bureau. No 
maximum construction requirements 
had to be chiseled on marble P-55-C’s. 
Fortunately for Mr. and Mrs. Giraffe, 
there were no O.P.A. ceilings. As a re 
sult Noah did the job fast and well, with 
no subsidy from the Mt. Ararat Nat’ 
Treasury. 

A Time For New Plans—So, like 
Noah, the builders of the nation have 
now come together in the first com 
pletely representative National Con 
ference and Exposition of Building 
Materials to make their plans for the 
stormy years ahead. Let us see to it 

| that the breadth of our vision, the 
measuring of the difficulties with 

| which we are faced, the skill of our 
planning, and the courage of our 
execution are such as to carry us 
through the dangerous and trouble- 
some times which face this industry 
over the next decade. 

It is a hopetul sign that not 
only have the builders of the nation 
come together here but with them 
have come the manufacturers, the 
dealers, the mortgage brokers, the 
architects, and the representatives of 
labor upon whose cooperative and 
harmonious functioning the future 
of this great industry depends. 

Public Housing—There is no 
question but that the greatest threat 
to our industry lies in the direction 
of government ownership and opera- 
tion of housing for a great number 
of our people. Because some millions 
are still inadequately housed, it is 
proposed that the inadequacies be cor- 
rected by government itself. This has 
not been the case in the matter of 
food and clothing, which with shelter 
are the three essentials of life. But as 

|in socialized Vienna, communist 
| Russia, Nazi Germany, and even in 
democratic England, the patterns es- 
tablished have already been trans- 
planted to this great, free democratic 
nation of ours. Should you doubt the 
inroads which have been made under 
the guise of slum clearance, employ- 
ment relief and public war housing 
let me tell you that the Commissioner 
of the Federal Public Housing Au- 

er in size than General Motors itself 
thority heads a going concern—great- fF "' 
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Coordination of Agencies— 
\t this very moment, Senator Taft’s 
Subcommittee on Housing and Ur- 
ban Redevelopment is taking testi- 
mony preliminary to the initiation of 
housing legislation. Of the seven Sen- 

| 

find Senator Wagner, the father of the | 
United States Housing Act; Senator 
Ellender, Congress’ outstanding pro- 
ponent of public housing; Senator | 
|.aFollette, whose liberal ideology is 
well known; Senators Ball, Chavez 
and Radcliffe. | 

It is generally agreed that a sub-| 
stantial majority report in favor of| 
public housing and of governmental | 
regulation and assistance will be} 
made. The continuance into the post- 

ar period of NHA will probably be 
proposed by legislative recommenda- 
tions. 

It is a sorry spectacle indeed to find 
all liberal groups presenting a united 
iront, while those speaking for the 
arious banking interests, the produ- 

cers and distributors of materials and 
equipment, the engineers and archi- 
tects, the contractors, builders and 
brokers whose existence and well- 
being is dependent upon the outcome 
of these issues, have failed to agree 
un more than a few generalities. 

=> 

Under the Reorganization Act 
1939, most independent agencies 

were placed under either Federal 
Works, Federal Loan, or Federal Se- 
curity. With the establishment of the 
National Housing Agency by Execu- 
tive Order in 1942, some 16 agencies 
concerned with housing were consoli- 
lated under a single administrative 
head. As might be expected, both ad- 
vantageous and disadvantageous con- 
ditions have resulted. Therefore, it 

ust be determined whether this 
structure erected for emergency oper- 

yn should be continued or a redis- 
bution made. If so, can any of 

these agencies be returned to an inde- 
pendent status, and should a Depart- 
ment of Housing or of Construction 

th Cabinet stature be created ? 

These are the grave questions 
which the Taft Committee is 

cerned, upon which your Associa- 
must immediately take a stand 

ind upon which our industry as a 
vhole should be in agreement. The 

st convincing arguments can be 
le that this or that agency will 
sper best operating independent- | 
or in coordination with other 

igencies dealing with allied activities. 
in the year ahead we must avoid the 

hes of superficial thinking and as 
industry assume a united front 
n these momentous issues, dealing 
statesmanlike fashion with these 
blems of such far-reaching effect 

upon our future well-being 

_ As success im Europe is achieved, 
ability to resume construction 

iere at home may be expected. There 
seems no doubt, however, that with 

fall of Germany comparatively | 

TIME is the Favorite Magazine 

of Army, Navy, and Marine Officers . . . 

97 

Writes an Army Captain: 

"TIME has been coming in right on the beam and 

I am a popular man hereabouts with all the news- 

hungry G.I.s clamoring for my copy. I have to keep 

my TIME carefully hidden until I have finished it 

and then it really makes the rounds. Funny thing 

how important fresh magazines are even though we do 

have the radio every day. The little news fragments 

never seem to fit together until they are 

boiled in the TIME pot." 

Writes another one: 

"After a letter from home, TIME is our most 

highly prized reading matter and is passed 

around and around. Even the 
British officers beg for an old 

copy after we from the ‘States’ 

are finished with it." ‘ 
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This STANLEY helper 

‘IS no ‘apprentice’ 

Stanley Safety Saws need no initiation or apprenticeship. 

They have the requirements of every job built into them! You'll 

discover this the first moment you team up with a Stanley Saw. 

It is aluminum-light and nicely balanced, yet rugged and packed 

with power. Easy adjustment for depth of cut and bevel angles. 

Its swinging guard and automatic switch are constant safety 

features. 

Stanley Safety Saws are made in sizes to cut 21/2”-254" and 

up to 3%”. May be equipped with all standard blades or special 

blades for stone and tile cutting. Write for folder. Stanley 

Electric Tools, Division of The Stanley Works, New Britain, 

Connecticut. 

Stanley W8 Safety Saw with cutting 
capacity up to 234” is a rugged, pow- 

erful and practical tool for carpenters 

and builders. Its Duplex Handle, ex- 
clusively Stanley, permits easy opera- 

tion in any position. 

L STANLEY |] 

STANLEY SAFETY SAWS 

| in moving down into an untapped 

| homes, better homes, and homes ac 

| are already earmarked for the pur} 
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unrestricted operation in the home 
building field will be granted. Until 
that time, there are many major issues] 
which must be met. Some of these are 
of immediate interest and others of 
long-range importance. 

The war housing job must come 
first. Along with this will be a gradu- 
ally expanding program of H-2 hous-] 
ing to relieve congestion in war cen- 
ters. Although it presently hasj 
dwindled to an infinitesimal size, there] 
is no question but that, with the new 
ammunition and war materiel pro- 
gram satisfactorily in motion, alloca ) 
tions under H-2 will step up andj 
become substantial in the _ interinj 
period preceding the lifting of L-41. 

The maximum utilization of all war 
housing, the relaxation of occupanc) 
restrictions and the privilege of sell-] 
ing housing constructed on renta 
priorities are all issues of immense 
importance to Home Builders. 

Policy governing the disposition o . 
public war housing, as long since 
determined, must be supported to the 
end that the temporary housing ac-J 
tually is demolished in accordance 
with the terms of the Lanham Act 
and the permanent public eee 
sold at the earliest possible moment| 
to private interests. 

Cooperation With FHA—\ ja- 
vorable picture is presented as we 
anticipate our activities with the Fed 
eral Housing Administration. The 
transition from Title VI war housing 
to peace-time Title II housing will not 
be smoothly made. 

Resumption of conservative evalu- 
ating processes, higher constructio1 
standards and return to conditional 
commitments require an entirely dif- 
ferent approach by both Home Build- 
ers and the FHA. 

With 10 successful years’ experience 
and with new problems and oppor- 
tunities ahead, certain liberalizations 
in the Title II procedure are desirable 
and necessary. The production by pri- 
vate enterprise of unprecedented 
quantities of housing to meet the em- 
ployment and the housing needs of 
the early postwar period, a 

lower-cost housing field, both fos 
rental and sale, necessitate a broadet 
application of the insured mortgag4 
device. 

Never before in the history oj 
this nation has there been a com; 
parable demand for housing. Mor4 
important, many billions of dollar$ 

chase of this housing. A _ goldeq 
decade lies immediately ahead. Mon 

cessible to all income groups must i 
produced through a _ harmoniouw 
functioning of an integrated industry 

It is your responsibility to capitaliz# 
upon this unprecedented opportunit 
—as men of vision, skill and — 
you must bring to reality the hig’ 
objective of an Adequately House 
America. 
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1ome 

Until cerns 
q S| 4 Y/: 
“es . | Yes, You can actually 

oo Announcng 

. ° 

come| Standard Sizes | INS TALL IN 
radu-§ + ° 
ate “for Rath-Rite t 
cen-] e 
= Shower Cabinets 15 Mi I nw F E H 

there 
- new 
pro- | 

lloca-} 
a Now Architects, Builders, and home owners can make 

terini definite post-war plans—and be sure that Bathe-Rite Show. | 

41. § er Cabinets will bi those plans when construction begins! | 

1 war Bathe-Rite engineers have established standardized 
panes} sizes and will build all post-war shower cabinets to those 

ae standards. Not only will this facilitate and speed up | 

aaunaill planning now, but it will greatly aid specifications and | 

| actual construction. | 

ion oO These standardized sizes will, of course, be available | 

since in many attractive designs,to | 

to thel eh lend themselves readily to 
& acy *\ modern beauty in every type 

. "aa of surrounding, inhomesand | 

using} public buildings. And they 

>meni} will be rich in many typical 
— and new — Bathe-Rite 

; “extra-value’’ features of de- 
Ta- sign, construction, greater 

FE 7 strength, easier installation. 

The Use Bathe -Rite Standard. One of the Remarkable Advantages 

using ized Sizes in your new plans. 7 
ill no! Found Only in the 

ont Be. | RBathe- Rite DELUXE” OVERHEAD.-TYPE 

itiona! 3 *. MODEL NO. 4 
ly dif- ; ‘ ,  kuxurious bathing facilities for 
Build- y, Mag 4 “| the finest residences, offices and 

: : able with top and glass door 
‘rience Standord Sizes: 

institutional buildings. Avail | 

| | 

Just use 4 lag screws to attach the door, a few nails 
32 x 32 x 80” —36 x 40 x 80 . ac > me > : ore 4 an " oppor: a aa cee 40. ono oe to attach the weatherstrip, 4 screws to attach the 

rations a 40 x 40 x 80” (Corner design) lock; make a few adjustments—and the job is done. ae 9 ) J 
sirable . Never before such simplicity . . . No grief . No 
by ot 

trouble! 
dente 
he em- 
he em ALL-METAL 
cularly Here is a rigid, sturdy, all-metal door, light in weight and 

‘| 4 I i Al Ae) UR- CED O L tapped PRICED NO HIGHER THAN LOWER-PRICEI VER 
; HEAD-TYPE WOOD DOORS. the result of long door 

th for manutacturing experience combined with the latest aeronautical 
yroader engineering practices, 
yrtgage 

‘ory of We completely enclose the hardware in the door itself by the ee use of a revolutionary, new counterbalancing method. There l Mor are no tracks, weights or exposed springs. 
Mor4 

dollars 
hg WE NO HEAD ROOM NEEDED 
golded All-Purpose Bathe-Rite The Ceiling can be plastered flush with the under-side of the 
” Mor Model No. 3 Model No. 2 Popular-Priced head jamb 
of o Sizes: 32 x 32 x 80” Sizes: 32 x 32x 80” Model No. 1 

5 at 36 x 36 x 80” 36 x 36 x 80 ma 
nust bé 40 x 40 x 80” 36 x 36 x 80” Size 32 x 32 x 76 NOTICE: Owing to the fact that we have had to double neon (Corner design) (Corner design) our war production in the last few months, 

we are obliged to postpone indefinitely our reconversion to 

pitaid MILWAUKEE STAMPING COMPANY — |_| Hv nosseTatiadvis'you"”™™ ® "OMY 
yrtunit 800-S §. 72ND STREET MILWAUKEE 14, WIS. 

—o RatheRile... BERRY DOOR COMPANY 
House TODAY'S QUALITY STANDARD IN SHOWER CABINETS BIRMINGHAM, MICHIGAN 



F.. a great many years American 
floor surfacing machines have been money- 

makers for thousands of contractors. They do the job 
of surfacing floors quickly, efficiently, at low cost. 

Today the owners and operators of American floor 
surfacing machines are making money. Maintenance 
work of all kinds in war plants alone would... without 

other contracts...keep them busy. But this is not all... 

for beyond war contracts is even a much larger field of 

Operation. 

Tomorrow is yet to come. None can know when 
war will end...but everybody knows that with peace 

the greatest market of all times will come in the build- 
ing field. And in this field American floor surfacing 

machines will be called upon to play their part in pro- 
viding more and better homes throughout America. 

We shall be happy to send you complete deserip- 
tive literature on all models. You will find them 

money-makers, Write. 
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“Smorgasbord of Ideas” 

(Continued from page 65) 
Joseph W. Davin, of Jacksonville, Florida, wound up the 

panel with a complete description of a small neighborhood 
shopping center that he has planned for building after the 
war; he told of new design features, construction, materials 
and equipment that will be used. 

Hugh Potter, Houston, Texas, who arrived late, added an 
important figure—in calculating size of shopping facilities 
allow five feet of frontage per 50 families to be served. 
BACK TO SCHOOL—WHAT’S NEW? was the theme 

of thessecond panel. Nearly five hundred more crowded into 
this than into the first. It in over into the next scheduled 
meeting. Curt C. Mack of F.H.A. was schoolmaster. 

Mack planned a lively course of study on the subject of 
post-war planning. Under the head of materials and equip- 
ment he read off a list of leading questions devised to whet 
the student-builders’ appetite for more knowledge on the 
following subjects: Domestic Heating & Air Conditioning, 
Plastics in Home Construction, Electronics Applied to House- 
hold Controls, Gas Kitchens and Gas Appliances, Electric 
Kitchens & Equipment, Practical Lumber Substitutes, New 
Uses for Glass, Refrigeration and Frozen Storage. 

Industry Leaders Answer Questions 

As his guests, schoolmaster Mack had high authorities on 
these subjects in the persons of sales and engineering execu- 
tives of leading companies engaged in these industries. 
The students used their privilege of shooting direct questions 
at these authorities—and how they used it. Forceful, direct, 
value-packing answers were their reward. 
New Construction Techniques constituted the other halt 

of this panel. Here men who had performed recently in the 
actual use of new methods of construction and improved build- 
ng techniques were the authorities aiding the schoolmaster 
in question answering. David D. Bohannon, San Francisco, 
California presided over this section. 
THE PANEL ON FINANCING probably hit the peak 

of interest. Why not? It dealt with the G. I. Bill of Rights 
with Charles M. Potter of the Housing Section of the Veter- 
ans Administration and Deputy F.H.A. Administrator Earle 
S. Draper fitting answers to questions in quick succession on 
the many conundrums raised by the G. |. Bill of Rights. Here 
are some of the questions and answers: 

Ques.: Can a veteran buy a vacant lot on a guaranteed 
loan? Ans.: No. 

Ques.: Can 20 veterans each borrow $2,000 and put it in 
an apartment house with an apartment for each? 

Ans.: Yes, as a business venture but not as a home loan. 
Ques.: Does a veteran’s widow have the right to a guarantee 

for a loan for purchase of a home? Ans.: No. 
The few given are only samples of hundreds shouted from 

the floor and balcony of this meeting attended by an estimated 
1700 questioning builders. 

Labor Given Marked Attention 

In addition to the question and answer panels described, 
there were other meetings in which direct speeches were de- 
livered by inspiring, provoking and challenging talkers: 

Both labor groups gave their post-war housing platforms. 
C.1.0. spokesman R. J. Thomas, president of United Auto- 

mobile Workers, told N.A.H.B. members that labor expects 
the building industry to provide a minimum of six and one- 
half million jobs post-war, of which two and a quarter million 
must be in the residential building field. 

He urged creation of a Federal Department of Housing and 
Community Development with its head a member of the 
President’s Cabinet, and pointed out the role construction and 
rehabilitation of our cities must take post-war to satisfy our 
economy and provide its share to bring full employment. 

Boris Shiskin, secretary of A.F.L.’s Housing Committee, 
offered six proposals to N.A.H.B’s membership to secure 
rapid post-war growth of home ownership. They included: 

(1) A unified program to create an effective housing mar- 
ket for all families. (2) Continued price control on materials 
until the danger of runaway prices is past. (3) Removal of 
temporary war housing. (4) Federal grants to individual com- 
munities for project planning. (5) New legislation to reduce 
interest rates, extend amortization to 32 years, allow for a 
moratorium on defaults due to unemployment. 

Ameri 
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Begins Mow! 

In planning post-war construction of hun- 
dreds of thousands of new homes, contractors 
will be forced to take advantage of every 
product whereby time can be saved without 
sacrifice of installation time, satisfactory 
service and dependable performance. 

To assist manufacturers of window assemblies 
with the speedy, economical and correct 
installation of window and sash hardware. 
Grand Rapids Hardware Company offers a 
trained and competent engineering service to 
cooperate with them right on the job. These 
men can be of assistance to all who agree that 
window planning should begin now and who 
are willing to observe first hand what the 
Grand Rapids Invizible Sash Balance will do 
for them. 

These services are rendered without charge 
or obligation. 

] Easily installed. Only 6 simple steps. No 
odd sizes. Completely interchangeable. 

2 No tapes or cables or exposed tubes. 
Entire sash balance moved with the sash. 
Always invisible. 

3 Deliveries of Grand Rapids Invizible Sash 
Balances are governed by government 
priorities. Send for catalog for informa- 
tion and delivery details. 

WINDOW PLANE 

2 A ARO AE, Ky 8 OT PER, oT 

Sash pulleys will 
be available as 
soon as materials 
are released. 

GRAND RAPIDS HARDWARE COMPANY 
GRAND RAPIOS ° ° a, ce a | 
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"I'm building better homes for less 

money with DeWalt.” That's what 

modern home builders all over the 

world are saying. 

This is only natural, because the new 

portable DeWalt is especially designed 

for use by builders. 

A DeWalt, with proper tools, makes 

any cut quickly, safely and accurate- 

ly. In addition to cutting your framing, 

DeWalt cuts the mill work you need 

without mill costs. It is the ideal ma- 

chine for your maintenance and repair 

work as well. 

DeWalt saves time, money and mate- 

rial on the job. What's more, operators 

like it because it is so simple to handle 

and can be carried so easily from job 

to job. 

Available in three sizes for prompt de- 

livery ... 1% HP only $248; 2 HP for 

$280; 3 HP for $285 f.0.b. factory. If you 

are planning to stay in the building 

business and want to capitalize on the 

post-war building market, now’s the 

time to “cut out” the coupon and get 

the facts. 

Yi)! 

DeWALT PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
| 12 Fountain Avenue, Lancaster, Pa. | 
| Please send me information on DeWalt Saws. | 

| Name - ” iiidianni eames ensconenenees® | 

J Address - aapeienmnamentnl adeesnenes ia } 

i: eee State 



Stoel 

Stock 

Write for Stock List— 

your guide to over 10,000 

different kinds, shapes 

and sizes of steel for quick 

shipment from ten plants. 

(din 

shinre 

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Inc. Plants at Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis 
Cincinnati, Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, Boston, Philadelphia, Jersey City 

— 

Walker- Turner 

RADIAL 

SAW 7 oe 4 

— ae Prime requisite for suc- Aral KER” = 
cessful precutting is an 

accurate, rugged power 
cutting all shapes and sizes of lumber .. . and that's 

the performance you get with a Walker-Turner Radial Saw! 

sow, capable of 

This 
routs, 

versatile, cost-cutting machine crosscuts, rips, dadoes, shapes, 

. on wood, metals, plastics and ceramics. 
Sliding ram travels 21'/2", affords clear view of work. 
controls provide accurate setting. Write for literature. 

tenons and miters.. 

Convenient 

Walker-Turner Co., Inc., 1154 Berckman Street, Plainfield, N. J 

MACHINE TOOLS 
ORNL PRESSES —~ HAND AND POWER FEED «+ 

METAL-CUTTING BAND SAWS © POLISHING LATHES « 
RADIAL CUT-OFF MACHINES FOR METAL «© 

RADIAL DORNLS 
FLEXIBLE SHAFT MACHINES 

MOTORS © BELT & DISC SURFACERS 
company, inc PLANO, Ro 

| manutacturer of 63 years of 
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CATALOGS and 

HOW-TO-DO-IT INFORMATION 

107—METAL WINDOWS WILL FIT MANY POSTWAR JOBS—trom 
small homes to mile-square manufacturing plants. A 

experience, and a pioneet 
in steel window development, has made available a com 

| prehensive booklet on many types of metal windows. It 
is the William Bayley Company of Springfield, Ohio. In 
the 32-page booklet is a utility chart about windows 
which tells where each type of window is suitable in what 
kind of building. Another feature is the layout of sizes 
and shapes of windows to fit practically any opening. 

108—LITTLE ONES OUT OF BIG ONES—In other words, the 
story of air conditioning in the new Hotel Statler, Wash- 
ington, D. C., which has just been issued by Carrier Cor 
poration, describes in nontechnical language this large 
“weathermaster system” and tells how it provides person 
ally chosen air conditioning so that the same idea might 
be carried into the small home as well as into the 1,000 
odd-room hotel. 

109—PLASTIC-SURFACED PLYWOOD— is a new product, born of 
war-time requirement, that will find varied uses in post-war 
construction. In a booklet by Kimberly-Clark Corp., Neenah, 
Wis., this new “Kimpreg” material is openly discussed and 
well illustrated even to small samples for personal inspection. 

110—NEW GYPSUM PARTITION PANELS—have been developed 
by the National Gypsum Co. The panels are suitable for in 
terior partitions in offices, apartments, stores and even low- 
cost housing. A booklet explains their uses and gives detail 
drawings regarding installation methods. 

| 11I—SELECTING GREASE INTERCEPTIONS— is greatly simplified 
by a card pull-out device small enough to carry in the pocket 
It is simple to follow and easy to use. The “Josameter” is 
offered by the Josam Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio, and it lists 
a wide range of average-size sinks and fixtures for residential, 
commercial and also industrial installations 

112—A RADIAL CUTTING MACHINE—by Wilson of the Equip- 
ment Service Engineering Co., Kansas City, Mo., is the sort 
of woodworking machine that completes an operation in less 
time than it takes to make-ready an average machine. A 12 
page booklet illustrates and describes this versatile machine. 

113—ALL KITCHEN WORK ELIMINATED—is one of the funniest 
as well as most practical expositions of the miracle-house 
bunk you ever saw. The Schaible Co., Cincinnati, 
has a four-page leaflet written by everybody from office 
boy to kitchen sink. It will help dispel fanciful desires 
for the impossible on the part of postwar home buvers. 

| SERVICE COUPON—CLIP and MAIL to CHICAGO 

Readers Service Department, (February, 1945) 
American Builder, 
105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, Ill. 

Please send me additional information on the following product 
items, or the catalogs, listed in this department: 

Numbers 

Name 

Street 

City 

OCCUPATION* 
*Please note that occupation must be stated If full service is to be een 

State 

Ohio, 
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BLUEPRINTS FOR YOUR 

HOUSE of TOF ORROW 

: 

Tylac bathrooms like this 
will be the order of the 
day in tomorrow's millions \ | 
of new and modernized 
homes. ~~ 

YOU MAY HAVE TELEVISED TELEPHONES 

Imagine, actually seeing the person you 
are telephoning to! Post-war television im- 
provements may make this dream a reality. Vy 

BUT - Wont 

=— —— een % . US ee et 
———_ 

A EVERY HOME A PROSPECT 

y—N . for 
The marvels of modern inven- 

0) tion may make tomorrow’s home a’’Push- 
Button” paradise but in the future, as well ° 
as today, a KOVEN WATERFILM BOILER 
will still offer the best assurance of heat- 
ing comfort —_ ° ~ 
The patented construction of the KOVEN 
WATERFILM BOILER assures you of quick 4 = * 
heat...even room temperature... plenty 
of domestic hot water and greater 

iS ae cae a va eee Every home is a prospect lor not one but multiple 
oiler is made especia or automatic 

f f 1 ~ y d » IYLAC installations. The ideal wall covering tor iring Tor oil, stoker or gas and its avail- Batl K we ‘ | 
able in various sizes. Its compact size and sathroom, Kitchen, Powder Room and Laundry. Mil 
modern design make the KOVEN WATER- lions of home owners will demand the economical 

FILM BOILER popular for both home and casy-to-install, easy-to-clean, long-lived beauty ol 
industrial use. The sectional series for PYLAC wall coverings for post-war construction and 
apartment house or industrial plants can) = yjodernization. Plan 
be taken through a 2 foot door thus 4 JTYLAC Dealer 
eliminating rigging and alteration costs 

DE LUXE MODEL Call or write KOVEN today for complete aw ‘ No dealer in the wall products field 
For Better Grade Homes information, af . "1, will have a shorter lapse of time be 

WATERFILM BOILERS, Inc. 

now fora prosperous future as 

he IYI \C Dealer 

% TYLAC comeany 

“ MONTICELLO, ILLINOIS 
— MANUFACTURERS OF ENDURING-MODERN WALL COVERINGS 

yours * 

154 OGDEN AVENUE JERSEY CITY, N. J. 

PLANTS: JERSEY CITY, N. J. « DOVER, N. J. 



Your Waterproot Papers 

for Postwar Building 

For Sheathing 

Its S-T-R-E-T-C-H sets it apart from ordinary 
sheathing papers, as does its special treatment 
against deterioration, passage of water or moisture. 
No sheathing paper like it. As long as a building 
lasts, so will BROWNSKIN. 

BROWNSKIN VAPORSEAL 

For Vaporsealing 

Protects all kinds of insulation. Use on the warm 
side of insulation, leaving cold side free to breathe, 
Thus, ideal dry conditions will be maintained. 

ECONOMY BROWNSKIN 

Protects Flooring 
One side is crinkled BROWNSKIN, 
kraft. Between flooring, the BROWNSKIN side 
goes down. Also unexcelled as a protector of 
finished floor surfaces in rooms where men are 
working. Here the BROWNSKIN side goes up. 

ECONOMY BROWNSKIN REINFORCED 

Has Extra Strength 

An all-purpose waterproof building paper, 
for temporary partitions, coverings, 
tection of all types of floors during construction. 

COPPERSKIN 

Protects Hidden Places 
Electro sheet copper, bonded to BROWNSKIN by 
asphalt. Use in concealed places to protect insula- 

the other flat 

useful 

fe & 

tion, for drip pans, and to flash windows, doors 
and all exterior openings. 

In writing for Sam- eeee#ee 
ples and Literature, 
please mention by 

1945 — Angier Golden Jubilee Year A _ half 
name this Magazine. Century of Protection to the Products of Our 

ANGIER CORPORATION 

CORROSION PREVENTIVE AND WATERPROOF PAPERS 

FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 
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Building for Tomorrow’s Cars 

(Continued from page 92) 

the latest and most modern devices such as wash racks, 
lubrication rack, wheel alignment machinery, motor 

testing department, etc. 

One of the outstanding features of the building is the 

sales and display space which includes a single car spot 

which is enclosed by sloping plate glass to eliminate 

reflections and glare, and is lighted both inside and 
out with direct and indirect flouresc ent lighting. 

One of the smart parts of developing and building 

housing communities is the retaining of business areas 
by the builders and leasing the shops they build on a 

percentage basis. This method of operating is attractive 

|to prospective merchants because they can set up busi- 
ness surrounded by customers living in the development, 

and pay their rent determined by a percentage of their 

gross business. 

From the standpoint of the developer and builder, 

this is good business because he continues to own and 
therefore control the retail commercial outlets which 

| serve his development. Properly handling such business 

|sites and buildings produce a continuous income and, 
in some cases, a retail building and the cost of the rent 

has been written off in a matter of three to five years. 

and the pro- | 

All in all, then, this type of operation proves the sound- 

|ness of private building because it pays for itself as it 

|goes along, and also produces enough income so that 
| maintenance funds can be set aside to keep up the hous- 

|ing development over future years. 

As the title of this article says, “Now Building for 

Tomorrow’s Cars,” is but another way of saying in- 
telligent optimism is what will keep America ticking. 

WHY Srcartteore MAKES MEASURING 

AASER.. PL an 

Fs MORE ACCURATE 

J 
yY 

To cut measuring time, the new Stream- 
line has more real honest-value advan- 
tages than any other rule on the market 
today. Here are seven of the many 
reasons WHY... 

1. Its 7/16” tip serves as a hook for measuring to points 
hard to reach. 
2. New “channel” slide for tape means wear and tear is 
deferred. Graduations stay clean and legible and action 
is smoother. 
3. Lever lock is more conveniently placed and 
braking shoe has been enlarged, giving posi- 
tive lock for readings. 
4.°Case ‘‘take-down” to clean, oil or replace 
blade, has been simplified. 
5. Redesigned case makes inside measuring 
deadly accurate and eliminates guess work. 
6. Case — of bigh grade tempered steel! — is 
chrome plated for protection. 
7. Graduations permanently 
etched on high carbon spring 
steel blade ...both sides, all 
edges. 

MASTER RULE MFG. CO., INC. i 
| 815 E. 136th St., New York 54, Dept. 0-2 | 
l Enclosed find $2.65 for the new 6 ft. l 

For quick action use i — complete with spare 

coupon at right. 
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CASEMENTS 

with steel corner mullions 

44, " 

4 (3¥ 

iL 

eo=. A, 

in 3 popular sizes 

for greater light area 

and neater appearance 

LARGER GLASS AREAS are easier to 
achieve through the use of these 
smaller steel corner mullions .. . 
created by Pella designers. 

Prefabricated of heavy gauge, gal- 
vannealed, rust-proofed steel. Pella 
corner mullions are available in 
three space-saving sizes—ranging 
in size from 57g” x 57” down to 
33/4," x 354", creating a neat, narrow-line corner. Pella pre- 
fabricated corner mullions save material and hours of con- 
struction time. Steel construction prevents rotting and warp- 
ing. Permanent plumbness assures smooth window operation. 

Investigate Pella’s extensive line of stock size casement units 
that permits more than 480 possible combinations of single 
windows, corner windows, bays, picture and kitchen win- 
dows. All factory fitted and assembled, ready to set in wall. 

-——-s ——e =. 

q@ Pella’s all-steel joining mullion is only 
15%” wide! It is a real space saver, 
stronger than the best wood mullion. 

FREE for Architects and Builders 
A file pocket containing 22 loose sheets of 
scaled details that enable you to create 
individual and unusual window arrange- 
ments from Pella’s stock size Casement 
Units. Send for your FREE set today. The 
Rolscreen Company, Dept. C-25, Pella, lowa. 

Vitti CASEMENT WINDOWS 
T AWNING 

RC O D PELLA VENETIAN BLIN 
ALSC MAKER 

What is 

ORDER L-335, 

DIRECTION 2A? 

... actually, it’s a compliment! 

To put it briefly, Direction 2a has com- 

mandeered Western Pines for direct war 

use. Their sale for general use has been 

temporarily prohibited. 

This most stringent resi *iction was 

necessitated because the manufacturers 

of boxes and containers used for shipping 

ammunition and vital war material to 

the battle fronts have definitely acknow!- 

edged the superior qualities of Western 

Pines and are practically unanimous in 

specifying them on all government 

orders. So great is this demand and need 

that even with all-out production of 

Western Pines there will not be enough 

to fill these orders, let alone supply you 

as formerly. 

Being denied Western Pines will nat- 

urally disappoint retail lumber dealers 

and builders. But actually no finer trib- 

ute could be paid to the all-round usa- 

bility of Western Pines than Direction 

2a to Order L-335. 

WESTERN PINE ASSOCIATION 

Yeon Building, Por and (4) Oregon 

“idaho White Pine “Pond rosa Pine *Sugar Pine 

* THESE ARE THE WESTERN PINES. 
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Just as the past 78 years have 

expressed Bilt -Well’s unshaken 

confidence in America’s pref- 

erence for fine woodwork, so 

our plans for the “house of 

tomorrow” embody the finest 

artistry of the designer and 

the most painstaking technique 

of the craftsman in wood. 

Throughout the years, we have 

maintained the same firm 

and uncompromising attitude 

toward quality materials and 

workmanship. Likewise, we 

shall continue in our belief 

that a world of experience, 

plus a willingness to keep pace 

will be the prime factors in 

the ‘home of tomorrow.” 

CARR, ADAMS & COLLIER CO. 

DUBUQUE, |IOWA 
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Where the Housing Dollar Goes 

(Continued from page 72) 

agency’s small home financing is underwritten. 

“Monthly Cost to Own” 

One of the items included under “Monthly Cost to 
Own” a house is “loss of interest on cash payments.” 
This life-time charge of $1.50 per month is arrived at by 
concluding that the owner might have kept his $600 down 
payment in a savings bank, or in bonds, and thus earned 
interest of that amount every month. Inclusion of items 
like this, if carried to its logical conclusion, would neces 
sarily have to bring in, by way of reducing monthly cost 
to own, additional savings as a result of a monthly pay- 
ment that was less than rent, interest gained on those 
additional savings, etc., ad infinitum. 

Highlighted in the report is the fact that it takes 14 
separate materials or operations, in many cases, to build 
a wall. The only “solution” proposed for that is intensive 
research under government sponsorship to develop a 
material which will “perform the necessary functions re- 
quired of an exterior wall and yet which could be efficient 
ly molded into single-thickness wall panels or sections 
thus combining many layers into one.” 

Building Industry Scored 

The building industry in general comes in for criticism 
at several points because it has not “kept pace with other 
industries in the development of new and efficient tech 
niques of organization, production and distribution.” 
Further, “because of its peculiar organization into many 
small and independent business enterprises, the building 
industry has been unable to undertake scientific industrial 
research on a scale comparable with modern mass produc 
tion industries.” 

The fact that “many small and independent business 
enterprises” have created not only the building industry 

(Continued to page 108) 

Thorough Termite Control 

Is a Contractor's Job 

v 

An Opportunity to Represent 

a National Termite Control System 

A thorough termite control job requires structural knowledge; and 
usually structural modifications; and is usually a job of substantial 
size and profit. Thorough termite control is work that fits right into 
a building contractor's regular operations. 
The ANTIMITE system of termite control is a national system that 
is applied by only authorized operators. It is a complete and 
thorough system that has a national reputation and a background 
of more than a quarter century. 

ANTIMITE has representation in many localities, but we are increas- 
ing our operation; and in consequence are looking for representa- 
tion in many more localities. The representative selected is given 
exclusive rights in his community. He receives our full co-operation 
in proven Business-getilag plans and instructions in the ANTIMITE 
system. No investment is required. It is a franchise that is valu- 
able and profitable in itself, and that leads to new contacts and 
increased construction work. 
We are inviting inquiries from building contractors who see the 
prestige and profit for them in becoming the local ANTIMITE 
representative. A proven record of integrity and progressiveness 
is required. If you are interested and can meet these requirements, 
communicate immediately with the address below. 

ANTIMITE 

A National System of Termite Control 

Applied by Only Authorized Operators 

v 

THE ANTIMITE CO., 5137 Southwest Ave., St. Lowis 10, Mo. 

1G u 5 Pal OFF 
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ya Kwik-Mix convertible 10-S Dandie... side or end 

a discharge . . . change can be made in the field 

ned to suit pouring conditions. Special features are: 

ems easily accessible drum drive shaft .. . flow-line | 

ces discharge chute . . . simplified skip-flow shaker... | 

cost enclosed reduction gear assembly in oil...mul- | 

pay tiple “V" belt drive. | 
10se — Other sizes are 7-S 

3 14 and 14-S Kwik-Mix 

uild 
iSive 
ip a] 

Te- 
ent 
ions, 

cism 
ther 
‘ech- 

— STANLEY-CARTER 

ing W " 

‘ria Wasp Power Plane 

yduc- 
FOR FAST FITTING of doors, window sash, storm sash, 

— screens, transoms, and inside trim, there’s no tool 
ustr\ KWIK-MIX 10-S DANDIE better than the Stanley-Carter “Wasp” Power Plane. 

The patented spiral cutter, speeding at 18,000 R.P.M., 
“shears” to a smooth, waveless surface. 

Kwik-Mix 3'/2-S Concrete 
Mixers .. . side or end dis- CONVERTS FOR WEATHERSTRIPPING! When the job calls 
charge tilting or non- for weatherstripping, you simply substitute a weather- 
tiltin ‘Guil-triction bear- strip cutter for the spiral cutter, and cut the grooves 

| : g--. b . accurately and quickly. 
ings . . . spring mounting 

... high speed trailing... HUNDREDS OF USES The “Wasp” can speed up an un- 
welded construction. limited number of everyday jobs for you. With Carter 

Shaper Cutters, it can be used for shaping and mould- 
: ing cuts on straight surfaces. 

The illustration (right), 
KWIK-MIX 3'/2-S SIDE DISCHARGE TILTER with the guard lifted, shows 

the “Wasp” fitted with the 
_ weatherstrip cutter. 
ial we WRITE for complete de- 

tails. STANLEY ELEC- 
poe KWIK-MIX TRIC TOOLS, Dept. C, 
ne a Division of The Stanley 

PLASTER Works, New Britain, Conn. 
eas- MORTAR 
ta- 
iven MIXERS 
tion 
AITE 
alu- 
and 

the 
AITE 
ness | 
ents, 

| 
Kwik-Mix Non-Tilting 6-P Plaster or Mortar Mixer | 

...fast discharge, 7 seconds...light weight, only _ 

850 pounds...air cooled engine... V-belt and 

worm drive ... low shoveling height. Also 4 wheel — = 

10-P tilting model. 18,000 R P.M. 
Weight 81%, Ibs. 

KWIK-MIX COMPANY wee 

a KOEHRING SUBSIDIARY CARTER Grolan TOOLS 
o. 2 elteledl tin 

PORT WASHINGTON + WISCONSIN 

ee 
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Old dairy barn with new concrete foundation before application of cement 
asbestos siding to walls. Concrete masonry milk house in foreground. 

Better than new with concrete foundation and t asbestos siding, this 
dairy barn is now a valuable farm asset. 

bey old dairy barn was completely restored, 
for many more years of useful service, with 

concrete masonry and cement asbestos siding and 
shingles, all of which are readily available through- 
out the country. Timely repairs with these materials 
can increase the firesafety and usefulness of farm 
buildings everywhere. 

There’s no shortage of concrete and cement asbes- 
tos materials for building repairs, maintenance and 
improvements. 

Concrete builders should let farmers know that 
necessary improvements can be made now without 
the use of scarce materials. 

We have suggestions for inexpensive advertising to 
use with farmers. Send for your copy of “Restoring 
Old Farm Buildings With Concrete.” Free in United 
States and Canada. 

PORTLAND CEMENT 

ASSOCIATION 

Dept. A2-3, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago 10, Ill. 

A national organization to improve and extend the uses of 
concrete...through scientific research and engineering field work 

BUY MORE WAR BONDS 

ee 
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(Continued from page 106) 
but America is completely overlooked. The bulletin seems, 
in short, to be an argument that government must lead the 
way, not only in planning future housing but in discover- 
ing and perfecting products, techniques and distribution 
methods. We are inclined to believe that the tried Amer 
ican manner, in which highly competitive manufacturers 
within the building industry underwrite competent private 
research staffs to improve their products and thus expand 
their business, is preterable. 

. * * 

Gunnison on Prefab— 

(Continued from page 88) 

plant that will cut the time down to 18 minutes. A stand 
ard automobile conveyor rolls off a car every 50 seconds 
and there is no reason why, in years to come, that cannot 
be achieved with houses. 

“As a result of mass producing through mechanizing 
our plant, our labor force has been reduced 50 per cent 
for the same number of houses. 

“Site prefabrication and conventional building operate 
on a basis of 178 days a year at a maximum, as compared 
with 250-300 at the factory, so on an annual hasis our 
men earn more than those in the old fashioned building 
industry at higher hourly rates. 

“Prefabricated houses go up so rapidly that little time 
need be lost on account of weather at the site. So, home 
building becomes a year-round industry. After the war 
we shall have a number of plants strategically located 
throughout the country. 

“The Gunnison house is furnished as a complete ‘pack- 
age’ to the dealer. The package includes all the struc- 
tural elements as well as the heating, all sink and other 
cabinets, electric fixtures, bath accessories, etc. The dealer 
supplies, according to Gunnison specifications, the foun- 
dations, electric wiring, plumbing and one exterior coat 

(Continued to page 110) 

ajyestic 

Building 

Necessities 

Portable and Built-in 

Home Incinerators 

For better postwar living, 
Majestic will again offer 
the complete answer to 
growing demands for 
quick, easy, low-cost gar- 
bage disposal right in the 
home. Model 30, the port- 
able unit at left, features 
ingenious draft design that 
burns wet or dry garbage 
quickly, sanitarily, with- 
out separate fuel! Majes- 
tic also makes gas, coal, 
and wood-fired incinera- 
tors for both portable and 
built-in installation. Write 
for details! 

THE MAJESTIC COMPANY 

Huntington, Indiana 

Ame 
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MeKINNEY
 

WGES 

“DET ATES ASP 

” —a handy, compact, 

Vy Mall Drill light-weight (3 lb.), cool- 
sail running drill for drilling 

in wood, metal and plastics. Made to order for 

This new booklet of valuable hinge information close quarters. Ruggedly constructed with steel 
alloy gears and extra long brushes for long 

service. Commutator is easily accessible for 
McKinney. It contains detailed diagrams of servicing. Brushes can be replaced without dis- 

various types of hinges, important tables of mantling drill. Available for 110-volt A.C. or 

dimensions and clearances, proper type hinges D.C., also 220-volt A.C. or D.C. 

for wood and steel doors, and other hinge data M Ol S : —2 powerful electric models: 
. jw 

you will want to keep. Your copy is ready. meta on model 85 has 8//,” blade and 
23/,” cutting capacity for cross 

cutting and ripping rough or dressed lumber, 
making bevel cuts up to 45 degrees and other 

has just been compiled and published by 

Use the coupon. 

ae Senemaranusa: sawing. Model 120 has 12” blade and 4!/,” cut- 
fing capacity for extensive sawing and ripping 

of heavy lumber and timbers. 

Both models operate an abrasive wheel for cutting non 
ferrous metal, cutting and scoring tile, stone and concrete. 

—(Electrically driven) is 10 times 
Matt Plane faster than a hand propelled jack 

meus oat ove plane yet does a smoother, accurate 
Designers and Manufacturer job. The operator simply guides the plane across the work 

of , = ‘ —plane makes cuts up to %” by 2'2” wide in both pine 
Quality Hardware Since 18¢ and hardwood. Cutter is under constant control. Depth of 

cut easily varied 0” to %” by simply turning handle. Full MCKINNEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY ball beasing ancunted. 

1400 METROPOLITAN STREET 
. : 19 pemmey ; Ask your Dealer Today for MallDrills, 

PITTSBURGH 12, PENNSYLVANIA MallSaws, Mall Planes, and Mall Con- 
, ef a er . crete Vibrators or write for literature 

Please send me a copy of the new booklet “McKinney Details 
and Data for Hinge . 

MALL TOOL COMPANY 

7737 South Chicogo Ave., Chicogo 19, Il. 
Name 

Compan 

vai 
| ~ PORTABLE 

| AEE POWER TOOLS 

AB City State | 
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(Continued from page 108) 
of paint. The panels are so constructed as to permit 
rapid installation of plumbing and wiring without cut- 
ting and fitting. The dealer erects the house with three 
carpenters and two laborers and needs no hoisting or 
special equipment. He has no money tied up in inventory 
because we ship each house as he needs it. 

New Merchandising Method 

“Just as our mass-produced homes are fully standard: 
ized, so also must our merchandising me ‘thods be,” Gun- 
nison says, “at least insofar as this can be achieved 

qc¢cce tance among human beings. 
“All dealers must function according to our uniform 

method of operations. Their efforts are all tied together 
through our standardized catalogs and our advertising. 
In addition, and following the method of the automobile 
industry, dealers are aided and guided by our district 
managers, who in turn report to zone and region: ul man- 
agers, who report to our general sales manager,” Gun- 

| nison says. 

men who Individualists Shunned 

In his correspondence with prospective dealers, Gun- 
nison frankly points out the types he does not want. 
Among those he does not want are those who are “gadg- 
et-minded.” They want to add specialties to the houses 
to express their individuality. There is, he says, no room 
for this type of individuality in selling a standardized 
product. 

Nor does he want anyone whose interest in pretabri- 
cation lies in the design problem. They are forever trying 

NO. 3 SERIES to redesign the houses. Outside of his expert staff of 
product designers, who design yearly models in tune with 

HEAT EXTRACTOR the market, free from technological “bugs,” suited to 

BOILER * | the company’s mass production facilities, and capable of 
being handled by the company’s entire dealer organiza- 

FOR COMMERCIAL | tion. 
BUILDINGS (Continued to page 112) 

AND LARGER HOMES 

Heating Contractors— 

men who specify, sell and in- 

stall—know boilers. They have 

told us that the NRC No. 3 Series 

Heat Extractor Boiler is the best they 

have ever handled. It’s easy to set up... 

attractive . . . exceptionally well designed 

heating surface . .. performs with eco- 

nomical despeeniaduitiny. Spiny anal 
axle — Roller 

It is the ONE boiler which was designed vesting a type wheels — 
for convertibility to any fuel—without Oversise a : pressure pneu- 
loss of rating. Hand or mechanically- mathe tree. “ : : : Automatic skip 
fired, the same rating is obtained, no vibrator — En- 

‘ closed gear re- 
penalties for postwar fuel conversion duction — Multi- 

; ple V-belt drive 
Ratings 700 to 2300 sq. ft. steam. — Vertical syph- —* 

on-type tank. 

Install the NRC No. 3 Series on 

your next job ... you too will 

be sold that it is TOPS in mod- 

aii ern boilers. 
The Maritime ‘‘M’’ Award 

For Outstanding 
Compact, lightweight trailer mixer. Tows behind 
car or truck at fast driving speed. Husky, “able- 
to-take-it’’ construction. Famous end-to-center 
mixing action. Write for descriptive bulletin. 

THE T. L. SMITH COMPANY 

The NATIONAL RADIATOR Co. pose isin nein wise 

226 Central Avenue - Johnstown, 0 Co | S MI | T be NMA | X E R 5 

OVER 50 YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE BUILDING INDUSTRY 

*Furnished with jacket whenWPB permits. 
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Saves “Time and Woney 

For Builders and Contractors 

This modern, simple, 

highly accurate, combi- 

nation Level-Transit is 

2 used and praised 

yuilders and con- 

tractors everywhere. It is 

especially designed for run- 

ning levels and taking ver 

tical angles on all survey 

and check-up work. 

LEVEL-TRANSIT 

Patented Ball Bearing Race assires perfect adjustment under 
severest conditions ... 25 power tel:scope .. . light, easy to operate, 
Has many features of higher-priced models. 

““Universal”’ Level-Transit with 
FREE tripod and carrying case $115.00 

pooktet With Stadia Wires 5.00 extra 
¢0 Extension Leg Tripod 10.00 extra 

Baseny Compass 12.50 extra 

Saitding WRITE today for full information and Free Book- 
Lots” let. Expert repairing on all makes of instruments. 

WHITE CO. \ior= 

311 W. COURT STREET | 3 

MILWAUKEE 12, WIS. \ a] 

Try them on your toughest problems! 

For years the Hool and Kinne Library has been providing structural engi- 
neers with the facts they need on every problem concerned with the design 
and construction of civil engineering structures. This is a library that must 
be USED to be fully appreciated—that is why we want YOU to use it. 
We want you to forget the financial side of this proposition until you have 
solved some knotty problem that you may be up against—to find out how a 
specialist in that particular field would handle it. We want to prove to 
you that this library furnishes you with what amounts to the consulting 
services of 54 recognized structural engineering specialists 

HOOL AND KINNE’S 

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS’ 

HANDBOOK LIBRARY 

Now newly revised and brought up to date 

The most complete compilation of structural engineering data ever published 
from records of actual practice. 10 days on approval 
Cover the how and why of founda 
ion and substructure design and LOW PRICE @ EASY TERMS 
nstruction, general theory of 6 vols. 3575 pages, illustrated 

tructural members, detailed desig1 
f such members and the design of 

their connection with other members 
explain the principles of statics 

reactions, moments and shears in 
eams and trusses, influence lines, 
methods of computing stresses in 
lateral trusses and portal bracing 
give details of design and _ con- 
struction of steel, timber, and con- 
rete structures of all types. 

-— McGRAW-HILL EXAMINATION COUPON-—. 
| McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 
| You may send me Hoo! and Kinne’s Structural Engineers’ Library for my inspection 

If the books prove satisfactory, ! will send $3.50 in 10 days and $3.00 per month until | have paid the price of the books, $27.50. If the books are not what I want 
| ! agree to return them postpaid within 10 days of receipt. (To insure prompt ship- 
l ment write plainly and fill in all tines.) 

? 

| Name 

Home Address Occupation 

| City and State Company AB 2-45 
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Most builders in the post war period will continue 

to build the homes that were the most popular in 

the last housing—the modified Colonial and the 

California types. 

These are ideal types for double-coursed Certi- 

grade Red Cedar sidewalls. Use No. 1 or 2 grade 

for the outer-coursing and for economy, the 

cheaper grades for under-coursing. Double- 

coursed Certigrade sidewalls are sturdy and 

amazingly economical. The over-lapping butts 

create deep and beautiful shadow lines. 

FREE BLUEPRINTS—We are offering you a complete set 

of working blueprints of Certigrade Red Cedar Shingle 

application, including double-coursing, the standard 

roof, over-roofing. For your set ... Address: 

RED CEDAR SHINGLE BUREAU 

5508 White Building, Seattic 1, Wash., U. S. A. 
Metropolitan Building, Vancouver, B. C., Canada 



AND WE’RE 

NOT DEMOBILIZED 

You couldn’t be any more anx- 

ious to get Lawson metal bath- 

room cabinets than we are to 

give them to you. 

But we enlisted for the duration. 

And Uncle Sam thinks that what 

we produce for the armed forces 

is too valuable for its production 

to be stopped. So we're still 

head over heels in war work and 

our metal cabinets will have to 

wait. 

We will say, though, that the 

next best thing to a Lawson 

metal cabinet is a Lawson War- 

wood cabinet. These we are turn- 

ing out in large quantities. 

And we really are proud of 

our Warwoods. For full in- 

formation write to The F. H. 

Lawson Company, Cincinnati 

4, Ohio. We'll guarantee you 

the finest non-metal cabinet 

on the market today. 
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BATHROOM 

CABINETS 
129 YEARS 
OF QUALITY 

| 

THE F. H. LAWSON COMPANY 

CINCINNATI 4, OHIO 
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(Continued from page 110) 

“In short,” says Gunnison, “we do not want men who 
are so temperamentally individualistic they are unable 
to operate within our uniform methods of procedure. 
Such men create untold difficulties for us in maintaining 
our high standard of relationship with the buying public.” 

What He Looks For 

Following are the qualifications Gunnison says he 
wants in dealers: 

1. The head of the dealership must be a sound, solid 
businessman who has had a record of success in his 
community. 

2. He must be a capable executive and know the ne- 
cessity of maintaining a good sales volume, erecting 
homes properly and within a definite cost budget, and in 
rendering proper service thereafter. (Dealers are paid 
for the service they render to the owners, just as in the 
automobile industry.) 

Need Sound Business Men 

3. As sales volume is the lifeblood of the business, the 
head of the dealership must definitely -be sales-minded. 
Men are sought who have specialty sales experience, par- 
ticularly in products where the major sales emphasis is 
directed to women. Men who have sold automobiles, re- 
frigerators, etc., are said to make excellent salesmen for 
Gunnison Homes. 

4. The head of the dealership must be a good admin- 
istrator and must know the necessity for keeping neat, 
accurate records. 

5. He must have a keen sense of public relations and 
realize the necessity for requiring his entire organization 
to conform to the uniform pattern of operations. 

6. He must have sufficient working capital and must 
be financially-minded. If he has not had experience in 
mortgage financing, he must be able quickly to grasp 
simplified methods. 

(Continued to page 114) 

: Cabinet Hardware |. 

in matched sets | 

modern .. . streamlined 

No. A58-2364E 
No. A61-200 rn 

This is one of National Lock’s moderately 
priced matched design Cabinet Hardware 
sets. Set includes Hinge, Pull, Catch and 
Knob, perfectly matched. Due to wartime 
restrictions, this set is onpeies in Bright 
Zinc and Lacquered finish only. 

i 
No. A61-3327 

SPRING CATCHES for 
flush or offset doors. 
Complete with strikes and 
screws. To insure early delivery we suggest place- 

ment of your order at once. 

ath r INDIVIDUAL ENVELOPE PACKING 
; Each item is packed in attractively 
No. AG1-204T printed strong Kraft paper enve- 

SNAP-GRIP CATCHES — _jope to protect finish. Each enve- 
A patented, quiet operat- lope includes screws and instruc- 
ing Door Catch. Supplied r tions for application. 
with strikes and screws. 

NATIONAL LOCK COMPANY 
BUILDERS HARDWARE DIVISION 

Rockford, Illinois 

Am 
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Type AC 

THERMAG 

Circuit Breaker 

LOAD 

CENTER 

a ae oe ee ee 9 

Here is a ‘‘must’’ for all modernization jobs. € Load Centers 
or Service Equipment give your customer the feeling that you 

have done him a favor. You have! For here is modern, 

attractive, tamper-proof, positive circuit protection. Combi- | 

nation THERmal and MAGnetic trip assures automatic dis- 

connect on harmful overload or short circuit, yet service is 

restored with a flip of the finger. 

List price of illustrated model $19.35. Write for BULLE- 

TIN 63 giving complete description, wiring diagrams and 

prices. Frank Adam Electric Co., Box 357, St. Louis, Mo. 

Frank Adam 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 

ST.Lou'Is 

What 

ToDo About 

TERMITES 

Termites are a nation wide scourge and 
become particularly active with the 
approach of spring weather. The home 
infested with termites is in a serious 
condition and the termite control te 
be effective must be done with both 
thoroughness and skill. A knowledge 
of construction is essential to the 
proper inspection and the proper ap- 
plication of controls. For these reasons 
termite control is a job that often can be 
done best by the building contractor. 

TERRATOX—The Wood Treating Chemicals 
Company is a leader of the field of wood 
preservation and wood control. It is out 
of this exceptional knowledge and experi- 
ence that TERRATOX has been developed. 
The base of TERRATOX is Pentachloro- 
phenol, an active agent recommended by 
the U. 8. Dept. of Agri. TERRATOX comes 
in both water and oil solutions to meet 
varying ‘conditions. It is in concentrated 
form for high effectiveness and economical 
use. Properly used, TERRATOX not only 
does a highly effective immediate job of 
termite control, but its protective effect ex- 
tends over a five year period. 

SEND FOR BULLETIN—Sent to architects, building contractors, 
lumber dealers; full descriptions and prices of TERRATOX ... 
and full and easily followed descriptions ef the “what” and “how” 
of a thorough termite control job. 

WOOD TREATING CHEMICALS CO. 

5137 Southwest Ave., St. Louis 10, Mo. 
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Because architects and builders take pride in quality 

construction ... because homeowners want long-lasting 

value ... the NDMA seal of approval on toxic preserva- 

tive treated wood products has won widespread accept- 

ance. Knowledge of that seal—and of the principles for 

which it stands—has resulted in an increased measure of 

public protection ... in an increased understanding of 

wood’s ability to keep pace with modern service require- 

ments in such building products as windows, doors, 

screens and frames. 

It is for this reason that the sixth step in the NOMA 

program consists of educational effort in the public inter- 

est ... consistent effort which spreads knowledge of the 

scientific research, the careful testing symbolized by the 

NDMaA seal of approval. 

The NDMA Seal of Approval —avail 
able by license to all manufacturers and 
distributors who conform to the toxic 
preservative standards of the NDMA— 
represents these six steps of protection 
1, An efficient test for measuring effec 

tiveness of toxic preservatives 
2. Minimum standards governing the 

toxic preservative treating of wood 
work products 

3. A seal identifying products treated 
in conformity with NDMA Toxi 
Preservative Standards 

4. Mill inspection of treating equip 
ment and practices : 

.. Laboratory check-tests of preservative 
solutions 

6, Educational effort in the public in 
terest 

NATIONAL DOOR MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIATION 
McCORMICK BUILDING - CHICAGO,ILLINOIS 

TOXIC—PRESERVATION 

APPROVED 

NATL. DOOR MFRS. ASSN. 

LICENSE 
NO. 

ees 



Made by the maker of Temlok Insulation — Sheathing, Lath, De Luxe Interior Finish 
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(Continued from page 112) 

7. He need not know anything about construction, en- 
gineering, or architecture. The whole approach, both 
in product and methods, is quite the opposite to anything 
found in the old-fashioned building industry. However, 
the dealer should have a reasonable mechanical aptitude. 
He will select a good manager to head his erection de- 
partment, but must have sufficient mechanical aptitude 
to see that the work is done properly and efficiently. 

8. Men are preferred who have had experience with 
large companies that manufacture and mass-distribute 
consumer products, because such men are organization- 
minded and thus quickly grasp simple, standardized 
methods. 

9. Above all, steady businessmen who are interested in 
building up sales volume and in making profits are 
desired. 

10. Dealers must devote themselves exclusively to this 
business. If large realtors, etc., are appointed as dealers, 
they are required to establish a separate Gunnison Homes 
department. No dealer is permitted to handle any other 
line of prefabricated homes. 

Jecause they have succeeded in the past through the 
life-long habit of exercising novel ideas born of their 
high degree of individuality, old line men in the home 
building business are not of the type who are likely to suc- 
ceed in selling prefabricated homes of the type Gunnison 
will produce. He does not expect to see many of them 
active in the merchandising and selling of mass produced 
homes in the post-war period. 

A 

Let the sun b 
ore 

it won’t fade thi 
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Keller on Prefab— 

(Continued from page 89) 

prefab. On this group, the prefabs sold more rapidly 
than the conventionals. Of course the prefabs were up 
and completed before any of the conventionals were 

3 Years of Sunshine in 25 Hours—That's What 

Every Monowall Color Must Withstand.in the 

Armstrong Fadeometer 
A Complete 

VENTILATING UNIT 

“he FARLO-VENT 

FOR BARNS, MILK HOUSES, HOG and POULTRY 
HOUSES, MACHINE SHEDS, CABINS, Etc. 

A combination sash-ventilating unit made entirely of 
durable Ponderosa Pine, completely rot-proofed and 
aluminum primed for permanence. Easily installed in 
frame or masonry walls. Made in five standard sizes 
Farmers and poultry men are all enthusiastic about 

IRECT sunlight—3 years of it—is 
crowded into the fadeometer test 

which Armstrong uses on Monowall 
colors. If they fade or yellow under 
these concentrated ultraviolet rays 
they’re rejected immediately. Arm- 
strong’s laboratories regularly put 
Monowall through many other tor 
ture-tests, too—outdoing even the 
most severe conditions in actual usage. 
When you sell Armstrong’s Monowall, 
you know it is prewar quality ... or this practical unit. 
better. 7 . 2 

For kitchens, bathrooms, hallways, various commercial Direct and Indirect Ventilation— 4 Positions 
interiors . . . gleaming, mirror-smooth Monowall is a 
durable wall finish that’s easy to keep clean. It is available E-2-GLAZE 
in a variety of attractive plain colors and scored tile-de- 
signs that harmonize with almost any decorative scheme. PUTTYLESS SASH 

Current labor shortages create a bigger market than ever Supplied in FARLO-VENT. Durable 
f M all. That’s bec ‘ lacee. liek p 5 and weather-tight. No tools or putty or Monowall. 1at’s because its large, light panels can be needed to re-glaze instantly. Made 
ut up so fast on walls and ceilings that an average with heavy bars for long life. To P p so om W ic igs that an average room coctiiaan, teak Game ahem take saben. 

can be completed in a day. No special preparations are Patented construction holds it per- 
= . and there is ait yf 1 s i manently. Available in 4 It., 6 It.. necessary, and there is no waiting for plaster to dry. and 8 It. Also sold separately 
Write now for free samples and illustrated litera- SOLD THROUGH LUMBER DEALERS! 

ture to Armstrong Cork Company, Building Mate- ® . 
salipit 

Victor Sliding Stairs atcstenco - « » Sliding Window 

rials Division, 2801 Lincoln Street, Lancaster, Pa. 

Units . . . Basement Sash Units ... Front Entrances... 
DeLuxe Kitchen Units ... Unipak Wood Casements .. . Farlo 
Unique Frames .. Sash... Doors... Frames... Screens 

| . « » Cabinet Work .. . Stair Parts 

ARMSTRONG’S MONOWALL § 

| FARLEY & LOETSCHER MFG. CO. 
| DUBUQUE, IOWA 
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finished. But the principal cause of the rapid sales, by 
investigations made with buyers, was the high praise 
coming from the eighteen buyers of the previous year 
who had had their tongues in their cheeks when they 
bought.” 

Prefabs have a definitely limited market, Keller be- 
lieves. In design, they are exclusively limited to the bun- 
galow-type, one-story house. In price range they are 
pretty much confined to the market under $6,000. Most 
home buyers who want homes above this figure will 
likely want homes closely fitting their own preconceived 
ideas and with special features built in. Also, those who 
want two-story houses will not find what they want in 
the prefab market. 

The availability of labor will be an important factor. 
If there is plenty of labor, the conventional market will 
be accelerated and prefab will suffer. If, on the other 
hand, there is a great scarcity of labor, the big operator 
in home development will then turn to prefabricated 
homes faster by far than before the war. 

Despite these objections, Keller expects to use a great 
volume of prefabricated homes himself at the same time 
that he builds higher priced conventional homes. 

* 7 * 

TAFT HEARINGS— 
(Continued from page 94) 

economic rents in dwellings that private enterprise could 

provide. 
He pointed out that in his agency’s planing for pub- 

lic housing post-war, a “no-man’s land” of fifteen to 

twenty per cent was to be left between what private capital 
could provide and public housing must do. He declared 
it to be his hope that this no-man’s land would be occupied 

by private enterprise as it found new methods and tech- 
niques to enable it to build more and more cheaply, and 

that public housing would not find it necessary to creep 

| up into this area. 
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As usual, look to A-P for 

your requirements in the 

postwar market. 

DANVILLE, ILLINOIS, U.S.A 

SPOT CORD 

REG U.S. PAT. OFF 66.6 & eat ofr. 

— the most durable material for hanging windows 

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS 

BOSTON 10, MASS. 

Lormarert 

SUCCESSOr 10 
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COIYUGaTeER 

VLE 

DISTRIBUTORS 
WRITE US.7 

CHENEY METAL PRODUCTS CO., Trenton 5, New Jersey 



AUTOMATIC DIAMOND 

POINT DRIVER 

Speed up your glazing of sash and frames and 
mirrors. Use only one hand. Automatically drives 
DIAMOND POINTS at machine-gun speed into 
hardest wood. 100° efficient from any angle. 
Points can’t drop out. Holds a clip of 100 Dia- 
mond Points. 
Diamond Points are made in °9/s and in %/2” 
lengths. 100 to the stick. Will not corrode. Will 
not bend. 

440) 3'4 | Ge cele) Bs 

Irvington 11, N. J., U.S.A. 

UTTY KNIVES +« WOOD SCRAPERS + PAINT CONDITIONERS 
OR SANDING MACHINES ELECTRIC FENCERS 

ESTIMATING 

That CLICKS 
A course of instruction for home study has been pre- 
pared by a General Contractor with more than 40 
years experience. It teaches by a self correcting 
method, with special instruction if needed, a System 
of Estimating used by thousands of successful es- 
timators and general contractors for more than 25 
years. 

This is strictly a course in cost estimating using full 
scale drawings, and specifications. The Instruction 
covers each successive step that must be taken to 
prepare an estimate, complete In every detall, for 
bidding on lump sum contracts. Sold on a money 
back guarantee basis. For particulars address: 

TAMBLYN SYSTEM, 
Dept. AB, 210 Johnson Building, Denver 2, Colo. 
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MIXERS © PUMPS e HOISTS 

BATCHING & PLACING EQUIP. 

SAWS © CARTS ¢ BARROWS 

Piace Paine Lead Expansion Anchor in 
hole, tap with setting tool and tighten for 
permanent, safe anchorage in masonry 
and concrete. Precision threaded and rust 
resistant. 900 available in 9 standard 
diameters from 6/32 to 54”. 910 in 1%”, 
%”, ¥,” diams, in standard lengths. 

sk your Hardware Dealer or write for Catalog 

THE PAINE C | 2959 Carroll Ave. 
Chicago 12, Ill. 
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“108 Your Job! 

oe Get double the mixing ae? ° ° 
99 action with Jaeger 
29 patented "V" Bottom 

Drum — get trailing 
30) speed with Timken 
24 Bearings, spring shock 

113 absorbers—get longer 
62 Tilters, Non. life, lowest upkeep 

112 Tilts, 34S to cost of any mixer you 
— 56S Sizes. ever owned. 110 

33 THE JAEGER MACHINE COMPANY ' Aa . 
us 521 Dublin Avenue Columbus, Ohio <a 4 

Cover .... . * 
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a wuen PEACE comes 

20-37 
vt count on Comes. 
108 , 

Today’s users of Comets, on home front 
on and fighting front, will be Comet owners 
aes OU need these tools for insulation board jobs. when Peace comes. As in War so in Peace 
ae Made of hard maple, light weight. Sharp, strong —they will count on Comets. Write for 

_ 54 blades cut thru toughest insulation boards, leaving free literature. 
-102 clean, smooth edge. $350 CONSOLIDAT | These wos, Sve Maden, . ED MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., LTD. 

Sent postage paid 2029-33 Santa Fe Avenue, Los Angeles 21, California 
attachments, all for... anywhere in U.S.A. 

Extra Bevil-Devil Blades, of selected steel, ground 
---44-45 to cut insulation board, package of 100 for $4.00, 

postage paid. 

mae KIMBALL MANUFACTURING 
98-107 L COMPANY, INC. 

= 1703 GREENLEAF ROYAL OAK, MICH. 
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103 REMOVING ICE PROTECTION 

,, PATENTED, TIME TESTED, FHA APPROVED: Sidewelke Rene tenss Anti-freeze 
3s | Factory-Built Method of home construction, requiring . for 

6 17% less material and 52% less labor. Attractive — Extra Safety pails, barrels, 

proposition to qualified manufacturers in position to Platforms Extra Strength pumps 
~~1!; | handle State franchise. Factory-Built Homes, Inc., Mc- 
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113 Solvay Calcium Chloride. Write to Dept. 34-2, SOLVAY SALES 

CORPORATION, 40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 
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@ The Heatilator is a scientifically designed 

form around which any style fireplace can be 
built. The firebox, throat, damper and smoke- 

dome of the Heatilator are engineered to 
permit correct combustion—and to eliminate 
common faults that cause smoking. 

@ The Heatilator Fireplace circulates heat 

. warms all the room and even adjoining 

rooms... cuts fuel bills spring and fall. It is 
not only easier to build, but it helps you sell 

the house after it is built. Heatilator will be 
available as soon as building starts. 

HEATILATOR, INC. 
512 E. Brighton Ave., Syracuse 5, N. Y. 

HEATILATOR Peceslace 
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:..Why 

SAFWAY SCAFFOLDING 

will enable you to perform your 

work with GREATER SPEED, 

SAFETY and 

ECONOMY 

1S FULLY EXPLAINED 

SATWAY | 

SCAFFOLDING 
| 

IN THIS NEW 

FREE BOOKLET 

pe cecerrenrnents 

32 PAGES OF VALUABLE 

SCAFFOLDING 

INFORMATION aArw AY STEEL PRoaU ots
. INC, 

vs, wesgeane 

Let Safway introduce 
you to a new era in 

scaffolding efficiency. Learn how Safway can be applied 
for purposes impossible with conventional equipment. 
Send today for your copy of Bulletin AB-245. 

DISTRIBUTORS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

MANUFACTURERS OF TUBULAR STEEL SCAFFOLDING AND EQUIPMENT 
WEST STATE TREET AT 6380 MILWAUKEE 13 WISCONSIN 

SHIPPED 

BIG BUILDING BOORS 
+: p r 

- airs iti rewtineesian kt ——-._—— 
For Examination 

Learn to draw 
a live-wire builder, 
take contracting jobs. These 8 prac- 
tical, profusely illustrated books cov- 
er subjects that will help you to get 
more work and make more money. 

Architectural design and drawing, estimating, steel square, roof 
framing, construction, painting and decorating, heating, 
conditioning, concrete forms and many other subjects. 

BETTER JOBS—BETTER PAY _——‘UP-TO-DATE 

NOW AND AFTER WAR EDITION 
These books 

plans, estimate, be 
do remodeling, 

Keep busy now at good pay, and be pre- are the most 
pared for after-war building boom. Big op- up-to-date 
portunities are always for MEN WHO KNOW and complete 
HOW. These books supply quick, easily under- we have ever 
stood training and handy, permanent reference published on 
information that helps solve building prob- these many 
lems. subjects. 

Coupon Brings Eight Books FREE For Examination 

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY Vocational Publishers since 1898 
Dept. G233 Drexel at 58th Street, Chicago 37, Ill. 

You may ship me the Up-to-Date edition of your eight big books, 
“Building, Estimating, and Contracting’’ without any obligation to buy. 
I will pay the delivery charges only, and if fully satisfied in ten days, 
I will send you $2.00, and after that only $3.00 a month, until the total 
price of only $34.80 is paid. I am not obligated in any way unless I 
keep the books. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
Please attach a letter stating your age, occupation, employer's name and address, and 
that of at least one business man as a reference. Men in service, also give home address 
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Breath Suiiee Beauty... Amazing Utility. | morro 

with Mpoclernfoll Doors on 

Your clients will appreciate the beauty and utility o! 

Modernfold Doors. With its beautiful fabric covering 

this strong, metal-framed, accordion-type door makes an\ 

room irresistibly attractive! And you never saw suct 

utility! Quick, easy room division elimination 0! 

door-swing area . . . many feet of floor and wall spac 

made usable! These are only a few advantages of thi 

amazing Modernfold. You'll want the whole story 

Write today for all the facts . . . see how Modernfold' 

beauty and utility can help you in your business. 

NEW CASTLE PRODUCTS 

1607 |! Street, New Castle, Indiana 

in the 

Richards-Wilcox Canadian Co. Ltd ; 
London, Ontario 

In Canada: 
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| Complementing any style of structure, structures. This quality door, weather-tight and 

) |The **OVERHEAD DOOR” with the Miracle tamper-proof, is available for every type of govern- 

Wedge will be ready for the residences of to- mental, industrial, and commercial structure. 

tility jmorrow. Because of its efficient performance, When peace comes, The “OVERHEAD DOOR” 

The “OVERHEAD DOOR” is now an expediter will again be obtainable for residential instal- 

ms in thousands of war plants and other essential lations. 
ility 0! 

overing 
Sos om TRACKS AND HARDWARE OF SALT SPRAY STEEL 

iw suct Any ““OVERHEAD DOOR” may be manually or electrically operated, 

ion 0! Sold and installed by Nation-Wide Sales — Installation — Service, 
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ndiano | MIRACLE WEDGE 

Co. Ltd ® 

{EAD DOOR CORPORATION «+ Hartford City, Indiana, U. S&S. A, 
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